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NOTE FOR THE HOME GUARD
hepa,-ed under the dfrecJi<m of tha Commander-in-Chief, Home Forus
1 This pamphlet has been produced for the Field Army. There are
certain differences between the training of the Field Army and the ~ome
Guard caused by differences in organization, weapons, a nd operat~onal
role. This note is to help Home Guard commanders to make mtell1gent
use of the pamphlet.
. .
2. Home Guard Instruction No. 51 in its four pa._rts _is ~e tra1rung
manual on infantry tactics for the Home Guar_d .. Nothmg m thts Instruction is changed by the issue of Infantry Trammg, Part VIII_. The two
will be read in conjunction with each other, a.nd, where they differ, Home
Guard Instruction No. 51 will be followed.
3 The followino sections and paragraphs of this pamphlet do not apply
to the Home Gua~d. but commanders should study t1i:em and carefully
note how the differences mentioned above between the Field Army and the
Home Guard have resulted in differences of technique.
Sec. 3, para. I t (e).-Movement wi!h the 2-in. Mo_rtar..
.
.
Sees. 6, 7 and 8.-The demonstrations and practices involv_m g hvc
ammunition are beyond the scope of the Home Guard.
Sec. 15, paras. 61 and 63.- Assault courses a.re ge!lerally ~yond the
physical capacity of the Home Guard. Battle 1ncculabon for ~he
H ome Guard has been introduced in H ome Guard Instruction
No. 61, which will be the only authority for it.
Sec. 16.-The organization of an infantry platoon.
Sec. 19, paras 80 and SL- Advanced instruction on the Bren Gun
and 2-m. Mortar. .
Sec. 24. -Method of teaching battle drills.
Sees. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, ·36, 37, 39: 41 and 44.-At~ck,
battle drills, the use of smoke, attacks on pill boxes and fort1.fications, house clearing, village clearing, river crossings, defence, and
withdrawal.
All are either outside the operational role of the H?me Guard
or have been laid down in detail in Home Guard Instruction No. 51.
4. In reading this pamphlet, it s~uld be remembere? that the following
main differences in terminology exist between the Field Army and the
Home Guard : Field At'my.
Home Guat'd equivalenl.
Platoon.
Battle platoon.
Section.
Squad.
Bren group.
B.A.R. group.
Remember also that the Home Guard equivalents of Field Army units
and sub-units differ in three important respects : {a) Physical fitness and endurance.
(b) Weapons and equipment.
(c) Time available for training.
Do not therefore assu.me that a Home Guard Battle Platoon can do,
or should' be able to' do, all that a Field Army infantry pla~n can do.
5 The other parts of I nfantry Training, 1943, w ill not be issued to the
Ho~e Guard, for, as will be seen from th«: Prefatory Note, ~hey de~! with
the training of units and sub-units which have no equivalent 1n tht>
Home Guard.
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FIELDCRAFT, BATTLE DRILL, SECTION
AND PLATOON TACTICS
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1. Object,-This part is designed to help junior commanders in
handling and training their sub-units for war. It must be read in
oonjunction with the other parts of I nfantry Training and with
the various pamphlets of Small Arms Training.
The training system suggested is not the only method and should
not be followed slavishly, which w ould cramp initiative and individuality. Neither is this part intended to be a complete syllabus.
Lessons should be added or omitted as found necessary by
experience.

• •

2. Importance of minor tacti cal traJning,-The section and
the platoon are the teams on which the whole training of the infantry
rests.
Every infantry officer should know how to train his command
for war ; every section commander must know his duties and be
able to lead his section intelligently ; every man must be taught to
a nswer to the command of his section leader, and to be prepared t.'l
act on his own initiative.
A p latoon should work like a pack of hounds and not like a flock
of·sheep.
I t is easy to teach the tactics of cricket, football, and boxing,
because the men's interest in these sports has ' been stimulated ; if
training is made int eresting, the teaching of war tactics can be
equally successful.
It must always be assumed t hat the enemy is making t he best
use of the ground available and his probable reaction to each m ove
must also be considered. Only if these things are done will training
be realistic. I n all training, commanders and others must be
taught t o consider each p roblem from the enemy's point of view and
to plan accordingly.

••

3. lnltia tive .-On a modem battlefield the close formations of
past wars cannot survive ; dispersion is therefore essential. Dispersion means that small sub-units and even individuals will have
to decide on the action they must take to carry out the general
intention of their commander.
T his situation calls for initiat ive, intelligence, and m ilitary
knowledge on the part of every private soldier.
7-19SJ6
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4. Importance of g round.-The power of modern weapons has
increased the tactical importance of ground. Every little undula,
tion and fold is now of importance, and men must learn to get the
maximum value from ground on their own initiative. They must
use· ground not only to give themselves cover, but also to enable
them to use their weapons to the greatest advantage.
The use of ground is not a natural instinct to most men, as it is
to wild animals ; and it must be taught, explained, and practised
with the greatest care.
5. F leldcraft .- Fieldcraft is the use of natural and artificial
cover and conditions to help movement and the employment of
weapons. It is the art of the hunter, and it includes concealment,
silent movement, knowledge of his prey, and skill with his weapons.
The hunter has to outwit his quarry ; this quarry may have
powers of evasion, quickness of eye, sense of smell, and speed of
movement, but as a rule has small powers of retaliation. In war
the soldier has to outwit bis fellow men. Cunning is opposed to
cuwting and each side has full power of retaliation. The soldier,
if he fails, may lose his life.
Skilful fieldcraft therefore demands physical fitness, mental
alertness, mastery of weapons, knowledge of ground, and above all
discipline. These attributes combined and applied with intelligence
and initiative will produce the formidable fighting man required
by the infantry. Practise alone will give the experience essential
to obtain results.

•

~- _Cleanlines~ 1n tralninil.-Realistic and vigorous fieldcraft
trammg means dirt.. It is impossible to crawl up a ditch with a
lken gun .an~ re~am clean. Men will not put their energy into
work of ~h1s km~ 1f they are required to parade in their best battledress with equ1p~ent blancoed and trousers pressed. The importance of _cleanliness, though, as part of discipline, cannot be
ov~r-~mphas12ed. As men are to be encouraged to be dirty for
~~rung, then the very highest standards of cleanlin.e ss mt1St be
1ns1sted on at all other times.

CHAPTER 2

FIELDCRAFT AND MOVEMENT
SECTION

••

6. Disclpllne.- Discipline is founded on the barrack square.
Good drill gives a man the habit of obedience and a pride in his

appearance and in his unit. Such discipline must be carried on
during field training, for it is under the stress of modern war that
the highest standard of discipline is required of every man.
7. C ontrol.--Once orders are given. dispersion is generally
necessary to carry them out. Subordinates must therefore make
certain that they understand their commander's orders and the
intention behind them before they leave him. They must not be
afraid of. asking questions. If the situation changes, each sub-unit
or individual out of immediate touch with his commander must
make the p lan most likely to ful1il the commander's expressed
intention.
The subordinate leaaer-may find that the $ituation has so altered
since receiving his orders that to carry them out in detail would,
in his opinion, be contrary to his commander's intention. He will
first try to get in t ouch with his commander for fres,h .orders. If
this is not possible, he will act on his own initiative, informing his
commander as early as possible of his actions. This is the difference
betwe('n " blind " and " intelligent " obedieoce.

3
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! . -INTRODUCTORY

9. Wl)en teaching fieldcra:ft the following iour points must
always be kept in mind : (a ) Fieldcraft is univeYsal.-Tbis is a war of infiltration into the
enemy's posi~ion-that is, war in which ~mall parties
such as sect~ons or even individuals, work their way
thr?ugh, relymg on their own skill and on the _BOwer of
thetr own weapons. I nfiltration cannct be carried out
unless you are an EXPERT in movement in the field
~on_c~ent , and_ surprise. One bad movement by on~
rnd1vtdual may nun everything.
(b) Fi4ldcraf_l is offensive and does not mean t1Sing ground to
cower m a hole out of t he enemy's fire. Groiwd must
be ~sed ~ a hunt~r uses it- to get closer to the prey whom
he 1s_ gomg to ~ll. You must use your knowledge and
cunnmg to outwit the enemy.
(c) Observati'?n is paramount in offence; ccnceal~t is paramount sn defence.-Tbis is a war of concealed posts of
camouflage. You cannot kill tlie enemy unless you 'can
find him. You cannot even start to attack him if you do
not know where he is.
•
(d) Cover from view is not cover from fire (especially if you }lav,1
been seen getting there).-Train yourseli to get away from
enemy fire unseen. Do not dart behind a bush and stay
t here ; that is suicide.
SECTION 2.-M ETHOD OF TEACHING FIELDCRAFr
10. Decide on the lesson which is to be taught and make it clear
t o t he class. Most subjects in fieldcraft and elementary tactics can
be demonstrated, and experience shows that the soldier learns more
quickly by seeing than by hearing.

J
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The men's interest must be aroused : demonstrations interest
them ; lectures usually bore them.
An officer or N.C.O. who is an expert must demonstrate each
movement showing the wrong way to do it, followed immediately
by the right way. Each ma~ must then be _practised till_ he is
passed out as efficient. Pract1_ce ~ust be continued from tune to
time il muscles are to be kept m tnm.
M;n learn by criticizing and being criticized by others. Mutual
criticism is popular and keeps both _Parties alert ..
Training in outwitting an enemy 1s best done m the early stages
by pitting one ma.n or onG section against ~nother, thus introduc~g
the spirit of competition. .fach will der~v~ b~nefit and learn his
mistakes from his" enemy and keen trammg is assured.
Training in fieldcraft or minor tactics requires enough instructors
to ensure that all points of training. are ~atched and correc~ed.
Minor errors in fieldcraft and weapon handhng should be put nght
at on.c e without waiting for the exercise to end ; major errors _in
tactics can often be conveniently left till the end of the exercise
when they should be discussea and the moral draWll from them.
SECTION

3.- INDIVIDUAL FIELDCRAFT MOVEMENTS

J 1. Movement by day
(a) Without arms.
(i) The leopard (or stomach) crawl.-Hug the ground from
toes to chin, chest and crutch flat to the ground,
anns outstretched in front of you. Arms and legs
work beside, not under the body. All motive power
is provided by a thrust with the inside of the thigh.
Roll slightly from side to side rather like the
swimming crawl stroke. Try to keep the heels on
the ground.
. Norx:-This movement cannot be done with the
respirator at the " alert."
(ii) The hands and knees (the monkey run).--Get down
on the hands and knees ; clench your 1ists. Train
to go very fast in this way. Go hard 15 yds., drop
flat, pause, go on.
(ill) The walk.-Avoid the "ostrich" walk, with the .h ead
bent fore1llt>st. Keep the head up, and observe all
the while.
(iv) The ,.oll.- Leam to roll away keeping the arms to the
sides or stretched forward. This is oft~n the
quickest way o.f getting away from a spot ':Vhere the
enemy has seen you. Practice is necessary if
dizziness is to ..be overcome.

•
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(b) Movement with the rifle

•

••

(i) The walk.-Hold the rifle in the left hand across the
body, ready for instant action or poised in the two
hands. Try to keep the body perfectly balanced
and to carry the rifle so that it looks as if it is part
of you-not just like an umbrella. Wben you have
learned to walk in this way in a perfectly balanced
manner you wil~ be able to " freeze " instantly,
then gradually disappear from view. This is often
the best way of.escaping enemy notice. Remember
that jerky unnatural movements are sure to attract
attention.
(li) The leopard (or stomach) c,.awl.-Tbis can be done
by working the rifle forward with the right hand
over the small of the butt, left hand under the
rifle between the point of balance a.n d the outer
band.
An alternative method is to grip the rifte with
the left hand at the point of balance, and bold it
G.iagonally across the body with the small of the
butt underneath the right arm pit. A Russian
method which is worth learning is to grasp the
muzzle cap and foresight, Gr the upper swivel and
sling, with the right or the left hand, with the stock
of the rifle resting on the forearm.
till) Hands and knees.-Sling the rifle over the neck or if
it is being carried for instant action, grip i.t i~ one
hand at the point of balance and run on the hands
and knees as before ; but the bolt must be uppermost and the butt foremost to prevent dirt from
entering the working parts and muzzle.
'1v) The ,.oil-As you turn over press the rig,ht hand hard
down on the small of the butt. If rolling to the
ri_ght side, keep the rifle into the right side, and
vice versa. Cover the working parts with the forearm _to .keep them clean. This can only be done by
a high degree of self-discipline and individual
training.
(c) M011ement with the Bren gun
All men must know all these methods, because highspeed crawls with a Bren gun are often the means of
surpdsin_g the enemy. _As in swimming, the knowledge
of a vanety of strokes IS the best way to avoid fatigue.
Close watch must be kept on the soldier during training to
make sure that he learns that it is a serious crime to

n
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drag the gun along the ground. If dragged the working
parts soon become full of m Hd and the gun jams.
(i) Cmwling. Method 1.-No. 1 lies on his sid~. r1:5ts the
gun on the instep of the lower leg, w~ch 1s. kept
against the ground. Forward mov~m~nt is achi~".ed
by kicking with the upper leg. This is a very tmng
method, but useful as an alternative stroke when
tired.
(ii) Crawz.ing. Method 2.-No. 1 lies on his stomach and
folds the bipod legs to the rear. He _grips the gun
-right.hand at the butt, left at the ~1pod legs. 1:Ie
then either works the gun forward in front of rum
as he crawls, or lifts the gun forward and rests it on
the g""Ound to the limit of his reach and then pulls
his body up to the gun-using its weight as a lever.
(iil) c,-awling. Method 3.-No. I and No. 2 work together
as a team. No. I , the firer, moves to the right of the
gun and slightly forward. No. 2 crawls forward in
the approved manner for about 3 yds., then leans
back and grasps the gun by the unfolded bipod legs
(the barrel may be hot). No. I at the same time
grasps the gun by the butt. They then lift the gun
together and move it forward a bound. The gwi.
moves .in echelon between them. The advantages
of this method are that it is very fast, that it keeps
the gun perfectly clean, and tha~ the N?· 1 is r~y
. for instant action and almost m a ii.ring position
during the whole of the movement.
tiv) Crawling. Melhod 4.- Tbe gun alter firing is lifted
sideways by the No. 2 and the bipod legs folded
up. No. 1 then hitches the folded bipod legs on ~o
the back of the equipment of No. 2 (the gun will
catch almost anywhere). The No. I anrl No. 2
then crawl forward together, the butt of the gun
being kept off the ground by the No. I and the
barrel and front portion remaining hitched to the
back of No. 2. This method is also· quick.
(v) c,-awling. Method 5.-No. 1 grips the small of the
butt in his left hand, No. 2 the bipod tegs in his
right. They both move forward using the leopard
crawl.
(vi) c,-awling. Method 6.-Fold the biFOl:1 legs back and
grip the gun with the left hand diagonally across
the body, the butt under the right armpit. . ~en
tired, put the right arm over the gun and grip 1t by
the ejection opening.

(d) Method of ronning
(i) M 7thod 1.-Gun over the shoulder ;

this is tiring
1f not varied, and it gives away the position of the
Bren gun to a flank observer.
(ii) M_ethod 2.-:ne gun held by the Bre.n sling, or if this
1s not avallable, a loop made out of two rifle slings.
This is much more comfortable than method 1 and
it has the advantage that the sling provides a'good
support for firing the gun from the hip or for firing
the gun by the hose-pipe method against enemy
aircraft.
(iil) Method 3.-Qun carried between No. 1 and No. 2
and held between them by the butt and the barrel.
If the barrel is hot, turn the gun upside down, No. 2
holding the bipod legg,

•

•

•

•

(e) Movement with the 2-in. mot'taY
(iJ C,-awling.-Lock the mortar at 90 degrees. Use the
stomach crawl mentioned above, pushing the mortar
in front of you in your outstretched anns, or balanced
over the pack.
(ii) Running.-Lock the mortar at ,9() degrees and rest the
base plate on your haversack with the barrel over
your shoulder. This method is easier than the
carrying handle and it has the advantage that, for
a "quick bomb on the ground," the mortar can
be put down just as it is and an instantaneous bomb
can be fired if the No. 2 holds the base plate iD his
hands off the ground, using his judgment to work
out the correct angle. With practice accurate
results will be obtained ; but this method should be
used only in emergency.

12. Movement by night
(a) Without at'ms
(i) The ghost walk.-For all night movements, silence is
more important than speed. Silence depends on
perfect balance. Stand up, lift the legs high to
avoid long grass and sweep them outwards iD a
semi-circular motion. Feel gently with the toe for
a foot}qold. Make sure that one foot is safe before
the next foot moves, knees slightly bent. Always
lie dewn.·when you halt at night.
(ii) The cat walk.-Get down on the hands and Jmees and
move each hand forward, searching the ground carefully with the hand, making sure there are no twigs,

8
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then raise the knee and put it down on the spot
where the hand is. Then move the hand forward
again. This is a ve.r y slow method but very sure.
(ili) The kitten crawl.-If the ground is covered with twigs,
the normal stomach crawl would make noise.
When moving very close to the enemy perfect
silence is essential and the only sure method is to
keep raising the whole body off the ground on the
forearms and the toes, pressing forward, lowering
the body, ieeling carefully wlth the hands each
time. This is a very slow and tiring method which
requires considerable practice, but is invaluable.
Accurate infonnation at night can often only be
obtained by movement very close 'to the enemy.
(b) With arms.-All the remarks made ab@ve on movement by
day apply. The balance by night must be eve,n better
tha~ by day, and the ability to "freeze" instantly is an
absolute necessity in night movement.
SECTION 4.-CAMOUFLAGE AND FIELDCRAFT
13. Object.-These subjects must be taught to be used in an
offensive spirit; the aims of personal concealment and use of cover
are not merely protective but aggressive ; they enable the attacker to
work his way forward undetected and to allow surprise action by
the defender who has not been located.
Camouflage (appearance) and fieldcraft (behaviour) combine to
make the picture we present to the enemy. Concealment alone
may prevent observation and effect surprise : if coupled with
measures in another quarter which mislead the enemy's observation,
surprise is tbe more complete. Training should aim to teach every
soldier that, as well as concealing the real whereabouts of men,
weapons. and defences. he must confuse the enemy's observation
and waste thei r fire by misdirecting these elsewhere. Misdirection
may be purely tactical- by movement alone, or by the use of dummy
figures, models, and false works, or even better, by a c@mbination
of both.

14. Rules
(a) Camoujfa.ge is tactics.-In training, camouflage should never
be heated as a " specialist " subject. but as part and parcel
of every tactical move, for it deals with what the enemy
sees of that movement.
(b) Against whom ?- Differing methods must be employed
a~ainst a ground observer with field glasses and the observer
who is harassed by fire and smoke. The reconnaissance
plane at 30,000 ft. is a very different proposition from the

low flying fighter. Consider first who your .:nemy is and
camouflage accordingly.
(c) The enem_y the critic.---Questions of camouflage are never
se~'.e? mdoors b~t only from the enemy's point of view.
~nticJsm from this angle should be continued during training and war. On new ground old tricks may fail..

_15. Personal_ concealment.-Every soldier must be as inconspicuous as posslble, consistent with fighting efficiency. There must
be no confusion with _" para~e-ground" smartness, where the
opposite of c~ncea_l~ent 1s the aim. The soldier in battle should be
confident of his ability to make himself a difficult target.
s:our factors (apart from movement) make the soldier easy to

••

(1J) T~ne.-Tone should match the surroundings, but it is always
safer to ~rr on the dark side. ln a green countryside,
du11 clothmg and dark blanco are essential. and white skin
should be darkened with camouflage cream. soot, blanco,
or cocoa. Where there is snow, white sheets should be
used.
(b) Shi~e.:-5hine catches the eye and must be completely
el1mmated, A dark hessian cover dulls the steel helmet
and e':'ery pie~e of brass on equipment and weapons should
be painted with a dark dull paint.
(c) Shape.-The smooth dome of the steel helmet should be
broken by natural garnish, which also helps to destroy
the distinctiv~ shape of the head and shoulders. 1'he
pe:sonal ne~ will conceal the latter during observation, but
it IS not easily worn over head and shoulders during movement through c~ver. The squa7e shape of pack and
pouches should be broken by garnish
or foliage.
(d) Shadow.-The shadow uader the helmet is eliminated by
making the garnish come down all round below the rim.
Details .of personal camouflage are illustrat-ed in Figs i and ii
The steel h~et, ~cause of i~s shape and position on th e body, i~
the :13ast di11icult piece of eqw-pment to hide ; to hold the garnish
vertical. the cord must be laced round the net in short loops Some
kn?ts of coloured hessian garnish are a good basis to which· natural
fol1'.1S'e can be_added. Th~ end of the helmet net must be tied with
a ~lip-~ot whic~ can be qwc~ly released if the net becomes entangled
\"'.Ith wire or thick cover while the soldier is crawling. Unless the
~1ghest standard oi personal camouflage is maintained during training unnecessary casualties will result i.n war. One or two careless
men JI_tay destroy surprise, jeopardize success, and sacrifice thP. Jives
of t~e1r comrades. Theufore camouflage must be practised on all
tactical exerCISeS and must be taught as a matter oi discipline.
0
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I. T he helmet still
through the net.

shines
2. Dark hessian cover, hessia.n

knots and string laced round
in 2-i.!1. loops.
HELMET

WEBBING

Hessian knots plus
natural garnish to
break the dome and
shadow under the
rim.

Dark blanco No. I A or
3. All brass paio.ted
with dark paint.

FACE,
NECK,
HANDS

HAVERSACK

3. Too little-dome and rim
still show.

String bold s
hessian. Knots,
plus natural
garnish , to
destroy square
shape.

AND

Highlights darkened
with
camouflage
cream, soot, dark
blanco, or cocoa.

4. Too much-rim not broken,

RESPIRATOR

and large foliage shines.

Dark blanco.

5. Just right-dome shape and
shadow disappear.
RIFLE

Darken
shiny metal
with matt
paint.
Dark hessian cover
conceals
shiny buttplate.

6. Square shape and shiny gas-·
cape are obvious.

7. Crossed strings hold natural

• °"?I

;:)t~~-.-~=

. 'rlt•· .•.""

garnish on the flap.

"':'

;.

'.j

..;

.• ··

~::.. :",{:''

, >~\,.wfi ,., :it:
' ,t"' ,;......~-.,

~ :,,"t ,.,_:. ~;.,- .,~
·,~•.".....♦•~ , ~-:

BOOTS

Oubbined.

Fig. i

~

:f'. I

~•......~- ...
-:.•~,· J;'
.,1;

8. Use the personal net when
observing.
9. Small screen with hessia.n and
natural garnish give excellent
cover against a good background. Fire peneath it.
Fig. ii
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u Prepare for battle ".-This order should be given before ~e
action begins · a convenient time is during the ct>mmat1der s
Teco.n naissance' and orders. The sec~ on c.ommander s?ould then
take control and ensure that, working m pairs, men ga:I:11sb helmets
and equipment with materials of the ground over wh1c~ they are
going to fight. He should inspect his men bef?re gomg into battle
in the same way as he would for guaFd mountmg, In the absence
of a de.finite order, it is the duty of eve~y soldier to prepare for battle
and maintain his camouflage as requued.

16. Fieldcraft.- Behaviour that gives conce~ment from the
enemy on the ground may be of little value agamst the overhead
observer or attacker. It can usually be decided which has the
prior claim, or whether both must be considered.
(a) Ground enemy
(i) Shadow is the best protection, keep in it.
(ii) Back-ground.-Never be seen against a smooth background such as a green field, dense shadow, or, worst
of all, the sky.
(ill) Cover.-Observe through or carefully _roun~ the side
of cover never over the top, especially m ~mooth
cover su~h as trees, stones, or walls. Folds in t_he
ground are excellent, since they are not defimte
aiming marks for the enemy. Isolated cover draws
fiFe. Cover 'from view is not cover from fire. If you
have been seen getting there, crawl away at once.
(iv) Water.-I<eep back from the , edge of ponds . and
streams. The reflection may show up even at rught.
(b) Air enemy.- ln vertical view, the ground is seen as a carpet,
the pattern of wh ich varies with the type of country.
Objects which are at variance with the Fattern or form an
unnatural pattern of their own. are easily s~en. !roo~s
must remain under cover as much as possible with air
sentries always on the alert. Unless ofirnsive ~ction. is ~o
be taken, concealment is best obtained by keeping still, m
the correct part of the carpet.
(i) Movement catches the eye, so remain still under cover •
or in shadow.
(ii) Pattern. -Keep to the natural pattern and try to
imitate it. Move along hedges ~d neve!" .lie in
regular lines in the open. The a1.rman admits no
dead ground.
(iii) Shadows.-Sbadows are vivid to the air observer ~d
mll6t be lost in other shadows or broken up 1n
gorse, scrub, or some rough textured part of the

•
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•
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carpet. A regular line of straight shadows is an
obvious indication to the observer.
(iv) wouping.-Amongst gorse or bushes, small groups of
men clumped together resemble bushes and pass
unnoticed.
(v) Face.-Wbite faces are conspicuous. Do not look
up at aircraft unless the face is darkened or covered.
!7. Method of teachlng.- At the close of every tactical
exeFCise, the summing up should automatically include criticism of
personal camouflage and fieldcraft as seen from the enemy point
of view.
(a) Personal cam01,ftage
Lecture.-Make use of posters " Personal Concealment
1 and 2."
Demonstration.-Pairs of men, one prepared for battle
and the other not, should be shown in similar positions in
cover and in the open. The squad under instruction state
why some men are more easily seen than others and the
instructor points out what is wrong " Tone, Shine, Shape,
o.r Shadow."
Practice.- The order " Prepare for battle " is given to
sections which carry out the drill and discipline. The drill
will end with the sections in turn quickly occupying fi.r e
positions and being viewed by the others from 50 to
1,000 yds. It must be proved to the soldier that he can be
well concealed if he camouflages properly and behaves
correctly.
·
(b) •Movement. -Turn squad about. Men to give the demonstration (who have been previously rehearsed) then take
up different types of position where they will be in view
of the squad when it again turns about. (Head looking
over broken skyline, men in front of good background in
shadow, etc.). The squad is told to spot the demonstrators,
who one by one are signalled to give away their positions
by movement.
Show by demonstration how a slow gradual movement
is less likely to catch the eye t han a rapid movement (e.g.
head rising above cover), but explain that there are
occasions when rapid movement may be better, e.g. when
crossing a gap. When a position is left, men should back
off it slowly, i.e. "fade-away."
The demonstration should bring out that " freezing " is
one of the first natural instincts employed by animals for
concealment. When startled, the first action of many
birds and animals is to " squat " and keep still ; they
tone with their surroundings, they don't shim, their shape
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in order to prevent the mixing of live and blank
ammunition.

is lost by markings and soft outline, and they sit on their

II

shadows. The hare and young plover are common
examples, and aggressive concealment, with which defence
tactics should be compared, is shown by the leopard, the
boa constrictor, and the crab (which garnishes with
seaweed), as they lie in wait for their prey.
(c) Use of cover. Ground view
(i} Isolated cover.-A piece of ~ound should be_sele<:ted
that contains one small piece of cover, which gives
cover from view only, e.g. an isolated bush or patch
of gorse. A few men should be bunched in concealment behind this cover. A few more shotild
be lying 50 to 100 yds. to a flank in fire positions in
small folds or in grass which gives concealment.
When the squad is turned to face the cover, a few
rounds of blank should be fired. lf individuals are
then asked what they are going to fire at, most will
select the bush.
Demonstrators stand up when signalled.
The demonstration should stress the danger of
occupying isolated and obvious cover, and the
danger of bunching behind such cover, if it is cover
from view only.
NoTE.-A dummy bush of cut gorse will often
simpli.fy selection of ground.
Another method 'of teaching cover from view is
as follows : .
One section advances across country and suddenly
comes under heavy fire (blank ammunition) from
another section occupying a defensive position. The
attacking section will make for cover, each individual choosing his own. The instructor walks
round the positions selected by each man, and
places a figure target, small, medium, or large,
according to his assessment of the value of the
cover chosen-in the place where each man went
to ground. The attacking section now moves over
to the defensive positions and sees the targets they
themselves made. The defending section load live
ammunition and fire at the group of targets. The
most obvious target will always draw fire, while
those most concealed will escape. If at the end of
the exercise, those who have done badly can be
presented with a bullet-riddled figure target with
their name written on it, the force of this lesson
will not be lost on them.
NoTE.-Very careful co.ntrol must be exercised

(ii) lmp<frlance of background.-This demonstration should
be o!l the " wrong _and right " principle and might
consi~t of three pairs of men lying, kneeling, and
standing, one of each pair with good and the other
with poor background. After the squad have
searched the ground, each man in succession should
fire two rounds of blank on a signal. When all have
bee~ fo~~- those _wi~h good_ cover should take up
~eir po~1tions agam 10 full view of the squad under
mstruction, who should later inspect the actual
positions.
Stress during discussion that background is cover.
Many animals escape detection by keeping close
to the b3:ckground they r~semble, and some change
~olour with the_se,asons, e.g. tiger and python in the
Jungle, grouse m heather, moths on trees and the
mountain hare and arctic fox which are brown in
summer and white in winter.
(iii) Use of shadow.-This should be dealt with in the same
way as background. rt should be shown that if a
man stands back from a window when observing
from a ~oom he will be concealed by the shadow.
Emphasize that shadow provides concealment from
the _air ; men, weapons, and vehicles should always
be m shadow when available. It is often more
important to consider where the shadow will fall
than whether the object itself is in shadow. Fot
instance, a tall vehicle placed in partial shadow
~ay t~row_ its own shadow a long distance, thereby
disclosmg its presence. T he vehicle will therefore
be less conspicuous if placed to the sunny side of
the ~hadow. Re':°ind men that shadow changes
continuously dunng the day according to the
position of the $Un.
'
{iv) Folds in the ground.-Fo1ds in the ground often offer
the . best cover from ground view by being less
obvtous to the observer. They are also leSs obvious
to the man seeking cover unless he is well trained
It is suggested that men prepared for battle should
be concealed in folds in the ground throughout one or
more of the previous demonstrations. Some should
~ quit~ close (within 50 yds.) to the squad under
instruction. On a signal they should disclose
themselves by firing blank. Squad should then
0
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inspect positions in detail. The small indiVidual
screen of wire netting garnished with hessi8:n knots
or foliage can be shown in this demonstration.
(v) BYoken gi,ound.-The object of this demonstration
should be to show that it is more difficult to locate
a man in broken cover than when he breaks a
regular line (looking over a fiat topped wall, or
mound) and that men should look around and not
over cover. The demonstration might be as
follows:A section in position correctly. Squad under
instruction searches.
How many seen ? Where ? Why spotted ?
Each man in the section fires one round blank.
How many seen ?
Where? ,
Squad looks away while section with~raws.
Section advances at the double, occupies the same
position, and fires one round per man.
Section stands up.
(d) Misdfrection.-The aim is to create a false picture, on whi~h
the enemy will act. It can be successful even on the individual scale and should be part of all camouflage and
fieldcraft training. Training should seek to enco1;1I_age
original ideas from all ranks and. should ~e competitive,
with men, sections, and platoons pitted against each other.
There are three simple rules : (i) Think out what picture t~e e~emy might see and
paint the false one you wish him to see.
(ii) Use the factors that spoil concealment-mov~ment,
shine, shape, and shadow-to create the false picture;
and use them to the degree necessary-for example,
the enemy under fire and smoke will be tricked
by the crudest of dummies.
(iii) Keep one step ahead of the enemy; ~ he ge~ to
know one ruse, go one better. Keep him guessing.
DemonstYations on the following lines can be
given : (The sq11ad should not be warned t~at this
is an effort to trick their powers of observation).
Sniper.-One man under cover about 100 yds
to a flank fires a round of blank (or live round into a
butt) and the squad see a steel-helmet showing
several yards to the flank of the firer.
.
The next time, instead of the helmet, the smper
has a length of string tied to a bush a few yards

tiown wind. When the squad hear · the shot and
tum in that diTection, they see a slight moveme,11t
of foliage near the smoke.
Brsn grottp.-The gunner fires from one position
while another man a few yards away distracts the
squad's attention by showing himself, his helmet,
a branch, movement of foliage, etc. The gunner
keeps changing his position and t:b.e instructor as'ks.
the squad how many guns are firing and emphasizes
that this is one of the most effective methods that
any sub-unit may use to give an impression of
greater strength.

Platoon attack.-The squad, observing from the·
objective, are lying down and smoke is drifting
across their front. They see little movement on
one flank, where two sections are putting in an
attack. On the other flank, a few men cross and
recross a gap, doubling back under co-..er, to give
the impression that the attack is corning from that
quarter.
18. Concealment from air

Lecture.-The use of a simple model of an open landscape with
smooth road and fields, some rough ground, and only a little overhead cover, is a good way to show troops what they look like from
the air. Standing, lying, and kneeling figuyes on pins can be used
to show how clearly the regular patterns of men and their shadows
stand out and Jlow inconspicuous are small groups of men in scrub
or hedges. The parallel example of the lost collar stud on the carpet
should be given; on a smooth. part of the carpet it is seen at once,
but in the pattern its shadow is lost, and a dull stud with no shine
to catch the eye is difficult to find.

•

Demonstration.-The squad observe from a high view-f")int while
two sections advance from about 300 yds., one in the right way and
one 'in the wrong. The right one moves in three groups along the
lines of .qedge, or ditch, in the shadow and with an air sentry on the
alert. Th.e wrong one, with men at 5 yd. intervals, comes straight
across regardless of the pattern, some men sky-gazing. The
instructoi: points out that even in movement, one .se,ction is more
obvious than the othtr. On the aircraft warning, · ~e " dght"
section bob down like thr~ bushes, while the " wTOng " section
re!l for a bit and then lie down in the open. When they move on,
the " wrong " section leaves casualties.
3-19536
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Team work is neatly always necessary for high-speed crossing· of
obstacles, ~.g. : (i) Cl,imbing a high wall or anti-tank ditch.-The section commander ~ust organize this exercise. Two men put their
bac~ against the obstacle and make a ladder by holding
their hands together to make a step, giving each man a
le_g-up so that he can reach up to the top of the wall with
his o~tstretched hands. The remainder of the section go
up this. ladder and over the wall one at a time, the Been
~ being p_~ed over by th_e second man and Pl!t down
in a tiff: position on the far side of the obstacle as quickly
as possible. The last two men of the seotion remain at
the top o{ the obstacle, reach down, and haul up the two
men who provided the ladder, taking th«?ir. rifles up first.
(ii) Wire fences.-Tbe .first two men hold the strands of wire
wide apart, enabling the remainder to pass through at high
speed. It ll}ay sometimes be necessary to cut the wire.
(ill) Gaps in hedges and crests.-The section commander £Qrms
the section up in a row, well short of the gap or crest, and
all ~ouble over together. From the side view, the whole
sect1on. thus appears as one man.

5.-TACTICAL CROSSING OF OBSTACLES

19. General,-As soon as every individual man is perfect in _day
an.d night movement with and without·weapons. he must be trained
to cross the sort of obstacles that he would be likely to meet in the
~ld. A man is more likely to get shot whilst impeded by an
obstacle than at any other time. High speed crossing of obstacles
with weapons is a matter of personal agility and this agility can only
be achieved by plenty of practice.
20. Method of teacbin!l,-Prepare a course that contains ;,(a) Walls.
(b) Wire fences.
(i;) Wooden1ences.

(d) Broken ground.

(e) Ditches.
(/) Streams.
(g) Jumps up and jumps down.
(h) Double jumps.
(i) Windows in walls.
U) Steep slopes up and down.
(k) Balance walks.
(/) Low obstacles for crawling under.
(m) Loose wire.
(n) Gates.
As soon as ea.eh individual man has learned how to take these
obstacles, with weapons and at speed, start training the men to go
over them in sections. Make sure that the section commander
takes control of the section, forms it up tactically after ea.eh obstacle
and whips in all stragglers. This is very good training 1or the
section commander (see.Battle Discipline, Sec. 15).
.The emphasis now should always be on the word TACTICAL.
The following I!(>ints should be specially noted in carrying out
this training:As soon as the section trains together, emphasis must be laid on
crossing obstacles at fairly wide intervals to make sure that there is
no UJiDecessary bunching.
Until properly trained, men will always bunch together and make
for the easy place to cross an obstacle. Train them to avoid doing
ao by giving them plenty of practice in crossing awkward streams,
hedges, and wire.

and

21. Tactical crossin!l of obstacles at nlaht.-Silhouettes
sky-lining must be- very carefully avoided. Gaps must therefore
be negotiated either by crawling across them or by rolling roun d
the side ; great care is needed in forming up the section after ea.eh
gap has been negotiated. As soon as men have been trained in
negotiating the obstacle course by day, they should be trained to
negotiate it by night, and pieces of difficult ground (e.g., twig
strewn country, gravel, shingle) should be included.
SECTI ON

6.-0BSERVATION TRAINING: HOW TO
LOCATE THE ENEMY

22. General.-Your determination to attack and kill the enemy
can never be put into effect unless you learn to find him first. The
first step in this process is to acquire a high degree of skill in
observation.

f
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23. Ptactice in tratnlni eye and ear.-Divide a piece of ground
into 20 squares marked with flags. Conceal a rifleman with some
live ammunition in each square. These men should be dressed in
German unifonns and placed so that some are more easy to see than
other.i. Let the class observe from the foot of a. bank. At a. given
signal get each man in turn to fire a live round into the bank over
t he heads of the observing class. They will thll$ notice the " crack "
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and the " thump " of the bullet and will learn to disregard the
" craclc " and locate the fire position from the " thump" and,from
watching for smoke and mov,emept. At ·a ·given signal, let each firer
stand up, then cosceal-hi.m!lelf again.and repeat the exercise. It is
essential that men should not leave- their observation training with
the idea (very easy to get) : •t I am very bad at this. I can never
see anything." They should be show.n how to make progress in
observation, and the exercise just referred to is a good way of
making steady progress. At the end of the exercise, the observers
will be able to pick out all the firers instantly and will be able to
see them almost standing out of the landscape and " hitting them
in the eye." They,will wonder how they came to miss them in the
fi.r st instance, and 'it is this feeling of confidence which should be
developed. Obs~rvation should be extended to reading the battle
and also be Jinked with fire orders.
SECTION

bem~. Such a direct hit is a matter of chance and
is exceptional.
(ii) While th~ fire is falling round the weapon slit. the
enemy mfantry are working ne;arer, taking advantage
-of tb.e fire which is k;eepiJJg the heads of the defenders down.
.(iii:) For safety reasons, these advancing infantry cannot
narm~lly gE:t nearer than 100-200 yds., so long as
the~gh tra1ectocy fire on y.)ur post (their objective)
contmues.
(iv) Therefore, the moment the enemy fire ceases look
up at once, and you should get a, very good view
of tpe attackers, probably thoroughly out of breath
by now, assaulting over the 100-200 yds. they still
b_ave to cover. They }Vill probably be in the open
(~ YO!J:l', de~~nde~ post is well sited) and will be

7.-COVER FROM FIRE

a$ault',llg With little or no covering fire. So hold

24. Object.-To teach aJl ranks to appreciate the value of the
,.-arlous types of cover as protection against fire from small arms
We31)0DS,

mortars, artillery, and anti-tank weapons.

25. Demonstrations should be given of the effect of the above
weapons against sucli types of cover as shingle, brick, stone, concrete
walls, sandbag walls, loose sand, earth, clay, peat, growing trees of
various types. Mark VII ammunition should ~o be fired against
the armoured sides of an. empty carrier to show. how it is proof
against this kind of ammunition.. Show the effect of field artillery
ire against wire and other ob~tacles.
A demonstration on the following lines should also be given:
Dig a series of weapon pits in well-sited tactical positions. Place
in the bottom of the trenches, well under cove_r, in1lated toy balloons,
figure targets, or ordinary emptr petrol tins. Then engage this
defended locality with all types o weapons including 2-in. and 3-in.
mortars, field artillery, and, if possible, low level or diye .pombing
air attacks, and machine gun fire from the air. It will be found that
very few of these balloons or figure targets have been touched by
this fire, e.xcept in the event of a ditect hit on a weapon pit by a
shell or bomb.
A demonstration on these lines can be combined with most 1ield
fi:rlbg exercises.
26. The foijowing lessons shoul,d then be brought out : . (a) F1•om the defenders' viewpoint

(i) In a weapon slit men are comparatively safe against
all forms of fire, except a direct hit from a shell or

your fire until .~ey are right close up and they
.should all be dead men. They are in the open ;
you are .under cover.

(

(b) From the attackers' viewpoint

(i) Apart frqm direct bits from shells or bolllOS, few if
any of the enemy will be killed:,by your covering
fire. Do not therefore expect to find only dead
men when you assault, A well-trained enemy with
good morale ,will begin firing again as soon as your
own supporting fire ceases for safety reasons.
(ii) Therefore, you should do :five things : F ~rst, begin' tne ~ult i~edlately your supporting .fire· stops or lifts. The enemy may be a
bit " rattled " and his shooting may be wild'.
Therefore, do not give him time to recover his
composure.

t
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5_e~ond, before yo1:1 assault, get two Brens in
position at very short range, to give you, intimate
~lose support •Qv~r the last 200 yds. These Brens,
if well placed, will PI? a:ble to shoot you right on
to and over your objootive.
Third, if necessary, be prepared to use smoke.
Fourth, be- prepared to fire from. the hip during
the assault all other weapons you-have with you.
_Fifth, search all enemy positions thoroughly
with the bayonet.
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8.-SNAP SHOOTING WITH THE RIFLE AND
MACHINE CARBINE

(11) Double.-The clenched hand moved up and down from the
elbow between the thigh and shoulder.
(f) Follow nu:.-The arm swung from rear to front above the
shoulder.
(g) Lie down.-Two or three slight movements with the open
hand towards the ground (palm downw3!ds).
(h) As you were. -The arm extended downwards with the hand
open. and waved across the body, parallel to the ground.
(i) Slow down.-Tbe arm extended to the side level with the
shoulder, palm downwards, and moved slowly up and
down with the wrist loose.

Zl. Jn order to develop quick reactions, courses should be provided in which the man can:(a) Fire his rifle down lanes in a wood at targets which are
pulled up out of the ground on pulleys.
(b) Fire a machine carbine in a house at targets which are
pulled up out of cupboards and dark comers by means of
pulleys. (But remember that the Sten machine carbine
should not normally be used at ranges of more than about
25 yds.)
SECTION

30. Signals with the rifle.-The following communicatint
signals are made with the rifle : (a) Enemy in sight in small numbers.-The rifle held above th~
bead at the full extent of the arm parallel with the ground,
muzzle pointing to the front.
(b) Enemy in sight in la,-ge numbe,-s.-The rifle held as in the
previollS signal, but raised and lowered frequently.
(c) No enemy in sight.-The rifle held up to the full extent
of the arm, muzzle uppermost.
These signals may be used by scouts sent on ahead of their
sections. Care should be taken that the signal ca!lilot be seen by
the enemy.

9.-FI.ELD SI.GNALS

28. Control of troops when deployeq can often be exercised
better and more quickly by ~ than by verbal orders. Signals,
the details of which are given in F.S.P.B., Part I, Pamphlet No. 9,
are also used for the control of mechanical transport.
In controlling troops by signals, a short blast o_f the. whistle
(ie., the cautionary blast) will be blown before the s1~ 1S n:iade,
in order to attract the attention of the troops. When he 1s satisfied
that his signal is understood, the commander will drop his . band
to his side on which the units under him will act as ordered. Signals
should be'made with whichever arm will show most clearly what is
meant.
29. Signals with the hand.-The following control signals
are used:(a) Deploy.-The ~ extended to the full extent over the head
'
and waved slowly from side to side, the hand to be open
and to come down as low as the hips on both sides of the
body.
1f it is required to deploy to a flank, the commander
will point to the required flank after finishing the signal.
(b) Advance.-The arm swung from rear to front below the
shoulder.
(c) Halt.-The arm raised perpendicularly above the head.
(d) Close.-The hand placed on top of_the bead,_ the elbo~ to be
square to the right or left accordmg to which hand 1s used.
The above signal denotes close on the cet,J,-e. If it is required to
close on a flank, the leader will point to th~ required flank before
dropping his hand.
If when on th.e march, it is required to halt as well as close, the
lead:ir will give the halt signal before dropping his hand.

31. Control by whistle blasts.-The following whistle blasts
are used:(a ) The cautionary blast (a short blast).-To draw attention to a
signal or order about to be given.
(b) The ala,-m blast (a succession of alternate long and shorl
blasts).-To turn out troops from camp or bivouac to
fall in, or to occupy previously arranged positions.

•

(o) Enemy aircraft in sight (a succession of sh01't blasts).-Since
this signal will often be inaudible, a visual signal will also
be used to attract attention, viz. both arms held above
the head and the hands waved. On this signal, troops
either get ready to fire, open out or take cover, according
to the orders in •force.
(d) Enemy airc,-aft attack ended (two long blasts ,-epeated at inten,als

of five seconds).-On receipt of this signal all troops resume
previous formations. Troops which have been firing will
recharge their magazines before moving off.

25
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10.-SEI.ECTION OF LINES OF ADVANCE

(

Discussion follows.
~.he _squ~d then decides on the most probable enemy action,
which 1s discussed, after which it moves to positions from which
enemy would have viewed the ground, and revises opinions if
necessary.
. T~e instructor finally stresses the importance in defence of actually
v1ewmg the ground as the enemy will see it, whenever possible.

32. Obj ect.-To teach the application of points of elementary
instruction to movement.
33. Prelln;unary .-In deciding OA a route, all men must be able
to weigh up tbe advantages and d.i sadvantages ot the ground
(observation points, fire positions, con~ealment, protection from
fire, likely enemy am.pushes, and obstacles) and to make decisions
logically and rapidly. To this end, constant practice on various
types of. ground;is essential. Men must know instinctively, subject
to orders from the section commander, the place to make for, the
route to follow, and the speed at which to move.
The ideal line of advance provides concealment and cover from
fire throughout its length, and offers good fire positions and positions
of observation·en ro-ute.
•
The former will usually confiict with the latter requirements,
since to get concealment and good cover from 'fire it is often necessary
to go into low ground, while high ground usually gives better
positions from which to observe or fire. It is rare to find a route
combining all advantages, and the choice will depend upon the relative importance of the two factors in any particular situation.
Positions of· observation on a line of advance should enable the
observer to see·, not only the enemy, but also the progress of neighbouring friendly troops.

36. _Compet:Hive exercise.-Two opponents start from behind
h~o r!dges .s?me 1,000 yds apart. Each is ordered to occupy, a
snipers p~s1tion to cover all int~rvening ground and to shoot anyone
he sees. The cover on both sides should be approximately equal.
Ea~h. man must have a watch. Each will note time and exact
position of the other when he sees him. Whoever spots the other
first within good sniping range (300-350 yds.) wins.

37. Another exercise.- One man lying in the open is pitted
aga~nst another who has to move forward with reasonable cover
ava.ilab~e to a given spot in a given time. Whoever first spots the
other WlllS.
At the end of this an~ the pr~vious exercise, the two competitors
shoul<:1 ~ompare notes, with the instructor as referee, to stress poi.nts
of tra1rung.

(

34. Exercise .-The instructor gives the general direction of the
enemy and a simple tactical setting, defines an area over which
individuals will be required to move, and points out objectives to be
reached.
:ae also indicates the .area £mm which· an enemy is
observing.
Men then decide on the line of advance they would take, giving
reasons. After a 'discussion, the instructor and squad follow· one
or more of the alternatives and then se'e if their suggestions were
sound.
35. Ex er ~se (r om th_e eni m y's P.Oio-t of view.-Exptain the
importance when taking up a defensive position of considering
approacnes from the enemy's point of view (i.e., the reverse of the
previous exercise).
The instructor should give the direction of the enemy and general
line of 9m·defences, and define an area to be examined for features
that might- be
use to the enemy, e.g. fire- positions, 0.Ps., and as
lines of advance.
The squad is then told to think how the valu_e of these positions
is increased or otherwise by the ease with which the enemy can
reach them and tlie degree to which they help our own further
advance.

of
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38. Advanced exerclse.-The instructor selects a general line
of a<;lvance_ across country for the section commander, followed
by _Jus section, to move over. One or two men from the section
act~g as enemy have rifles and some blank ammunition. The
secti?n take their rifles, but not the Bren gun at this stage of training.
The instructor sends the enemy to a pre-selected spot from which
they can observe the movements of the section.
J:he section leader is told that he must lead his section round to a
place on the ftank of the enemy from which he can deliver an assault
and that he must g~t to that place unseen by the enemy. The
enemy a:e made to lie d~wn _and obse~e from actual fire _posi.tions.
The section commander is g1ven 5 mmutes in which. to study the
groun?- carefuIJy and to make up bis mind. The route is then
followed by ~e r~t of the section accompanied by the instructor,
who makes certam that all fieldcraft points already taught are
observed by every man during the movement.
The enemy fire blank ammunition whenever they detect movement
b}:' .t~e section. At the conclusion of this phase. the instructor
cnticue~ and brings out e.ny mistakes that have been made. The
process 1s now repeate1 i~ a different ':rea of ground using different
men_ as enemy, but this bme the section commander is only g iven
4 mn~utes to study the ground and make up his mind.
This process should be repeated again and again until the section
commander 1s able to make rapid appreciations of the ground.
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U.-KEEPING DIRECTION AND MEMORIZING
A ROUTE
39. Keepint dJrectJon.-This is training of particular import~nce
for runners, guides, and patrols. All men may have to act as guides
and may often find themselves the s~nior members of ~ patr~l.
Keeping direction is never easy. It will be even more clifficult m
darkness or fog, and if detours have to be made to avoid obstacles
or to obtain concealment.
SECTION

(

After a march, make men point out on a map the route taken.
Take men over a rout.e {partly across -country) by day and then
tell them to find their way back in the opposite direction.
Take men over a route by day and tell them to find their way back
over the same route by night. In the·early stages of training they
should be allowed to take notes. Provided observers are posted at
check points along the route, it will be unnecessary to accompany
each man.
·
Drop men from a lorry in an unknown spot in open country and
tell them to -find their way to some place on the map.

4-0. The following a;e some of the means of keeping' direction :(a) The use of compass and map.
(b) The use of a rough sketch copied from the platoon commander's map.
(c) By keeping two distant prominent objects in view.
(d) By using a series of easily recognizable landmarks, each
vislble from the previous one.
(e) By using the stars. The sun and moon may also be used if
their movement is thoroughly understood.
(f) By memorizing the route from _the _map. Points su~h as
distances, contours, and the direction of streams will all
help.
(g) The back view should be remembered, and patrols and
others who may have -to find their way back sh~uld look
back at regular intervals to note landmarks behmd them
for their return journey.
(II) In exposed districts it will be noticed that trees tend to grow
away from the direction of the prevailing wind and that
moss may grow on the leeward side of the trunk. Such
aids may prove valuable in fog.
(i) Direction marks may sometimes be left on the outward
journey. (Pegs, small piles of stones, or the blazing of
trees.)
U) U the route is being walked by day with a view to guiding
by night, men must take particular notice of skylines and
objects that they will be able to recognize by night.
(k) All N.C.Os. should be a'ble to determine the points of a
compass by the use of the bands of a watch and the sun.
41. Sequence of vaining .-The aids_ described above sh~uld
first be explained and demonstrated. Subjects such as map rciadmg,
use of compass, sun, moon, and stars, will have to be dealt with by
special instruction.
Take men over a route and make them describe landmarks or
noticeable objects on their return. Discuss the various ways in
which the route might have been remembered.

42.. Competitive practice.-M:en work in pairs. All Nos. 1
are taken along a route. On return, each man descrihes the route
to the Nos. 2 who will have to follow it. The route may be circular
and a time limit for descri.b ing it may be imposed.
Discussion should follow, in which instructo·rs should bring out why
some failed and others succeeded.
In later stages; while showing the route to the Nos. I, the instructor
may inclicate certain points on the route as being under observation
contaminated by gas, or otherwise treated so as to make the task
more difficult. Impress on Nos. 2 that they must honestly follow
exactly the route given them by their No. I, irrespective of where
others may go.

(
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1.2.-THE INDIVIDUAL STALK

43. An individual stalk finishing witli a little unarmed combat
helps enormously to improve fieldcraft. The inclividual stalk
should be as follows : (a) E~pla'{lation by instmction ....-A poinfis selected 200 to 600 yds.
away, where an enemy sentry group ls said to be located.
The stalker's task is to approach near enough to shoot
with the certaint,• of killing without being seen.
The squad is given a few minutes to study the ground ;
they are given a time limit, and told that they must
consider the following :(i) •Final position from which to shoot (objective).
(ii) The best ~oute to it; whether it offers posipons for
observation on the way, from which fresh decisions
or changes in plan can be made ; whether cover used
is from · fire or from view only ; the number of
obstacles (rivers, walls, fences, open ground, etc.)
on a_lternative routes ; means o1 keeping direction ;
skyline and background ; if open ground must be
crossed ; the possibility of taking risks early, when
there is less chance of being seen or hit.
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(b) Questi01t.S.-lndividuals are then questioned on _the final
position they have selected and the route they mtend to
follow. One. or -more are ,then detailed to carry out the
stalk w.ithin:a given time-limit. For obvious reasons, the
are?- within which the stalk may take place should be
defined.
The instructor takes the remainder to the post.to ~atcb
the actiort of the stalkers. Another instructor should go
with each stalker as a critic, and a Bag signal should be
arranged to denote, the time of start of each sta,Uc. The
critic should be instructed to note all actions of the stalker
and to conform to his movements, so as not to ,give away
his position.
(c) Procedure at the post.-The exact position of the post should
be de.n oted by-a small yellow fl.ag round which the remainder
of the platoon Jje. Other members of the squad will
perform the following duties : (i) A flagman, who raises a white Bag each time he sees
the stalk.er, and only lowers it on. his clisappearance.
As the stalker is only stalking one man=-the
sentry-no one else may indicate to the · Ba.gm.an
that the stalker has been seen.
(ii) A timekeeper who times the duration of the stalk
from the time when the critic with, the stalker
gives the signal to start, to the time the stalker
fires. He also times the length of each exposure
ef the stalker by watching the•flagman.

(
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(d) A discussion·should take place at the conclusion of all stalks.

In aciclition to the points given above, discuss : (i) Reconnaissance and the necessity for looking before
leaping. Did the stalker select a fire position first
and then the best route to it ?
(ii) Conc~lment.-Did the selected route offer ·the best
chance of surprising the sentry ?
(iii) Mobility.-Was the "going. " of the route selected
good or difficult ? Was the pace well regulated
accorcling to the ground ? Crawling should be
avoided except !or very short distances. Where
crawling was necessary, was the best. method
adopted ? When crossing an open space, did the
stalker dash acress ?
Tlle necessity for looking ahead must be stressed:. M:n
are too inclined to take. the easy bound first, which wtll
very often land them in difficulties later. When a man

stops, he should remain motionless. Any incident that
might distract the enemy's notice should be used to cover
movement. The sta lker must realize the advantage
conferred on him when wind, rain, or sun are in the enemy's
face.

(

13.-MOVEMENT BY NIGHT

44. General.-Darkness gives protection against aimed firii and
enables surprise to be gained. Night training should be designed
to accustom men to moving in the dark, so that inclividuals and
units can act with confidence at night.
The main differences between night and day operations are that
by night:(a) Enemy fire is normally inaccurate.
(b) Sight is largely replaced by hearing; avoidance of noise is
therefore of the greatest importance and ears should be
used rather than eyes.
(c) Objects are generally visible only on skylines, which increases
the importance of low ground for both , movement and
observation.
(d) The difficulty of maintaining direction makes previous
daylight reeonnaissance most important.
('e) The difficulty of control. Close formations are therefore
very necessary.
45. Movement.- At first individual instruction should be given
without arms; later, men should be trained to move fully equipped.
They should be practised in daylight in moving silently on roads
and across country in various formations with whis_.eered words of
command. The same practice should the.n be carried out at night.
Precautions should be taken to prevent equipment rattling, and
weapons must not be allowed to clash. In some circumstances,
strips of sandbag material may be tied round equipment.
On soft ground it is generally better to place the feet on the
ground, heel first, and on hard ground, toe first. When walking on
grass, the feet should be raised above the grass ; when crossing a
difficult piece of ground, advantage should be take.n of other sounds
to cover noise.
These methods should first be. demonstrated, and later may be
carried out as a competition, to see which men can advance nearest
to a blindfold section without being heard.
When a light goes up, men should fall flat on the ground before
the flare ignites ; if caught unexpectedly by a flare they should
remain motionless and only fall fiat.if the enemy opens fire. A Bare
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should never be looked at since it makes it impossible to see in the
dark for some minutes afterwards.
These points should be demonstrated, the Bares being sent up to
disclose a squad about 100 yds. away.

stages, notes may be made from a map and from an observation
point instead of from the actual route.
48. Carriage of tools.-Men should be taught and practised
in carrying tools quietly.

46. Crossin~ obstacles.-The first task in training men to
cross obstacles is to train them to help each other. It is an exceptional man who can cross obstructions of all sorts without help
and yet make no noise.
A simple method. which will make crossing an obstacle much
easier, is for one man 1:o remai.n at the obstacle, assisted by another
man, if it is a very difficult one, to act as a " helper." The
"helpers " first take the man's load and then assist the man himself
across the obstacle. When the whole party is across, the helpers
then move forward to the section commander or leader who makes
certain that all have crossed successfully before moving on.
Most men 'like to sit or stand up on the tops of banks and walls it is the natural thing to do, but it creates an artificial skyline and
therefore troops must be trained to roll or slide over such obstacles.
They must not jump down on the other side, because it is almost
impossible to do so without making some noise and jumping itself
is a movement which is likely to attract attention. 1f a " helper "
is on the far side, he can assist the m en coming over and they will
not have to jump.
Thick hedges present some of the most awkward obstacles that
can be encountered. If there is no gap, the only way to get through
them without making a noise. is to spend time cutting back the
foliage with a knife. A matchet should not be used as jt makes too
much noise.
When crossing streams or .running water a place should always
be chosen where the water makes a noise, i .e., where it passes over
stones or boulders. Men will then be able to wade through or jump
across without attracting attention.

49. Intercommunicatlon.- Messages, where necessary, should
be passed in a whisper. A simple non-human noise (e.g.,
scratching on a gaiter can be used with a simple cede, e.g., 1 scratcb
means "stop and get down,'' 2 scratches " get up and m ove on."

47. KeepJng directlon.- Men should know how to recognize the
Pole Star, and how to use the moon and the wind. They should be
trained to pick out landmarks by day, landmarks which by night
will stand up i n silhouette against the sky and ground contours.
Preliminary reconnaissance is of the first importance. Men
should be shown by day a piece 9f country over which they will be
required to move in the dark, and their plans should be followed by
discussion on the route selected with. regard to avoidance of noise
and skylines, keeping direction, and obstacles to be crossed.
T.o train men, take them over a route by day and let them take
notes as they go. For example : " 600 yds., forked t rack. keep
left; 1,000 yds. on. track crosses stream flowing to right; lone
pine on skyline, half left from line of advance." Then with their
notes let them follow the same route by night. lo more advanced

50. Keepln~ touch.- Wh.ite distinguishing patches on the back
often help in keeping touch. The members of a small patrol
crawling close to the enemy on a dark night can keep in touch and
signal to each other if each man. keeps a hand on the ankle of the
man in front. Signals should be arranged.
•
Loss of touch always leads to delay and loss of morale. In
ordinary' movement in file, if each man holds the scabbard of the
man in front, touch will be maintained. It should be a ,rule that a
message is passed forward the moment men behind are not closed
up.

51. Compass march.-Officers and senior N.C.Os. should be
trained t o move across country by the use of compass bearings and
distances. A course should be laid out with a ser ies of control
points. At each point there sliould be an observer and a yellow
flag (or shaded light on very dark nights) visible about 15 yds.
away. Those under training are sent off at intervals from the
starting point A, where they are given the true bearing of and
distance to B. At B they are given similar instructions with regard
to C and so on. Points should vary between 100 and 400 yds.
apart.
Observers should note time taken and h ow near each man gets t o
his post before being observed.
52. Individual stalk.-The individual stalk (see Sec. 12) may
also be carried out at night.
53. Digging and wirlng.-Constant p ractice in digging and
wiring by night should be carried out. It is seldom in war that
extensive digging or wiring can be carried out in daylight, therefore
every ma.n roust be trained to work quickly and quietly at night.
A silent, quick, and simple method of getting men on to their tasks
at night .must be frequently practised.

(
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14. -0BSERVATION BY NIGHT

54. Visual tralnin~.-One man of a section should march away
and be stopped as soon as he is out of sight. He should then call
out the number of paces he has taken. He should then advance
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towards the section from some distance farther off and be stopped
when he again becomes visible, later counting his paces to the
section. This action should be repeated 0n nights with varying
visibility and with the moon both behind and in front, and with
different types of background.
"Points to bring out are : -

CHAPTER 3

SECTION AND PLATOON TRAINING
SECTION 15.-LEADERSRIP
TRAINING-ASSAULT
COURSES, BATTLE DISCIPLINE, AND BATTLE
INOCULATION
56. Previous trainJng.-As soon as every individual man has
completed his fieldcraft training and the section has learnt to move
as a whole over obstacles, section training proper should begin.
During this period, training of the leader to command and control
the section should be stressed throughout and emphasis should be
laid on the section learning to work together as a team under his
leadership.
lt is vital that the personnel of sections should be altered as little
as possible, and everything should be done to foster the team spirit
of each section and to develop "group morale.. "

(a) To show men how far they can see at night.
(b) The ability to see at night increases with practice.
(c) A man may stand up when he has a good background, but
otherwise should lie down.
(d) The lower the observer is to the ground, the more extensive
is his 's kyline.
(e) That it is easy to mistake natural objects (bushes, posts,
and trees} for men at night. The ground in front should
therefore be studied carefully by day.

When men have been practised in observing a man approaching
and walking erect, they should be similarly practised .i n observing
a man who is trying to approach unseen. By comparison they
should be made to realize the advantage of observing from low
ground. As observation by night or in fog is a great strain, men
sboulg work in pa.us. The use of field glasses at night must be
practised.
55. Training Jn bearing.-Instruction should be carried out
on similar lines to visual training. At first the advance of a sinirle
man should be listened for; gradually the number should be
increased so that men can judge the strength of the party
approaching.
Listening should be practi$ed on various types of ground (e.g.,
open and close country, across valleys, and in woods) and in different
weather conditions (wind blowing towards or away from the enemy,
fine or wet).
Demonstrations should be given to show how far noises, such as
whispering, talking, coughing, and the noise m~de by rattling
equipment and water bottles, carry at night.
To exercise men, place thell'll in a position of observation and
arrange for noises to be made at pre-arranged times and distances
and in different directions, e.g., talking, digging, wiring, wire cutting,
coughing, opening assault boats, carrying tools. Each man
shDuld then explain the sound, estimating its distance and direction.
This exercise should be carried out in varying types of weather.
It will be found that at night the tendency is to ove.r -estimate
numbei-s and to underestimate distances, when judging by sound.

57. Trainlng the leader.-ln section training, the leader will
now be combining for the first time his theoretical training with the
actual problems of command and control in the field. His ability
to command will depend to a great extent on his self-confidence,
and it is to be hoped that this will have already been fostered by
his previous training. The feeling that he really knows what he is
talking about will in itself give confidence both to the section leader
and to the men under his command, and everything possible must
be done to foster this feeling.
11 possible, therefore, section training should be preceded by a
section leader's course under unit arrangements, during which the
section leaders are formed together into a platoon which is trained
by the most experienced officers available.

(

58. "Total war ".-This is a" total" war in which the soldier
moves from 100 per cent. peace to 100 per cent. war overnight.
In the last war troops had time to get "seasoned". They were
usually taken to France, put in a quiet sector of the line, and
gradually worked up to more lively sectors by easy stages. Troops
now have no opportunity to get seasoned. They move direct into
" total " war, a form of warfare designed to attack morale as well
as flesh.
The enemy has exploited this difference. For several years
before the war he employed trained psychologists to design weapons
and to help him in methods 'Of warfare. He realized the enormous
value of sudden shock and noise. Examples are legion, e.g. the
dive- bomber, a very expensive and inaccurate lethal weapon, but
a very terrifying one ; the screaming bomb,. in which accuracy is
sacrificed for noise : the enemy mortar bomb. noisier th.a n our own,
4-19536
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hedge ..aft~~ me " ~ " Get that Bren into position over
there ;
Move mto the bon_ib crater." During these
periods the N.C.O. should be watched to see whether he
IS able to s~ot any detail which goes wrong and to correct
any slovenhness on the part of the men in their fieldcraft
handling of weapons, concealment, or observation work. '
(d) The N.C.O. takes his section over the obstacle and assault
courses putting in a controllea bayonet assault at the end
of each.

but less lethal ; en.circlement tacti~xploiting the psychological
effect from behind. In other words it is not always necessary to
kill or wound a man in order to defeat him. You can beat him
equally well by destroying his morale, by removing his desire to go
on fighting, by making him think he has been beaten.
59. Methods of dealing with the new problem.-There are
three methods that can be used to rob this form .of " terror " warfare
of its effect. They are : (a) Battle discipline.-A high standard of discipline in the
field, enforced through leadership by section leaders and
platoon commanders, who know all about the enemy
methods and have trained themselves to expect them
and to deal with them.
(b) Battle inoculation. -By putting all officers, N.C.Os., and
men through a realistic course of training !or battle,
during which fire from all types of weapons is put down
near them, and the noises of war are simulated to the
greatest extent possible.
(c) Maintenance of high morale.-These methods are discussed
separately below.

.. I

60. Battle disclpline.-This is largely a matter of section
leading. Great ca,re should be taken in the first place to make sure
that the section leader is chosen primarily because of his ability to
lead men ; he must be the sort of man whom others will instinctively follow.
The necessary qualities can only be discovered by putting
potential officers and N.C.Os. through a series of vigorous tests in
which their qualities of leadership are given full play. Men are
more likely to follow a leader whom they know has been selected
on merit.
A series of such tests might be as follows :(a) A short period of squad drill in which N.C.Os. and potential
N.C.Os. are allowed to take their own sections. Squad
drill gives the N.C.O. a chance he rarely gets- the chance
to command on his own.
(b) A short period of battle drill (see Sec,. 21). This is merely
squad drill in a more interesting form which gives the
N.C.O. more scope and variety, and requires a higher
degree of intelligence and understanding on his part.
(c) A period of battle discipline. The N.C.O. takes his section
out for about 15 minutes and exercises himself in giving
his men the sort of orders that he will have to give them
on the battlefield, e.g. " Line that bank " ; " Cross this

(e) The N.C.O. _co~ands a section during the battle drills set
out later in this book, and during realistic exercises based
on these drills.
61. ?bstacle course.- Theiollowing are two suggested methods
of te~ting the leade~hip of N.C.Os. and potential N.C.Os., who
practise at the same bme the work of a section in the field :(a) Miniature course.- This cim be constrocted in almost any

(

field near a unit's particular station. Use should be made
of any natural or artificial cover and obstacles. Branches
cut from trees and hedges can be used to form artificial
hedges. Obstaeles should consist of the following :(i) A co~tinuous five-barred gate about 20 yds. longeasily made f1:-om posts and old timber.
(ii) A post and wire fence about 20 yds. long.
(ill) An anti-tank. ditch, about 8 ft. high, made from
corrugated 1ron and supported by iron tubing.
(iv) A SO ft. triple concertina wire fence.
(v) · A gap in a hedge about 30 yds. long-made in an
. artificial hedge if necessary.
(vi) A hawthorn hedge beyond the enemy post through
which the section must go to consolidate.
_v:i-rious section exercises can be based on these
numature cou~es and, in making full use of them,
N.C.Os. are given an excellent opportunity of
demonstrating their powers of leadershjp and
command.

{

(~) Ful~ ~cale course.-This should be on similar lines to the
muuatore one. but several _different situations can be
presented. Full use should be made of natural cove.r and
feat1:1res. Live ammunition should be used wherever
possible to produce realistic situations, butts being constructed where necessary: and camou.daged. The following
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are some suggested situations which might be introduced:(i) Locating the enemy-scout · section fired on from
200..-300 yds. range.
.
. .
.
(ii) Action of the fire section-hve ammumhon bem_g
used to make the section commander dodge his
groups about and get them into·better positions.
(ill) Clearing of small hut or outbuildings-section attack
followed by normal house clearing drill (see Sec. 36).
(iv) Flank interference-a platoon objecti_ve is indi<?~ed,
th.e section meets with interference (hve ammurution)
but continues towards its objective by covering its
advance with Bren group, 2-in. mortar, or smoke
grenades.
(v) Interference in the line of advance--one man throwing
a grenade (thunderflash)-quick, ~ecisi_ve action
by the section commander and Jeadu~g nfle~ or
bomber-straight in with Sten machme carbine or
rifle butt ; two or three men opening fire, necessitating a section attack.
A N.C.0. chosen by such a process must be allowed .to keep his
hand in by frequent practice in these methods. It will be fou~d
that the quality of leadership can be_ developed and .s~rengthened ln
training and can often be discovere4 m ~eopl~ no~ ongmally thou_ght
to possess it. On vigorous all-day exercises, 1t will be found -possible
t o test N.C.Os. when under the strain of fatigue, hunger, n01s~, and
exhaustion. It is at times such as these that the man shows h1s real
worth.

.
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62. Maintenance of battle dlsclpllne.-Discipline . during
battle is the ultimate end of any form of disciplinar_Y tra~in~•. and
must itself be practised rigidly a.n d constantly if ~
military
conscience " is to be generated within the men. As with_all forms
of discipline, it must first be explained by the J?la~o~n c?mmand~r,
who should point out to his men that ba~le ~sc1pline lS esse_n~1al
to the teamwork which wins battles, and is a vital fotm of traming
which may save many lives. After this explanation, carelessness
during training must be stamped out.
.
.
.
It is suggested that units shO\lld adopt an a~1tude m which_ the
maintenance of field discipline is of paramount un_portance.. ~nmes
(due to disobedience or inattention on parade), such as fa1lin~ to
observe to ~he correct flank, bad fieldcraft, e~po~ure on a skyh!le,
failure to set sights at the correct range, hesitating when crossing
an obstacle, must be dealt with in exactly the same way as t~e
ordinary military " crimes " of everyday life. Men who com~t
these crimes must be charged with them and 1?rought before their
company or battalion commander.
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63. Battle inoculation•.-This is the process of making men
accusto~ed to th~ ~oises. and s~ocks of . war by reproducing all
these things as reahst1cally as possible. It 1'S of the utmost importance
that it should be carried out as mwch by niglit as by day. The following
are a few suggestions : (a) The enemy should always include a few marksmen who can
be trusted. Their task is to snipe, always making sure
that they miss their opponents by a safe margin. II the
places where this form .o f shooting is done are carefully
chosen (e.g. where there is a high bank -to act as a safe
stop-butt) it can be carried out with safety.
(b) Field firing practices in which the troops are allowed to use
ball ammunition, live mortar bombs, and smoke.
(cJ Later these exercises lead up to company and battalion
exercises in which all the supporting weapons, e.g. carriers,
3-in. mortars, and 25-prs., fire H .E. and smoke.
(d) Men should be grouped as a section on a bank and concealed

marksmen fire rounds as near to them as safety permits.
While this fire is going on men should observe and try to
discover where the fire is coming from. At a later sta"'e
they should crawl. behind a bank about 2 ft. high, ov~r
which a L.M.G. is being fired. Care should be taken t o
ensure that the strike of the bullet is always beyond the
observer.

(e) On all e:-ercises thunderflashes should be used as liberally
as,possible to represent enemy mortar fire. Buried charges
of ammonal fired electrically can also be used on bigo-er
schemes t o represent enemy artillery fire. V.'ben ti.:'ed
~ ese throw up a column of soil high into the air, and
smce they co:ne as a complete surprise whilst the noise
of live ammunition fills the air they have a most realistic
effect.
(f) Every man in the platoon, while in a weapon slit, wiU be
overrun by tanks. He will regard this experience with
considerable -misgiving in the first place, and will feel an
almost irresistible inclination to get out of the trench
and run away. As soon as he finds out that the tank
cannot possibly harm him, and that this form of weapon
pit is tanl..-proof, he will gain a great deal of confidence
and on the third or fourth run will be able to bob up agai~
as soon as the tank has gone by and throw a grenade
or aim his rifle at the following infantry.
•For Saf&~y Rules for Battle Inoculation and Field "Firing au 8.A.T. Vol. J
Pamphlet No. J section 17.
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(g) AirCYa/t.-Arrangements should be made for aircraft to

make realistic dive-bombing and machine-gun attacks.
Troops must learn to treat attacks by aircraft as an everyday occurrence.
64. Maintenance of hiitb morale.-ln modern war, rigid
discipline is not sufficient; it must be coupled with high morale
and enthusiasm. The Boers had bad discipline but high_ morale ;
in a convict prison there is rigid discipline but poor morale. 1n
1914-18, troops moved strictly to time in co-ordination with
artillery barrages and the covering fire of machine guns, and the
conception of discipline, as absolute obedience, was essential. ln
this war men may be surrounded or may have deliberately penetrated deeply behind the enemy's main positions, fighting in
isolation, unsupervised by a senior commander. They may have
accomplished their immediate task and be in a position where there
is no chance of praise or punishment or supervision. The ability
to decide ta carry on fighting and use their initiative will depend
not so much on obedience, uniformity, and subordination as on
morale, and the enthusiasm, initiative, and aggressiveness which
spring from it. False discipline, the kind which is not founded on
high fighting morale, may lead to a dangerous sense of complacency.
True discipline is the harnessing of enthusiasm.
For this war, more than ever, we ·need this enthusiasm, this
determination to destroy the enemy, this high fighting morale
which makes discipline a source of pride, and irutiative a matter
of course, so that each man will act intelligently and bravely without
waiting to be t9ld what to do when a new and surprising situation
arises. We need fighting morale. To generate high morale each
man must be aware of his own genuine skill and power as a fighting
unit, and feel b_is own importance to his comrades and bis nation ;
be must know of the efficiency and high morale of his comrades
and be infected by the energy, vitality, and enthusiasm of his
officers.
Each man must understand fully the cause for which he .fights
and must know and approve of the determination of his leader to
fight to the death. The leader of any group must understand the
difference between morale and discipline, and aim at both. He
must set himself the deliberate task of inspiring his men and adding
to their skill the determination which wins battles.
16.-ORGANIZATJON AND EQUIPMENT OF
THE PLATOON
65. The allotment of duties and carriage of weapons and equipment among the men in a platoon must de_pend on the platoon's
strength and the type of operation in which it is engaged. A possible
organizati0n is given below, but must not be regarded as invariable:

SECTION

(
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SECTION 17.-SECTION FORMATIONS
66. Section formations.-Section formations depend chiefly on
ground and the type of enemy fire likely to be encountered.
V.1ben within range of enemy small arms fire. sections must deploy
unless adequately protected by ground. Sections must not deploy
too early, otherwise slowness and stickiness will result.
It is easier for section commanders to control their sections when
closed up, but it may be necessary to dispense with a certain amount
of control in order to avoid losses. The formation will also depend
on whether it will be necessary to fire.
The formation to be adopted. will, therefore, depend on : (a) Control.
(b) Ground.
(c) Fire production.
{d) Enemy's fire.
These four points are conflicting, and the section commander
must strike a balance that will give his section the best advantage.

never adhere rigidly to a certain f oi-rnation because it has been shown
in t!ie training manual, but must be preparf!d to ma11a,l(vre within the
section so as to make the best me of all available cover.

67. The main formations·with their advantages and disadvantages
are as follows : Formation
Advantage
Disadva,ttag,
Blobs (of two, three or Best concealment
occasionally four men).
and good control.
Single file.
Useiul for certain Not good for fire
types of cover production.
such as hedgerows.
Loose file (normal file for- Good control and Vulnerable aud
mation, but broken, so assists rapid
not good for fire
that men are not covered
movement or production.
off laterally or from front
change of line of
to rear).
advance.
Irregular arrowhead (Nor- Facilitates rapid Control less easy
mal arrowhead formation,
deployment to
than any of tho
but broken so as to avoid either flank.
above.
regular pattern visible
from the air).
For .final assault, Control difficult.
Extended line.
occasionally for
Very vulnerable
crossing open
to _.fire from a
ground.
flank.
In all formations, except blobs, there should be about 5 yards
between men except on very dark nights.
68. During an advance the section commander should change
formation to suit t he ground and the tactical situation. H, shotu4

69. When sections are deployed orders will be replaced by signalsor brief instructions from the section commander, e.g. " Behind
me in_file," "_Across that bridge and line the bank,"" Arrowhead".
Such instructions should be brief and to the point. The better the
training and discipline of the section, the shorter can be the orders.
SECTION

18.-ADVANCED OBSERVATION TRAINING

7~. The obse~ers watch a number of. typical battlefield sights
taki?g place a~ m~gular intef':'ll:-15 at varying distances, e.g. a group
of nftem~n tinng live a~mu.rution to a flank, a 2-in. mortar firing
from behind Cf'Ver, a 3-m. mortar doing likewise, a L .M.G. firing
bursts from ~ concealed position, an enemy " R " group carrying
out a reconnaissance. They are supplied with a panorama and have
to record what each incident is, where it took place, and the range.
71. Use of fteld glasses.-As soon as N.C:Os. and officers have
~earned to locate without,neld glasses they should be further trained
~n the use o( glasses. Glasses are useless if kept in the box, because
1t takes too long to get them out and adjust them. As soon as
contact has been gained the glasses should always be hung round
~e. nee~, correc~y focused, and the hands should feel for them
mstincbvely and mstantly as soon as there is anything to see. Field
glasses are lll-OSt useful at night.

. 72. Observation. by the section as a team.-As soon as a
reasonably high standard of individual skill in observation has been
reached, the section commander should organize his section to
01?5erve collec~vely: In leading ~ons, ,nothing can be done
without eyes-intelligent eyes watching continuously. He who sees
.first shoot~ fi:st. _It is. fu_rthermore of the greatest importance
that practice tS gamed m instantly passing the information seen
by the eyes to the section leader or the platoon commander.
When a forward p latoon is approaching an area where the enemy
are reported to be, observation must be organized before movement
starts, each individual man being detailed for a quarter of the circle.
The procedure should be on the following lines : Section cc:immander : " Observers. Front, Pte. Jones-right,
Pte. Smith-left, Pte. Black-rear, Pte. Green.
Report. any enemy movement and the direction of any
enemy firing you may see. Report any action by our own
troops when possible."
The section commander can now devote himself to directing the
advance of the section and taking control Let us suppose that
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shortly after giving these orders, the section is driven to ground by
some bursts of enemy machine-gun fire.
The following should happen : Observer : " Enemy opened up on the right, corporal."
The section leader goes to Pte. Smith who points to the area from
which he judges the fire has come. Meanwhile, all other observ_ers
continue to watch in the directions assigned to them. The section
leader wants better observation. Assuming that there is a house
close by, be says to Pte. Smith: "Get up into a top room of that
house and watch that area for enemy movement. Pte. Gray, go
with him and remain at the bottom of the stairs. Smith will tell
you what he sees and you come and tell me. I shall remain here."
In this way the section leader has ensllted that those of the enemy
wlfo have disclosed their presence by firing are watched as effectively
as possible.
The section leader (or platoon commander) at every stag~ muse
place his observers as a cricket captain sets his field. This rule
applies both in daylight and darkness.
, Observers should use their ears as well as their eyes. An
experienced man can " read the battle " from the sound of firing
from both sides.
Every burst of small arms fire, every shell or mortar burst from
the enemy or from ourselves, has been fired with an object. A
good man can interpret them all.
.
.
Observation must be intelligently planned and quick passing of
information arranged for by the section leader and platoon corn•
mander. This process must be carried out continuously.
73. Locatlnll the enemy when observation alone falls.-The
enemy may be so well concealed that eyes alone fail to locate him.
It is highly probable that if he is well disciplined he may withhold'
his fire, after the initial burst, in order not to give his position
away. Yet the enemy must be located before any plan can be made
to attack him. The practice in training of indicating enemy posts
by means of flags or by accurate description must never be allowed.
On training the enemy must always be well _concealed a_n? he ~ould
whe.n ever possible be encouraged to fire live ammumtion (mto a
safe bank), and to behave in every way as an enemy would do.
74. Patrols. (See also Chapter IV, Sec. 34.)-Patrols are one
of the best means of locating enemy posts with accuracy, but
the process may take a long time. T~ere have been ~ y _occasi<;>ns
during this war when patrols of both sides have succeeded 10 getting
behind and beyond the foremost posts : by lying conceale~ in ~~servation for long periods, very accurate plans of enemy dtsposttions
can be obtained by patrols.
75. Observation methods.-AU the above methods and instances are mentioned to indicate that the task of locating enemy
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positions is no easy one. It is both an art and a science, and it
must be very closely studied if we are to succeed in it. Of the above
methods, only the following can be regarded as within the scope
of the normal platoon commander : (a) Observation.
(b) Searching fire, to force the enemy to betray his position either
by returning the fire or by moving.
(c) Movement of our own troops, to tempt the enemy to fire.
(a) Special scouts or snipers.
76. The control of ftre.-A highly trained enemy wbo can resist
the temptation to blaze away whenever he sees a target, however
attractive, will be difficult to locate. There is a very widespread
idea in many soldiers' minds that it is their duty to open lire as soon
as tLey see a German or Jap. The only way to abolish this idea is
by constant practice to get them to understand clearly : (a) That the task of location is an extremely difficult one.
(b) That this difficulty is vastly increased if fue is withheld.
(c) That indiscriminate firing in defence means presenting a plan
of your positions to the enemy.
(d) That careful control of fire in defence is vital.

SECTION

19.-SELECTION OF FIRE POSITIONS

NoTE.-Instruction in this subject should be preceded
S.A.T., Vol. I : Lessons 7 and 8.
Pamphlet No. 3.
Lessons 10, 15, and 16.
Pamphlet No. 4.
Lesson 2.
Pamphlet No. 8.

by

77. Object.-To train men to select fire positions that combine
cover from fire with cover from view. It is at this point that weapon
training and minor tactics merge.
It is essential that as early as possible during a weapon-tTaining
course the weapon should be used on the ground, i.e. the pupil
should be taken out on a piece of typical rough country and trained
to select his fire position, using fieldcraft and concealment to enable
him to select those positions. Minor tactics are sometimes defined
as the application of weapons and formations to ground. They
demand from the private soldier the highest standards of weapon
training and 1ieldcraft combined. The one without the other is of
little value.

78. Selecti.o n of ftre positions.-Tbe selection of a fire position
for any task depends on : (a) Ability to use weapons freely.
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(b)
{c)
(d)
(e)

A good view of the ground or target to be covered by fire.
Cover both from observation and fire.
Ability to approach the position under cover.
Suitability for developing the characteristic of the weapon,
e.g., enfilade 6re for L.M.G.
In addition, fire positions for a section must be selected with a
view to control and local protection.
The detailed selection of fire positions should be made from ground
level.
It should be explained that the req1;1irements ~f a _pos\ti?~ v~
with the fire task of the man or section occupying 1t (srupmg m
attack, snipmg in defence, section in defence on reverse slope with
wire section with frontal fire task, section with enfilade .fire task,
section in attack, section in withdrawal, section on outpost).

79. Method of instruction.-The instructor should give a simple
situation and fire task, and order the man under instruction to select
a fire position within a defined area.
.
.
.
.
The first task might be a defence situation that would reqmre
reconnaissance ; later tasks should deal with attack or situations
involving the quick selection of fire positions.
Selection should be followed by mutual criticism and discussion
on the following lines : (a) Was it possible to use weapons freely?
(b) Was t}le view sufficient ?
{c) Was it cover from fire or from view only ?
(d) Was the cover the best obtainable, and was the best use made
of it?
(e) Would it have been easy to advance or withdraw if it had
been necessary ?
(f) Did the position admit of enfilad~ fire ?
(g) Would it have been possible to surprise the enemy with fire?
(Ask men at what point in enemy's approach they would
have opened lire.)
(h) Was the position conspicuous or close to well denned landmarks?

80. Advanced instruction in the $election of fire positions for
the Bren gun. (See S.A.T. Vol. I, Pamphlet 4).-The_section advancing across country comes under fire from concealed post (a Bren
srun operated by remote control firing live ammunition into a bank is
the best target). The section commander is told that he must carry
out the drills he has learnt for locating the enemy and then work his
Bren group round to a concealed position and bring it into action.

(

Situations should be found which involve a long crawl with the gun,
and getting the gun across open ground. Great emphasis should be
laid on care in emerging from cover and in bringing the gun into
action. Jerky movements caused by excitement at this time may
waste all the dfort that has gone before.
81. Selection,of position.s for the 2-ln. mortar.-This weapon
is probably the most important of the platoon weapons. A 2-in.
mortar emits a puff of smoke with every bomb that ls fired, and it is
therefore the most difficult of the platoon weapons to conceal.
Except for a" quick bomb on the ground," this weapon must always
be fired from a carefully concealed position, behind bullet-proof
cover, tb.e cover being sufficient to give concealme.n t both to the
firer and to the smoke from the barrel.
·
The drill for the handling of the 2-in. mortar is in S.A.T. Vol. I,
Pamphlet No. 8.

82. lmprovement of fire posltlons.-Training in the use of the
entrenching tool for the rapid improvement of fire positions both by
day and night is essential.
20.-SELECTION OF LINES OF A.DVANCE BY A
PLATOON
83. The selection of the line of advance by a platoon commander
is largely a matter of map reading. A high sta.n dard of map reading
is not an ability merely to read co-ordinates quickly or to find one's
way along roads. A map is the result of a very careful reconnaissance
recorded on paper by an expert, and a high standard is reached
only when the reader can get an accurate ment al picture of the
ground that lies ahead, by studying the map. It is also essential
that the reader should be able to select suitable 0 .Ps.
SECTION

84. The best method of learning this subject is to follow the
keyword " ground,"
G-. General.
R. Ridges.
0 . Observation:
U. Undergrowth.
N. Non-passable.
D. Denlade.
After deciding on the area to be studied-which must be considerably wider than the area to be occupied or crossed-apply the
headings as follows :G. General
. Get a rough idea of the character of the area. Is it high rolling
downland, or flat low-lying fields, open or close country ?
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R. Ridiea
Take a grease pencil (any other colour except blue) and mark on
the talc with a single line the highest part of all ri~ges and spurs
(i.e., the watersheds). Mark the streams or lowest Imes of valleys
and re-entrants in blue (i.e., the water-courses).

0. Obse.rvation
Mark with the first pencil any particularly good viewpoints or
detached features with a circle.
(You will now have the skeleton of the ground.)
U. Underirowth (or cover)
Study the location of villages, woods. belts of trees, s:crub, or
rough grvund.
N. Non-p·assable
Study the obstacles, the woods, villages, rivers. canals, and
railway lines.
D. Deftlade
The covered lines of approach to any point, and the areas that
afford cover, will now be easily picked out.
A clear picture of the ground as a whole, its possibilities and its
disadvantages, will now have been formed in the mind. Clean the
talc, and make up your plan.
The study of the ground carried out by such means may often
give you the probable enemy positions and action as well as our own.
It will be easy to remember and read the ground from the co~tours
without the markings. A clean talc will be wanted on which to
record the plan.
85. Practice.-As soon as the above system has been mastered,
practice can be given by moving a.cross country followin_g a route on
a given axis of advance, much the same system being adopted
as that referred to in Sec. 10 (Selection of lines of advance).
86. Reconnaissance for lines of advance.-': Time spent in
reconnaissance is seldom wasted," but most of the time spent
during t he rec.o nnaissance is often wasted. A man making a
reconnaissance must know what he is looking for and how to look
for it. His reconnaissance must be confined to essentials and must
be made from the nearest point from which these essentials can be
seen.
Reconnaissance for lines of advance can be divideq into :(a) An endeavour to locate the enemy positions.
(b) A decision on the line of advance it is intended to follow.
Methodical ways of dealing with both (a) and (b) above h1t.ve been
set out earlier in this book. If these methods are followed reconnaissance will be reduced to a matter of minutes.

f

It is very often unwise to decide on the whole of a line of advance
from the original reconnaissance point. The ground may be quite
different when it is reached, and fresl) decisions may be necessary
at each bound. The N.C.O. required to lead his section round a
flank may merely be told " Left or right flanking " and the general
direction he is to take. He should be trained to use ground himself
and he must be relied upon to use his own skill and judgrnent. It
is fatal to attempt during orders to detail a lengthy line of advance
to a N.C.0. It is unlikely to be the best line, and u.nforeseen
circumstances may soon require a deviation from it.

CHAPTER 4

THE BATTLE DRILLS FOR THE ATTACK
SECTION

21.-GENERAL

87. The primary object of battle drill is to ensure a uniform
standard of battle procedure throughout the Army. When every
officer, N.C.0., and man is taught the same procedure, the fullest
co-operation in battle is assured even when casualties occur and
changes have to be made.
It is clear that a good system of battle drill, wisely ustld, will
enable depl6yment to be speeded up and the unit or sub-unit to
develop its maximum battle power quickly.
" Battle d.rill must be our servant and NOT our master."
" It must be wisely used and applied."
A danger that must be guarded against in our training is the desire
for speed in getting the sub-unit into action. This must not be
allowed to develop into such haste that all sound military principles
are discarded. FOR EXAMPLE, lN THE INFANTRY, THE
PLATOON COMMANDER MUST ALLOW TIME TO FIND
OUT WHERE THE ENEMY IS, TO APPRECIATE THE
PROBLEM AND THE GROUND, AND THEN TO ISSUE CLEAR
ORDERS. If the platoon is not put into th.e battle pro_perly, it
will merely suffer a lot of casualties, however brave the men may be.
It must be emphasired that all the drills which follow i11 this book are
the basis on which ro work. They aYe simple guides j<W the simple
soldieY, As sections and platoons beccme .:xpet't i11 these drills, they
must leat'n to modify them and adjust them to the situation and ground.
No CM drill ca11 suit all circumstances, and variations on- tliose set
out i11 this and othef" chapters must be encouraged ami taught as soon
as the " basic stroke " is mastered.
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22.-APPRECIATIONS

88. Sequence.-Wbether written or mental, appreciations should
always follow t.he same logical sequence;(a) The object to be achieved.
{b) Factors which effect the attainment of this object.
(i) Relative strength. Present dispositions, mobility,
armament, and morale of the enemy, in relation to
one's own iorces.
(ii) Ground.
(iii) Time and space.
(iv) Weather.
(v) Hours of daylight and darkness.
{vi) The need for security.
(vii) Communications.
(c) Courses open to :(i) Own tps.
(ii) Enemy.
(d) The plan.

89. Battle drills do not give you the answer to every prob.l em ;
they do n.o t absolve the co~and_er from thin1?~• but they do
help him to think on the nght lines. Appreciations of enemy,
or ground and fire-power, have still to be made, but they can be
made simply and quickly if the commander knows how to go about
them.
It will be obvious that all the headings mentioned above will not
be relevant for every appreciation. On occasions, some will be
omitted, while on others, some may be added.
Consider, for example, a ajmple situation :A platoon of infantry, moving across country in irregular arrowhead formation ahead of the rest of th.e company, suddenly comes
under effective fire from a ridge in front. The leading section
drops to cover, returns the fire, and tries to get forward, with no
success. The other two sections of the platoon are not under fire
a nd are able to get to suitable cover. The platoon commander has
his " 0 " group with him. What must ~e do ?
.
.
A rapid and hastily thought out plan without cons1der~tion of the
ground might lead the platoon into trouble. A plan put into execution a.fter too much weighing up of the pros and cons may be too
late to be of any use. So he must APPRECIATE the situation.
Battle drills do not absolve him from this task. Thus : (a) What is my object ? ln this example it is to_ cal?ture the
ridge and to destroy the enemy who are holding it.
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(b) Where are _the enemy? Have I got their positions accurately located ] What is their strength ?
(NoTl,.-The platOQn cannot be launched into an
attack until the positions of the enemy are accurately
lacated.)
(c) Before any movement can take place I must have some
form of covering or supporting fi.re. Have I got this?
The leading section is- checked, so they can be used and
can becoine the fire section. Is any more fire wanted ?
(Remember, you must obtain fire superiority.) -what
about the 2-in. mortar ? ls the range all right ?
(d) Now I've got my fire support, what about the manmuvre ?
Where is there suitable ground to allow my assaulting
sections to get close to the ridge ? On. the right, left,
or in the centre ? Shall my main effort be put in to the
right or left ? (A frontal attack will not do very much
unless very wdl supported by fire. In the early stages o(
the encounter battle it can nearly always be ruled out.)
(e) Flow can I ix>-ordinate the fire of the .fire section and 2-in.
mortar and the manceuvre of the flanking sections ? Can
it be done by observation ? Or are signals necessary ?
In this way the platoon commander can arrive at a
decision very rapidly by a quick appreciation. ms orders
can then ·be given out clearly, simply, and briefty, and his
troops will be launched into the attack correctly.
SECTION

23.-0RDERS

90. The test of all orders is whether, at the end of them, ev.ery
recipient understands perfectly what he has to do.
91. There are two types of orders:(a) Those ~iven before the battle is joined, where tlie commander must make certain that each man knows exactly
what he bas to do and the part he is playing in the main
battle.
(b) Those given in the heat of battle-" snap" orders of the
ki11d used in the battle drills set out in later sections of
this pamphlet.
Orders i n the fust of these categories may take a long time to
give out, since every man must know exactly what is required of him,
the route be is to take, and all there is to know about the enemy.
Examples of this type of order are:{a ) Orders given to patrols befote setting out.
6-!9536
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(b) Orders given to a sub-unit, which is to carry out a_ special
task, i.e. mine clearing, infiltration through the enemy lines, or
before a major attack which requires previous ~ning and _rehearsal.
'!he other type of o rder is brief and to the point. . Tactical terms
which convey a wide meaning are used, and, f>t'oo_ided. that t_hey are
under.stood orders of this kind wilJ only take a few mmu test,' give out.
T hese ~o types of order must not be co~sed with one an~ther.
If they are, troops will either be !llunched u~to th~ battle w1tho1;1t
sufficient information about the enemy, or time will be wasted m
WlDecessary expJana.tions when speed is essential.

{

SECTION

CON TACT

oi the road with at
least 5 yds. between men. The leading section should be l!
tactical bound ahead of the " 0 " group. Distance betweer:
rear sections should be 15-25 y ds. Rear companies can
move at closer interv~. -i.e., 1 yd . between men and 5 .yds.
between sections, but should do so only if it is necessary
to save road space, since this closer formation -:nay lead to
losses from air attack. The advantages of this formation
are threefold : (i) Dispersal is s ufficient to avoid heavy casualties from
the ground.

(a) Sections are in echelon on opposite sides

24.-METBOD OF TEA CHING T HE BATTLE
DRILLS.

93. The method of teaching all the following drillc; should be :{a) A short talk outlining the details and giving any special
points to note.
.
{b) If possible, a demonstration should be given
a ?emonstration platoon showing one of the ways m which the
drill should be done. If a demonstration showing the
wrong way to carry o ut a drill is given, care must be taken
not to exaggerate unduly. The " right and wrong " way
of giving demonstrations needs careful con~ol, . ~use
the wrong method is.inclined to show men up m ndicuJous
situations that would not occur even with the worst trained
British soldier.
{c) After the demonstration the unit should practise the drills
non-tactically, i.e. they simply learn the drills as pattem.s
on which to base their further training.
(d) The unit practises the drills either in a tactical or a nontactical setting.
(e) Section leaders and N.C.Os. carry out a typical exerci:se as a
T .E .W.T. The essentials of such a T.E.W.:r. are that:(i) All details must be carefully gone into.
.
(ii) There should be no syndicates-eacb man amves at
his own solution.
(iii) Only such time ~ - would be a vaila~lc In practise is
allowed for arnvmg at these sol11t 1ous.
{f) The platoon carries out a. ta~tica.!- exercise ~ which ~hey are
given opportunity for put1;1.n g mto practise the drill they
have learned.

BEFORE

94. Movem ent along roads.-When moving aJong a roac
Jeading companies or Banking companies (i.e. any tooops who an
not in contact with the enemy) shouJd adopt the AA. formation
This is shown in Fig. iii.
The following points should be particularly noted about the abovt
formation : -

92. At all times, section and platoon commanders ,m1;1st ~ve
a clear picture in their minds of the higher commander s 1,itention,
and then in an emergency th.e y will act in the way that conforms
to that intention.
SECTION

25. -MOVEMENT

(ii) The unit is practically invisible from the air ; but note
that in bright sunshine, casting shadows across the

py

road, it will be necessary for all personnel to move
on one side of the road only.
(iii) The movement backwards and forwards of our own
M.T. is greatly helped. For this reason, the AA.
formation should always be used even in back areas.
(b) Commanders and lj.C.Os. must conform and must not be
allowed to march in the middle of the road.
{c) The platoon" 0" group moves ahead of pla won H .Q. The
' ' 0 " group consists of the platoon commanders, section
commanders of the other two sections, the platoon runner,
N.C.O. I.C. 2-in. mortar, the batman carrying the 38 set,
when allotted, and possibly a runner from the leading
section.

•
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95. Platoon movement across country.-Sections or platoons
moving across country can adopt any of the following formations :
Loose file, single file, irregular arrowhead, according' to the type
of ground being covered. As infiltration tactics rest very Jargely on
penetratiug bet ween enemy defended localities, it will usually be
£,:mud that an advance must be made on a narrow front. Jf the gap
is very narrow, it may mean that the advance will be made with
sections moving in single file.
Wllen moving aero;,,, very open country before contact, the most
suitable formation is sections in ir:reguJar arrowhead, the three
sections also forming an irregular arrowhead pattern. The l:\.\•o rear
&l-195,3(,
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PLATOON MOVING ALONG A ROAD
(Diagrammatic only-not to scale)

sections will always be a tactical bound behind the " scout •• section.
leaving enough room for them to manreuVTe if t he leading section
should be checked by fue.
Ill some instances wher-e the task is reconnaissance rather than
infiltration, better control is maintained by sending only the " scout"
section forward in arrowhead, and keeping the remainder of the
platoon in sdme closer formation, e.g., loose file.

Alfla CJf'IIIIII,
menaf leait

5 yard, .,.,t

SECTION 26.-THE ATTACK
96. Prlndples
(a) Cooering .firr .-Covering fire is essential to any advance.
Without it, forward movement will often be impossible.
The nearer the section get to the enemy position, the
greater the need for covering fire.
(b) Assault from the jl(J,nks.-In order to allow covering fire to
continue right- up to the moment the a.c;sault ~oes in, every
effort must be made to assault from a position off to one
or other of the flanks.
(c) T iming the assault.- There must be no interval between the
cessation of cove.ring fire and the beginning of the assault.
If there should be such an interval, the enemy will be able
to begin shooting again. Remember that if the enemy is
dug in, covering fire seldom kills him ; it merely makes
him keep his head down so that be is unable to shoot back.
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97. Every section is designed to provide its own covering fire
within itself. It can, if necessary, rely on itself to get forward. This
provision of covering fire is the primary task of the Bren gun in the
attack ; i.e., to heJp get the riflemen forward.
The object of the at tack is not only to capture important ground
which is held by the enemy. but also to kill all enemy holding that
ground. Therefore, the Bren gun must also try to~work round as
far to the flank of the enemy as possible so as to threaten the rear
of the enemy. This tactic has three advantages:(a) It will ensure extermination o.f the enemy.
(b) It will prevent reinforcement.
(c) Then~ is the psychological value of opening fire from the
flank ; and the enemy may think he is surrounded and may
either retire or surrend.e r.

98. Drills for the attack.-Applying the above principles, the
following are the drills : (a ) The section must go into battle organized, every man knowing
his own job. The section is divided into t wo groups :(i) The Bren g-rcr.4p.-No. l and No. 2 on the gun corn•
manded by t he second-in-command of the section.
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(ii) The 'l'ijl, g'l'oitp.-Tbe remainder of the section led

by the section commander.
the assault.

burst of enemy fire_may act as an unpleasant reminder., in which
event a snap or~cr _,s necessary to get his section t~ cover. There
mu~t be no_ h~ 1ta:tion, otherwise the section will disperse quickly
on its own irut1ative and the section commander will temporaril
lose control. The above will keep the section together and mak~
every man do something offensive.
Pr~ctis~ _every N.C.~. frequently in giving anticipatory orders
ando- m g1vmg snap orders to the section to move to cover if
cau.,ht by tire unawares. Make sure that the men understand that
they go to groun_d ONLY if no orders have been received to the
contrary, and tram them to expect to receive orders.
. Alway::, stress that the section will only go to cover if E!lffective fire
1s brought to bear ON THEM. They must never go to cover just
because they hear the noise of fire directed at someone else.

This group delivers

(b) The section moving forward organized as above comes under
effective tire from the enemy and then every man ca1Ties
out such anticipatory orders as he has received from the
section commander. If none are received, and if he comes
under effective fire, he drops flat instantly as if shot and
(unles!i ordered otherwise by the section commander)
crawls forward or sideways to a fire position. All riflemen
observe as quickly as possible and retum tire independently
(if within effective range) until they receive the order
''Stop" from the section commander.

Slogan : " Down-Crawl-Observe-Sights-FIRE."
(c) The section commander assumes control. He asserts his
authority, ordering tl).e section to make for suitable cover,
e.g., " Line that bank," or " FoUo\v me."
The section commander must get his section moving
again as soon as he has either found a covered line of
approach or has arranged to continue the advance by
fire and movement.

100. Po.ln,ts t.o note
(a' One group ,must always be either firing or down in a position

f7om
which fue can be instantly
one leg on the ground."

Alwavs have
·

{b) The ideal angle h:tween the Bren group and the rifle groups

(d) If it is necessary to advance by fire and movement, the
section commander indicates to the Bren group a suitable
fu-e position for the Bren gun (if possible a surprise
position).
(e) The section commander orders the rifl.e group " right or

left flanking. "
(/) The rifle group covered by the Bren group, who are now
in a fire position, moves round behind the Bren group
making its first bound led by the section commander,
and the two groups move on in bounds until the rifle
group has reached its assaulting position, and the Bren
group has reached a position from which it can support
the assault. Fig. iv illustrates these movements.
(g) The assault goes in.

99. This drill is designed to ensure logical and orderly action
and the proper but quick dispersal of the section when first fired
on. It ensures control by the section commander at a vital period
when an anticipatory order to the section may save the situation.
For instance, the section commander might say to bis section, " If
we are fired on crossing this• open ground, each man will double
over into the dead ground behind that bank." Should the section
cQrnmander forget to give such an anticipatory order, the first

opened.

C

•

a~ the a.ss:ault is 90 degrees. This enables the gun to
give coveriq~ fire up_ to the last possible moment. It is
of course an ideal which will not always be attained.
(c) Groups must ~ to keep within voice control of each other
but often 1t will not be possibl~. When continuous voi~
c~mtrol between groups is not possible, inter-communicatwn between them can be achieved by : (i) The noise of fi_ring. The opening of fire by one gro
tells the other that it is time to move on.
up
(ii) v·1suaI sig~~. e.g. one man of the rifle group can crawl
to a position from which he can observe and wave
on the Bren group.
(iii) T eam work. Careful observation and practise will
1~ to '.'-D almost instinctive movement as a result
of mtelhgent anticipation.
(iv) Voice control. Section commander or a runner can
speak'l:o th~ 2 I.e. as one group bounds behind the
other. This opportunity can also be tak
t
colle?t magazines, if additional ammunit.i~~ i~
reqWTed for the. Bren group.
(v) Rudnnfie~ only if all else has failed and something has
e n1tely gone wrong.
{d) The Bren group must know the assault position as soon as ·t
has been selected,
1
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101. T he assault.-The section works fonvard or round
successfully and is now in position to assault. The drills for this
are:(a) On orders from the section commander, the rifle group
assaults, tiring from the hip as they go in.
(b) The section commander controls the assault throughout
from the centre.
(c) As soon as the post is captured, the group wheels and
assumes its original line of advance.
(d) The rifle group without halting consolidates at least 50 yds.
beyond the enemy post.
(4) The section commander calls up the Bren group to join in
the consolidation.
The section commander checks section casualties and
ammunition, redistributing this if necessary.
(g) The advance continues.

(

SECTION IN THE ATTACK-FLANKING MOVEMENT
(Diagrammatic only- not to scale)
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102. Points to note

(a) Smoke grenades will be very useful in the assault. Being
instantaneous, they give off smoke at just the right
moment to cover the last phase of an attack. (For.further
details regarding the -use of smoke, see Sec. 33.)

\

(b) A possible use of the smoke grenade is as a signal to the
2-in. mortar, calling for smoke. The grenade should be
taken by the Bren group and thrown when they see the
assault group to be in a suitable -position. On seeing the
smoke from this grenade the 2-in. mortar will immediately
put smoke down to screen the enemy -post.

\~

t

l

mortar fire. If it is the intention to remain on the
captured ground for a~- length of time, immediate attention must be paid to digging in with the entrenching tools
and to camouf!a.ge.
Fig. No. iv illustrates this .drill.

(

.
6
Fig.iv

Rifle Gi;!U!P-

I 1st Pos,tinii
I

.."lll,
t.:::~....
Fire Position --..J;/ '

(c) The section must .not be allowed to linger in the area of the
post because such lingering is likely to attract enemy

NoTE.-Bren and rifle groups move by bounds coverini each
other.

p Ian'''"'••~"''""

•••
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109. The sectton organized into three groups

,27.-BATTLE DRILL FOR SECTION IN THF.
ATTACK
104. The object of this drill is to show the soldier diagrammaticallJ
bow the sec:tio.n fights, and exactly what every man in the sectior
team has to do. It also relates the discipline of the parade groun~
to the discipline required in the field. The soldier should be practisec
in the tactical application of the drill at an early stage so that h1
can understand the value of the drill.
SECTION

(a) The main task of the section commander is to control and
lead his section in battle. If the number of the men in
his section is large, control becomes very difficult and
can be maintained only by close gro~ing, which, in war,
is to be avoided.
(b) In. order fo allow for this control and for greater tactical
di,;-perslon, it is suggested that the section may be organized into three groups-two rifle groups and one Bren
group. This is not the normal way of handling a section,
the normal being two groups as mentioned above.
Before organizing their sections into three groups platoon
commanders must have the authority of their commanding
officer and must ensure that :
(i) the section is fully up to strength.
(ii) the group commanders are really good leaders.
(iii) the men have sufficient battle experience to justify
their operating otherwise than under the control of
N.C.Os.
(c) The idea is designed to exploit the herd instinct, which
expresses itself in the natural tendency for friends to
group together in order to fight together, and for men
to group round their leader. It is intended for tactics
only, but it could be expanded to cover all activities.
(a) The section commander, instead of commanding each man
in .h is section, will command three groups-Nos. l and 2
Rifle Groups and No. 3 Bren Group. Whatever the si1,e
of the section, these three groups should be maintained,
so that the section commander has only three men under
his direct command. The section commander will decide
to be with whichever group js most sujtable in accordance
with the situation and particular task in hand.

Gruups are formed from friends as far as possible, in order
that friends keep together and fight together. One man
in each group, which is not commanded by an N.C.O.,
acts as leader. He should be chosen because of his natural
gifts of leadership and because the rest of the group look
to him as a leader. Th.is leader can be changed when.e ver
it is considered neces:,ary.
(f) Groups can be used in any formation and at any intervals,
to suit the ground and the tasks in band; but they must
keep in touch with the section commander and not be with
them. There is nothing to prevent the ~ection from being
handled at any time as one or two groups, as mentioned
in previous paragrapbs.
·
(e)

105. The following points should be noted :(a) All movements are carried out at the double, once tbE

section ;s under- effective fire.
(b) Riiles will be trailed until the section comes under fire. wber
they will be canted in the left hand.
(c) On the command "Batt'', the action is to halt, order arms
wid stand at ease.
(d) " Fire " is represented by standing at attention with thE
rifle at the order. " Cease fl.re " by standing at easE
again.
(e) " Enemy " is represented by a flag in the middle of thE
parade ground. It is presumed that the section locat~
the enemy immediately it comes under effective fire.
(/) Distance between men throughout will be 5 yd.s. They wi[
fall in at 5-yd. inteJ"Vals.

106. Before the drill begins, the section will be fallen in in linE
in the centre of one end of the parade ground at right angles to thE

'

flag and nuIJlbered as for battle drill in the following order by thE
instructor :Section commander, No. 1 rifleman, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5.
No. 6 rifleman, second-in-command, No. 1 Bren, No. 2 Bren. ThE
section moves with the Bren group in rear, so that the section i~
less likely to be checked when it comes under effective fire.
The instructor then points out the enemy and tells the sectioicommander how many bounds he is to make before the assault.
Drill
No.
I

Word of
oomma.nd
given by
Soo. comd.

Word of oommanrl

i\ction taken &nd by
wh.om

Number-<1tanding load- Section number ae for haul~
move to the r ight.-tiijht
drill from rigbt t.o lefttum - observe-J>repsre
right tum--t,um and face
to ailv:mce-finst bound,
direction in which they obthere- advance.
Rerve :Riflemen, odd numbers lo
right, even numbers t.o left.
No. 2 Bren about tum.
Remainder contimto to fact>
front. AU face front and
ailvanoo in step in qui1•I.
ti.m e.
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Drill
No.
2

3

Word of
<'OmrDBJJd
given by
lnot.r,
Sec. comd.

Word of command

II

R

7

8

Sec. comd.

2 1/C

No.

CTn,ter effootive Are.
6ee

tMget.

'Rren l_(l'oup follo w me.
Bttn izroup halt--<>nemy
- left (or right) - 400
oovering fire.

Rifle group-Atop. We will
kill oll ADemv in that
poet.
Righ t . (or left )
flanking. :P.iJle pup follow me. lie.It. Ene.m y
loft (or right) 200 conrinj! fire.

Breu group-etop. Rigbt
(or left) llanking- fol!ow
m11.

Be<'. C".,omd , (811 We e.eaattlt from b(lre,
Rren .group
Bren _gron p the"1 (poin t.a
to 10 or 2 o 'clock to poet ;
p8'i8 ~hint!
o r if ROother bound i8 to
him).
be mado-Brf'n group
nc,:1, bound there ).
.!l/C
nrcn !V'O•~ bl\lt--enomy
left (o·r right) 200 cover•

iug 6ro.
!!

Drill

Rifl.e grou~top. Enemy Rifle grou p come up at
dou ble o n eiUier aide of oecftag 400. .Rifle group 6re
when you

2 1/C

Aot ion ti.k Pn a nd by
,-./hOnl

Bttn group tbeN>.

4
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Sec. comd. (if Rifle ttroup stop, Righ t
movingtohiA
(or left) fi&nlcibg- follow
me. B &lt-left (or right)
aasaulo posit lll'D. \ Ve assa ult from
t ion, other•
h €1rf' - fix b»,vonets wise
tlrilla
6-8 are repeated, leu
tloAintention
in P r ill 6).

tion co.r od. and ~bi,ut :
" D- n o rawl obMY'v•
a lghta fire," B ren ~ u p
halt on " Undal' affaotlv•
fire."
Pou.blea with group to plat-e
indicated, wl1ich will bft "
abort bou nd on one ol' othc·r
flank of rifle group. Group
halt.a and mrm left or
right : 2 T/C abouu : " Down orawl obNrv•
alghta fire." NOTS: Thie
ie the action when BrAt
oominj! under ftr-e, Thereafter fire will be opened on
del!nite ordeno only.
Group mov.,. round rear of
Bren group to bound. lf
more than one bou nd hali
been ordered by inlltl'Uotor
lhle will be short of 3 o 'CJlock
·to poet, as 3 o 'olook io
,.saAltlt poaition _in r igl1t
ftanlaug. Bait. Lf.ft (or
right ) tum BJ>d ohout : H Down
c rawl obMrV•
e ig h t• fi re : • (Soo note
for drill 4).
Grou~righttumon "flanking ' e nd follow 2 1/0 round
rt>N: of rifle ~up to receive
or<l.cra for h18 ru-xt pooition.
2 I /G leads Bnin group to
bmmd as indicst,ed.

R ..Jt- -1',ft (or r i~bt J turn &nd
11hc,nt : " Down crawl ob&arv• alghie fl,..,.. (See
n.o te for d.r ille 4 and 6).
Croup--rigbt. (or left ) tum
an<l follow ,ec. <'omd. on
toll.en movo in order not to
I\Nlanlt from poeition in
whicp t hev ha,•e ~n firing.
Sec. com.ci. movee to ocnire
o f section Mld rifle group
drella out t o ~-yard intervala. Fix be~·onete .

Word of oommand

Action t"ken ancl bv
whom
'
R ifle group come to hi11:h
port &Dd pueh forward
s&fet.y carohes. group
moveeforwerdin line. On
the command " bullets•·
all fire from I.ho hlp aud
roturn t,o bigh port. On
comman d " charge " group
como to tbe on-gu&J'd posi
tion.

10

Sec. cmd.

Prepare to asa,rnlt - aF.aa11lt
- bullet. bullets oharge.

ll

21!0

12

8ec. eomJ.

13

21/C

14

Sec. oomd.
(withou t
waitin g.for

Hren grou ps prepare to fire Eren iµ-oup tlll'WI .about and
remoons at- a ttention (In
~pid u r ifle group p.r epare to a,,aau.l t, then
"conaolid&tion."
when rifle grou p ""88ult.
Rapid.fire-Bren grouP::etop (88 soon &11 rille
group cross poet H()ver
consolidation.
Consolidate-follow me.
Sec. com1I. lea<!~ group in
single file l\llu h nlf.s the m so
SB to fo.rm half atr0w belid
facing axis. Man on opposite fl&Dk to eeo. eomd.faccs
&nk. No. 2 riffcman faoos
about.
Bren gronp conAOlid8.t eBren group follow 2 1/C in
left (or riJ:ht,) turn, fol•
single file to com plet<>
low me. iralll-left (or
srrowhead on sec. comd.
right)tum.
·
No. 2 Bren faces Bank.
R
ule group un fix.
Rifle groui;-u.nflx bayo-

15

•

Wor d of
command
given by

111

Bron gro~ l-

n ets.

&c. oomd.
Seotion 88 for battle drill Section number. 2 I/C mov,;,,;
(whim Bren
1'$-number. 2 I /C tekes
t.a teko c hargo of section.
,uoup &nive )
o~€lr .
Sec. conlCl. roporl4 "ammunition , C&Sl1a1tioe antl.int.l\lligence " to iustruotor
!Uld returns. 2 1/C moves
back to bis o riginal position.
Seu. comcl.
AdvBJ1co will contin1111 o n Section ad vanC<lS &t fa-,t, w&lk
orig inal a-.:la-flrat bound
rifles again at trail, ~bi.king
thcre-<Mivance.
out into original order. In structor h nlf.e lhem for
~ticimt. Before rcpo&llng
U~o drill, the instruc tor
should r..11 out No. 1 Bren.
for inatAnce, the mf\ll f&l len
o u t moves to renr and tho
sec tion move up snd rennm\,('r immediat ely.
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SECTION 28.-THE PLATOON IN THE ATTACK
107. When all sections have mastered the above drill, they are
ready to work as a platoon. The following is the procedure for the
platoon in the attack : (a) The platoon advances in the correct order, with the scout
section leading, a tactical bound ahead. (See Fig. v.)
(b) The scout section comes under e.ffective fire. .It carries out
its normal drills, i.e., it tries to get on alone. lf it fails
in this task owing to heavy weight of enemy fire or if
the platoon commander (who is close behind, observing
the fire) considers that a platoon attack is essential, the
leading section will be ordered to stop, and then becomes
the "fire" section. Its task now is to beat down enemy
fire, to gain and keep -fire superiority whilst the remaining
sections put in an attack. The orders to the fire section
commander can be given either by the platoon commander
himself, if he is able to get up to him or sending a runner
forward to tell him (i) that he is to be fire section and
(ii) the outline plan.
(c) The platoon commander with his "0" group very close
behind him makes his reconnaissance, appreciation, and
plan. (See also Sec. 22.)
(d) The platoon commander then issues his orders. They should
be as short as possible, dealing only with essentials.
Specimen orc1ers for an attack of this nature are as
follows:" Enemy-in front of farm buildings-about 400 ydsaway (the pointing out of the enemy positions will
in a ctual fact require more detailed orders).
" No. 7 Platoon will capture farm buildings and
destroy the enemy- left flanking- making use of
that low ground over there and that line of trees.
" No. 1 Section-fire section.
·' Order of march : · No. 2 Section followed by No. 3.
1 will be with No. 3.
" Mortar : Smoke farm area to cover movement
to flank and then H.E. (number) bombs on my signal
-white verey light.
'' Any questions ?
"Move."
,~i The platoon consolidates as follows :Leading section i n tbe flanking order of march takes the
centre (original axis of advance). Second section goes
straight on across the post to the far flank. Fire section
takes the open flank.

{
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PLATOON IN THE ATTACK- FLANKING MOVEMENT

(/) Platoon commander checks the casualties and ammunition
and redistributes if necessary.
(g) The advance continues (s~ Fig. vi).
No'I"ES.-The 4 or 8 o'clock Bren will be used for gaining fire
superiority over the enemy when possible. But it has the primary
task of dealing with enemy opposition on the flank.
Z-in. mortar may use,H.E. on the objective before laying a smoke
screen.

(

IOO--

PHASE 1

.......___,......

"O" Group

APPROACH

:A~

No 2 Sec

Fig. vi

A
No 3 Sec

(

108. Points to note
(a) Always choose a covered approach which is not obvious.
You may be sure that the enemy has appreciated the
ground also and he is likely to have the obvious covered
approach very carefully covered.
(b) Position of 2-in. mortar group. If the 2-in. mortar group
js within range of, and can observe, the target area and
t he assault position of their own troops from the area of
the fire section, they may remain in that area. They can
get into action quickly there and it is easier for the-platoon
serjeant to control them. On the other hand, if the
ilankjng movement is long and down a difficult covered
approach it will be better for the mortar group to accompany the fianking sections. Orders will be issued by the
platoon command.e r to the " 0 " group and the mortar
group will then usually move as close to the platoo1;1
commander himself as safety will allow.
(c) Tbe leading section should be given bounds just as in the
approach before contact.
(d) If the opposition which the platoon encounters is too great
for it to overcome by its own resources, it is for the
company commander to continue the attack on the same
system. Even if a platoon fails in its task it may still
help others to s ucceed elsewhere. The enemy can only
stop the advance by means of fire, and in opening fire they
must give away their positions. The company commander
1.vb.o js well fozy.,ard will be " reading the battle " and
every burst of fire will give him new information about
the enemy's positions. The details of the company in
the attack are given in Infantry Training, Part llI.

S£cr1oi-..· ~>.- THE FLANKING MOVEMEN T. SOME
COMPLICATIONS AND THEIR SOLUTION
109. It is probable that a platoon meeting opposition and
atteruptii1g to oountei: it by turning a flank will find t hat the opposition is not an isolated locality, but part of an enemy system of
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mutually supporting localities or posts. This discovery may not
be made until the flanking movement has begun, since the supporting
enemy localities may withhold their fire till the last minute.
The platoon commander should accordingly be alert at all times ;
he should anticipate this form of interference and be should not be
surprised when it happens.

NOTE -If the \\ind is favourable (i.e. blowing down the flan
selected. for the line of advance) s moke grenades can sometime
be used as an alternative to the 2-in. mortar in this role.

110. The opposition may be of two kinds : (a) From a ffank.
(b) From the area of the covered approach down which the
ila.nking sections are attempting to infiltrate.
In either event the platoon command.er's task is clear-" maintenance of the objective." He must try to carry out his original
intention, namely, to attack and destroy the enemy post which
first barred his line of advance. This post is already under fire
from his .fire section and if he permits himself to be drawn away
into a struggle with other posts, his platoon will soon become
broken up and may be defeated in detail.
The platoon commander must therefore press on with his original
plan, detaching as small a portion of his force as possible to counter
the enemy fire and to enable him to move on.
111. Opposition from a flank
(a) The Bren group of the leading section will be known as the
flank protection Bren. If the flanking sections are fired
on effectively from a flank as they move round, they will
drop into cover as quickly as possible. The Bank protection
Bren group will move into a position from which it can
engage the enemy post. Under cover of this counter-fire
the remainder will try to push on and complete their
original task.
If this immediate action is inadequate the platoon
co~ d e r may order the Bren group of his second
section to augment the fire of the flank protection group.
(b) If the enemy fire from the flank is very severe the platoon
commander may at once appreciate that he will have
difficulty in going on even though be has put " a leg on
the ground." In this event he may order the mortar group
to put down smoke to create an artificial defilade between
his line of advance aud the enemy post which is holding
him up. In a well practised platoon the platoon serjeant
may order smoke to be put down immediately without
waiting for orders from the platoon conu11ander. As soon
as the smoke comes down the platoon commander will
move the flanking sections on and try to complete his
original task.

112. Opposition from tbe area ?f the_ covered ~pproacJ
itself.- lt is the enemy's policy to site their weapo_ns 10 defenc1
so that they can make use o{ their range as far as pos~1ble. Cover~<
approaches between their posts are often deaJt w1~ by mobili
patTols. It is therefore quite probable that any like~y cov~re<
approach will be _barred by a mobile patrol arrne~ with .a llgh·
machine gun. Su~ a mobile patrol w~ of necessity be !n closi
country, and it will therefore ~ at a ~advantage and will _ha~1
to withdraw if you can succeed m getting to_ close qu~~rs with 11
at a point where you can employ your numencal supenonty.
.
As soon as effective .fire is opened by such a patrol all t;he flank~nE
party should go to ground. The rifleman of ~lle leading section
should get.into a fire position as quickly as poSS1ble and return tht.
enemy fue. The platoon commander will still attempt to carry out
his original intention and must try to f~rce a passage _down the
covered approach. His best weapon for :tfiis t ~ is t;he 2•m. mortar
H .E. bomb and be will now have to lSSUe unmediate orders for
dealing with tpis situation. These might he as follows : -

Specimen orders
" Mortar. Put down three H.E. bombs immediately. No. 2
sect;on on the bursting of the second mortar bomb, send your Bren
group forward to that hedge. On the ~urs~ing of the thiTd ~1,Ilb
assault with the rifle group. No. 3 section 1s reserve under me:
Note that in this plan the platoon commander does not fall 1i:ito
the trap of attempting a ,vide encircling movement and deploymg
his troops into the open out of the narrow covered approach. He
realizes that since he has encountered a system of mutually supporting enemy locclities he would expose his men to severe enfilade er~
fire if he were to do this. He therefore prefers to keep the fightmg
at close quarters and so to use his superiority in numbers.

S£CTION

30.-DRlLL FOR PLATOON FLANKING
ATTACK

113. It is stressed that this drill, like the section attack drill,
possesses no intrinsic value of its own. Its object is t~ sho~Y ~e
soldier diagrammaticaily the ideal flanking attack, showmg ~1m 10
detail exactly what be has to do and what everyon~ else 1n the
platoon team LS doing. As such, its training value 1s v~ _gr~t
and it also relates the c.liscipline of the parade ground to the discipline
required in the field.
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. IJ4. Before the drill begins, the platoon will be fallen in in tbrees
in one corner of the parade ground. Platoon H.Q. will be on the
!eft, the platoon commander in front of the platoon facing fhe
instructor and the platoon numbered as for battle drill.
Once the platoon comes under effective fire, distance between
men will be 5 yd~. interval throughout.
This drill should not be attempted until the platoon is trained in
the section attack.
If sections are of strength less than one and seven, the Bre.n
group should be reduced to the second-in-command and No. I Bren.

Drill

No.

"0

►I

G.

Sec. Comd.
. ........... .
No. 1 rifleman.
No. 2.
No. 3.
etc.
2 I.C.
No. 1 Bren.
No. 2 l3rep.

Pl. H.Q.

Pl. Sjt.
. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. ..... .... . .. .Marker.
Babnan (<:-1n be in ·• 0 " group, i f carried
out tactically and carrying a No. 38 set}.
No. 2 mortar.

Two rear sees.

2 r.c.

No. 1 Bren.
No. 2 Bren.
No. 1 rifleman.
No. 2 rifleman.
No. 3 rifleman.
etc.

Word of command

given by

Platoon doubles t-0 markers
nncl foll~ in in eingle file,
1 yu. interval ei<cept JeAd.
ing section, wbieh will fall
in &t 5 yds. interval.

Pl. romd.

On parnd.n.

•

Pl. comcl.

Pll\l.<>nn 8.8 for battle drtll. Platoon n umber• from the
front, csch m&n springing
Number - left turn ~
1<tnn<ling lo&d-right turn. t.o attentfon in tum ,and
calling out his t-a.sk. Rifle.
men go through motion~ of
loadin,i.

6

Pl. oomcl.

P latoon observe-prepsre
to adv&noo-1 soctin11
fl1'11t bountl thr..,..,-mnve.

0

No. I sec.
oomd.

Sectinn-fuost bound th~rc
- advance.

Tn~n·.

Undcr ctrccti ve lire.

Menfo sectioilll f&ce observ&•
tion directions detruled in
Sect.ion Dcill. " 0" groupe
imd plo.toon R.Q. remain at
ouse facingfront.-eec8. f&ee
front again- PI. comd.. then
falls in iu front of " 0 "
group and gives orders for
aclv..noe.
Loading section only .move~
off at (l\.,lt walk. :reat of
plstoon remain at ease.
Lea.ding section note ns in
aoctio.11 drill until baited by
nmn<>r from pl. comd.

All round protection. 2 sec• 2 I /C leads sections 20 yda.
to rii;:ht and left of a:<ia of
tion right there, 3 soctlon
ndvo.nco n,i indicated by
loft then.,.
pl. ~it.
II

•····•·· ... . ..... .Marker.

Action to.ken o.nd by
whom

Pl. comd.-fa.11 in pl&tooo Pl. comd. double8 O\tt on,1
f&cea platoon.
for battle drill.
Platoon-68 for battle clrill ~fnrker11 double to. eositiollS
in
front of plntoon ,n s ingle
marker.i.
fllc fncing flag at 20 yds.
inwrvol, excopt leading s,,c.
comd., ,vho "ill be 110 yd.e .
in front of plotoon r11nner.

. ......... ..Marker.

Pl. Comd.
Pl. runner . . . . . .. . .. . . . ..............Marker.
Runner from No. 1 sec. (present in the dtill,
but not always when carried ont
tactically).
No. 2 Sec. Comd.
No. 3 Sec. Comd.
Mortar N.C.O.
No. l mortar.

.. .............

Word of
('on>mand

t'l. comrl.

Order of march for platoon will be as under : -

Leading sec.

I

2 1/C. !! nnd 3
seotionl-t.

All round protection 12
o'clock the.r e (points).
Bren gro11p right (or
lef~). Rine ar oup loft (or

right).

"

Sectiun forms l~owhead on
2 r /C ""' crd&rod.. Flank
men face •ectior1 flsnk.
No. 2 faces aeotioo's i;ea.r.
Pl. co,nd. and runner,, move
forward r.owa.rd rip;ht flank,
ifle&dingaection ia do,lf:in!I(
to right, keel)ing 10 ycb.
behind. '' 0 " group under
2 sec. com,l. fo.llnw 20 yda.
behind r11Mer.
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"Word of
command
given by

Wo,·c! of command

Pl. comd. (as
l'ifle group
movo pi>st
Bren group).

Reconnai88anoe- Runner,
tell No. 1 sectfon they are
fire section.
Platoon
righ.t Jlanking.

JI

No. 1 section
runner.

No. l seo. comd. We are
fire section. Plat.oon right
fl.o nking.

Runner havilljl: delivered
m8llsage joinA No. I sootion
rifle group.

12

No. I sec.
comd. (when
pa•t Bren
group),

Rifle group HALT-we are
fire section - platoon
right 1lanking - enemy
left 4.00 covering fire.

Group act as in section drill.
Man nee.,:eat Bren group
repeat<! to Bren group :
" Bren group, we are fire
section, platoon ri.ght Banking." Whole section remain
at attention.

13

Pl. comd.

Runne~"·O " groul' here :Runner repeate messa~e to
-tell pl.ajt. platoon right
pl. ajt. directing ' 0 "
Banking, assemble there.
group to _p l. comd. and re•
turns t-o position behind
pl. comd .

20

Pl. comd.

Fire section, enemy bave
located your position.

21

2 sec. comd.

No. 2 section first bo,md Section face. front on " pre
there-prepare t,o move- l)are to move" anddoublt
follow me.
off round flank. .Halt anc
automaticAlly face direotio,
of observation at bowid
Remoinder of platoon mov<
up behind pl. comd. i~
ord<>1· - Aiortar group 8 section-pi. s jt.

22

Pl. comd.
(when 2sec.
bait on
bound at.
3 o'clock 01•
9 o'clock in
loft fla.nking),

Enemy there-we e.seault Mortar group follow mor lo.,
from there. Mortar H.E.
N .C.O. o-ut of line of mai:ch
when we l'e&Cb assault
He repeats orders. Grou1
position-3 section Bren
s to.ntl to attontion-3 sec
there--remRinder follaw
tion 2 I /C a.cta as in seotio,
me.
drill. "Pl. ajt. joins mortal
group. 3 section .rifle grou1
follow pl. comd, to just be
hind 2 section.

Orlll
No.
10

14
15

Fire sec.

comd.

Action La.ken &nd by
whom
'

19

Sec. comd. moves to head.
Section left turn and follow
behind .Bren group. Haltright turn and shout:h D own, orawr,
observe
sights, Rre ".
Bren group acts ss in section
drill, but whole section remains at attention.

2 T/C fire
~nction.

Bren group stop-left turn,
f?llow me (a& they pa,,,,
l'IBe group, sec. comd.
~ives 2 1/C new posHion :
'Bren group there ' '),

1?

Pl. sjt,

Right flanking - assemble
there-.2 lea<ling.

.18

2 J/C 2 and 3
sections.

Section follow me (No. 2
sec. ~ I/C gives ride group
l<;&dmg-No. 3 seo. 2 1/C
~ves 'Bren group lead.

23

mg).

Word of
command
givon by

Word of com:me.nd

Action taken and by
whom

Pl. comd.

Orders-enemy 1(10 red •· 0 " group dispel'IIBe &n<
dag, we will destroy them
ordAl'r! are plll!Sed to see
group como
- right &nking. 1 secf ions by sec. comds. and t,
up in line on
tion fire section-there,
mort;tr group by mortal
h.1a left and
2 leading, mort-ar with
N.0.0., who halt facin1
righ~
me. Assembly area there.
oontre o! sections &nc
runner
Signals Questions ?
sllout " O rde rs ''. . Sec
stands 6 ycls.
Mov...
tiona turn and f11ee eomd
beWnd
At end of ordel'!I, soctfon 01
platoon
¥,roup comds. give tbe orde1
romd).
·' Prepare to move" whet
aeotion or group face Jlani
to which they are to move
Pl. sjt. comes up to J.>I
oomd. as " 0 " group dis
parses, who repeats order,
to him. Pl. ejt. then move,
to rear of 3 section &nd pi
comd. with runner movee t<
poa;tion beside 2 sec. oomd
(when" 0 ''

Rifle group. stop. Left
t um, follow me. (Leads
group behind .Bren group
and when just past).
Haltr-enemy right <JOO
covering fire.

16

Drill
N<1.

Sec. :I I/Cs lead aeotions in
l<ingle 6Io to position inclicatod. Pl. sjt. moves wit11
platoon H,QR. between sec.
tions. They h~lt and each
man automstica llv faces the
direction in which be ob.
aervea.

2 section first bound the.r e

(point9 to 3 o'clockj.

l>l. comd.

Enemy there-wo ~auH
from h ere. 2section Bren
Lhc--rc (i><!ints to 2 o'clock
Or 10 o clock), remainder
left or right turn.

2. sea. 2 I/C acts as in sectio1
drill and poPitioDA his g tou1
with appropl'bt<> 01<.lor,
On the command " Lef
turn " sec. comdll. imme
diately move to centre o
i1roups and all dres.s out ii
!tile to 6 yd. interval, se<
comds. checking. 1>1o,,ta
N.C.O. Rives Ol'der" F ire "
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Word of
com.m and
given hy

Drill
No.
2.4

2a

l'I. c~mtl.

Fix b&yonets-prepare to
assault M•a111t bullets bullets
cb.arge-consolidste,

F'ire sec.
,•omd. and
2 r,c~. 2 out!
ser.tion.q_

a

2C

Pl. comrl.

(1"

•oon as ri6~
reooh
consolidation.
positions and
from positiou
15 yda. heJ,ind
Jc-udin,, sec.
comJJ~
l![ro1ip,,

Word of comml\nd

Prepare to flm rnpid (ss
platoon [U'Opares to a.,.
S&uh, then \Vhen ri6o
roups a.-.sault)- llupl<l
_re (and then 88 soon as
rifle group11 cro~~. post),
~t.>J)-<'<>vet con..• ohdat,iou
-follo,v mo.

Action taken "1ld l>y.
wl,01n
Both froups B<lvMJcr. ia lin.o
nt high ~rt-, pl. nnd ~ec.
comd,J. controlling t-he line,
L!te wh~ln I\Ottng 68 in li<IC•
t,on drill. On "Consoli,
date " eMh sec. comd
sho11.ts " Follow m e " and
takes hi8 section to con.
soHdate. Leading aection in
fl.a!'k order of march takes
ax1P, second "8Ction tl\kett
?Pposite /lank from wltich
at as>.aulted facing 4 or 8
?'clock. See. comds. act 1\8
,n sectinn drill on reaching
n<;>11Bolidlltion positions," and
tht1n .reports to" O "group.

f>rill
No.
27

Word of
command
given by
Pl. nom<\.

" 'orJ <lf commRn•l
Advance ...,;11 continue.
Orrler of mMCh I , !?, 3 (or
M or.r l.,red) 61-..i bound
there. Questions 1 Mov.-.

A<:tinn taken and by
,~hem

•

Sec. comds. reJom oecU<>nH
and repeat nrc}ers.
Sjt.
comes up "nd roc..ive11 ordon
th~n repent-a them
to plRtoon H .Q. Runner
from leading aection reports
tn pl. comd. Leading section. moves etra.igbt off at
f&Rt milk at 6-ytl. interval,
ti Re~ tro.iled, followed by
,·emaitider of ,pie.teen in
order or m aroh ordned witJt
g&p of 20 yde. btttW<l<'.Jl
pl. comd. and l61Mi.ing seotio.n and between pl. sjt.
nnd " 0 " group r.-preeent•
iog tactical boon,h. l.nstr.
le&d.8 platoon to corner of

""d

puadc rund and fol'Dl8

2 and $ scctio.llll Bren gr<>ups
tn,:n to cover Bank oI con.
soli<lation area "nd remain
at attention t>nd follow
!! I/C to rejoin rifle p;roups
M .~ 00'; 1\8 they hnlt at con•
solida~1011 po~itro.ns. and
co~soltdato "~ rer seotion
clcdl. i\lo,·to.r group mo,·ed
to oon,,olidation aree. a..
S(lon l&8 rlfle groups hnlt
the,...
Fi_ro section .-l~o
moves up ,n single filo aa
~oon as riffo ~rO\IJl~ h o!L

pietol (left arm
section con•olidate 00
r~1aed, sud pointed in Firo
or:n tlank r...-i.ng , <>r 8
d u~ctron of Ojlen fla'lk
o 0l0<1k as pe.r •ootion drill
P,l. comd. fooing 6,:o sec:
~:,c . .. c<lmd, reporting i,;
tron).
. O group ns soon M sec.
tron olieoked. Pt. sj t, marslu~l_s platoon .fl.Q. 16 vds
lJl,b,n!1" 0 "group. N.c:.o·
~nd ;J:;oo. I mo,·tar report u;
group immediately.
.
group reform,, ou
nght ,.n,I loft of pl. comtl.,
r":'nner 8tl\ndiug O vd~. 1,e.
hind pL comd. As i<ec
co,nds. e.rrive the,· report
,yho t.b ey are and i.mmuui.
lilOn, caaualtiea and iutelli,
genn,. to pi. comrL

Vfl~y

., g..

platoon in ~hreeti as groopa
and . aeotione arrive, and
t.hPn .-he~,.. fanlt...

SECTION

31.-CONSOLIDATION

115. Consolidation of an objective is :1Jways difficult. Once a
paniculaT objective is captured. then it is the duty of the atlackins
troops to ensnre that the objective is held and not allowed to be
recaptured by enemy counter-attack.
. Troops arrivjng on an objective may be exhausted, and will often
be temporarily disorgamzed. They have probably had some handto•hand fightioi wilh t.be enemy, and some may have teen wounded
or killed. Therefore, great dash and energy are required by the
platoon commander, who must at once set about the task of reorganization and consolidation. F~q. vi give.,; in diagrammatic form
the layout of a platoon having consolidated its particular objective
which can be practised as a drill.
I 16. lf there is to be no further arlvance, the platooq must
immediately dig in and p1·epare an all-round defensive pasition.
Normally troops will car.ry a pick or a shovel, in addition to the
entrenching tool, in the attack. Tools must be immediately available
for consolidation.
The importance. of this " digging in " cannot l>e over-empha<i~ed.
The arrival o C enemy mortar and shell fire will soon force tl1e
clefenrlers below ground anrl it is as well to be prepared beforehand.
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Weapon slits must tl ,i b
digging of weapon sli~~:e,c>re . e d1ig as. soon as P<>ssible. This rapid

I ·
,.s requ1res practice and
h
ymg down or Jmeeling with the least
"bi may ave to be done
poss1 e exposure.
117._ Th_e evacuation of prisoners
consolidat1on.
mu5t not be forgotten during
118. Thus, the platoon command

b

in order to make certain that theerob~ ti~uch to .do ~uickly,
must : (a)

Jee ve remams his.

He

Provide all-round defensive fire.

(b) ~ 8~sh communication with other platoons and company
(c) Report information

ments.

'

casualties and
..
·
ammunition require-

(d) See that all men can get below ground .i f necessarv.
. .
(For additional detail
.
pnsoners.
Infantry Training,
1fr.J°n tbe subJect of consolidation, sed
(e) Attend to any wounded men and deal with

Part

32.-THE IMPORTANCE OF
SENDING BACK INFo ~ : ; ~ ~NlNG AND
119 · Everybody must nnde t d th •

SECTION

his o wn position and the mov rs an . e im~ortance of reporting
his front. This passin of in;ment~ and acl1ons of the enemy on
frequently, and prompttv.
ormation should be done regularly,
120. All commanders want to know the following:(a) V\There the enemv is.
(b) V\That he cons~ oL
(c) What he is doing.
(d) V\That the ground is like.
(e) Where our own troops are.
(/) What they intend to do.
(g) What troops are on the flanks and what they intend to d
(h} What losses have been inflicted on th
o.
m.ately.
e enemy-approxi-

(i) What losses have been suffered b

and material- approximately. Y our own troops-personnel

(j) V\1hat prisone rs hav~ been captured.
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121. The normal method of passing information back to companv
headquarters from the forward platoon is by runner. Should,
trow.e ver, a platoon be allotted a No. 38 set this will considerably
speed up the passing of information back to the company commander.
As soon as contact is made wiLh the enemy, it is the dut-y of every
platoon commander to keep bis immediate superior informed of the
situation, particu\arly regarding his own positions and those of the
enemy. If t he plat oon has a No. 38 set it will normally be the man
carrying the set. who will pass the informat ion given to him, but the
platoon commander or t he platoon serjeant should also be able Lo
pass first hand information from time to time.
SECUON

33.- TH E U SE OF SMOKE

122. O bject.- The object of using smoke is to economize
ammunitiofl and to screen movement from aimed fire or observation. It may also be used to di$tract the enemy's atterltion.
123. Platoon smoke producin~ weapons.-Tbe smoke producing weapons available in the platoon are the 2-in. mortar and
the 77 and possibly 79 grenades. l'he 2-in. mortar gives a goo_d
smoke screen for 2-! minntes from a single bomb, whil-,t the smoke
from grenades lasts for about 45 seconds. The 2-in. mortar smoke
bomb ha.~ the disadvantage that the smoke given ofi is not instantaneous. but talces about h alf a minute lo thicken up. The
grenade omits smoke instantaneously, but in order to maintain a
continuous screen, many grenades have to be used. The 2-in.
mortar bomb can bE> fi.red from 100 t o 500 yds. as desired, whilst
the grenade can only be thrown a very short dist ance.
124. Th e uses of s m oke .-The above forms of platoon smoke
can be used :(a) When the leading section first comes under fire it may fmcl
itself in a very exposed and unsatisfactory position. [ t
can, therefore, use smoke to conceal the movement to a
better position.
(b} When the platoon commander makes his plan for an attack,
he may wish to confuse the enemy regarding his i.ntentions.
He can often do so by putting smoke down on both sides
of t he enemy post.
(c) Where no natural cover exists, smoke can be used to act as
artificial defiiade to screen the advance.
(d) Smoke can be used by the section commander oj the fire
section to distract the enemy's attention iTom tbe .flanking
sections, or to assist him in moving any of his men who
may have attracted heavy enemy counter fire.
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77

sot:: ~:-asi~ns
i~ may be advisable to put down smoke
~ec 1ve Just be.fore the assault goes in This

(e) O~n
ti

~:e

~adv~tage of blinding the ass~ulting
Unless great care is taken
gffs :,ay appear m the screen, with the result that th~
a ac mg tr<><?p1,; will be silhouetted against the·
::~et Innfth1s connection, it should be noted tha::m~:
and w ~ onn to the contours and will rise over hedges
: 00;:,

as . e enemy.

12_5. Initiative and opportunism - w· d .
. .
:\nd tn many cases smoke
be p t d •
!tnb t~ always vanable
o r at the
f
u
own
ei
er
m
the
wrong
place
1
mi;takes ~o;~ut~~ 1l,~~~e alert, yiu may be able to turn such
to put down smoke to hel a age, ~.g. t e mortar det~ent try
wind ; the bomb drops sliort ~~k1::ig movtm~nt bu~ lllJSJudge the
object?ve in front of the fire section e
~ is ca~ed ac~oss the
opportunity. of moving into a new surprise ~si~~o:Ction seizes the
In attackmg over bare open
t. h
.
portance, the direction of the w· c;1;1n ry w Cl'e s!lloke·1s of vital imthe platoon commander in m~· is ttacto~ ~vhicb should influence
plan.
mg is ongmal appreciation and

,,,m

s;;
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34.-P.ATROLS BY . DAY AND NIGHT (
l
Chapter III, Sec. 18)
see a so

126. General -\\Then forced t
.
and night patrol~ will be used b ~ re;nam ~n the defensive, day
withp the enemy in. order to disco\.·er ~iso;:::igtfi~ to ~:,ep touch
atrols have been given mau
.
pos, ions.
protective, liaison Once
~ nam~, e.g. listenmg, standing,
be 'found that all patrols C:,/:;r~l s ~fdk rs defined, however, it will
.
c ass1 e under one of two types : (a ) R econna1ssance.
(b) Fighting.
l27. Object,-The object of all
t Is ·
.
the enemy's mGVements or wh p~o rs to ;a1!f in/ormatio11 of
sometimes be obtained b
erea uts. . Th1S 1nfonrlation can
observation only and
y ;_mall patrols usmg reconnaissance and
pared to fight to achie-!e00:~e:;1~j~. larger patrols which are pre-

. 128· ~nstructions..-All patl'ol leaders must be ·
instructions which must include the f 11 . · •
g,ven very clear
0

OW!Dg . -

(a) What is known of the enemy in the v·c· ·ty
(b) The position of forward detachments 0 ; mi ·
what other patrols, if any, will be ou~ur own troops, and

(&) The object of his patrol and what information he is to
obtain. This will be in the form of straightforward
questioDS, the answers to which the patrol is to bring
back. Foe instance, "Is the enemy in occupation of
FIRS FARM? "
(d) When the patrol is to set out, and when it is to retuTn ;
patrols may be out for two or three days on •end and may
have t.o go as far as 15 or 16 miles, in which event they
will lie up by day and move only by night.
(e) The route to be followed both going out and returning, and
how the patrol is to be recognized by our own troops on
its retum ; it may be 11ecessary to leave the deWls of the
route to the decision of the pati:ol leader.
(f) Whether bodi!!S of our own troops in the vicinity have been
told that the patrol is going out, its route and line o{
return.
If'all the above information is not given to him in or<lers,
it is the dutr of the patrol leader to ask for it.

129. Preparation.a before setttn~ out
(a) Reconnaissance.-The leader should study the ground and
make a plan for carrying out his task. Duripg his reconnaissance he should note likely observation points, covered
routes, suitable boun.ds, landmarks, obstacles, and places
at ,w hich he might be ambushed.
(b) Knowlsdge of cirde,.s.- If possible, the whole patrol, and in
any event the second-in-command, should be with the
leader during the reconnaissance so that the plan can be
explained before the _patrol sets out. Every man must
know what information is required so that i1 the leader
becomes a casualfy the patrol will be able to carry on.
If the patrol is tQ fight it is advisable for the commander
and second-in-command to have had a reconnaissance
patrol the previous night over tne same ground that the
patrol is to cover.
(c) Daylit"Ai reMMsal.-The patrol commander mu5t rehearse
his patrol in daylight ~ follows :(i) Formation to be adopted in open oou.ntry and when
following a hedge or road.
(ii) In what o.r der the patrol will cross an obstacle.
(iii.) Action to be ta.ken on em:ountering the enemy.
(iv) Action to be taken oo ambush.
(v) Action to be taken on assaulting the enemy position.
(vi) Signals for implementing the above actions.
(vii) Responsibility for watching .flanks and rear while on
the move and at the halt.
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(d)

(e)

(/)
(g)

{h)

(i)'

Eqwipment.- The patrol should go out as lightly equipped
as possible. Sometimes rifles only wilJ be carried, with
magazines charged and a few extra rounds in the pocket.
On other occasions, a high percentage of automatic weapons
may be required, together with mortars and grenades.
If automatic weapons are to be taken they must be tested
by firing a few bursts. Nothing bright shonld be worn or
carried.
Silence. -The patrol should move silently, especially at night.
Equipment carried should be tested to see that it does not
rattle, and men with colds and liable to cough or sneeze
should be left behind.
Secrecy.- No letters, papers, or marked maps should be
taken, so that, if the patrol or any member of it is captured, the enemy wi.11 get the least possible information.
Faces and hands shonld be blackened, and the leader should
wear some distinctive sign, so that he can be easily
recognized .
Knowledge of a few words of the enemy language will be
invaluable in the event of a surprise counter with an
enemy patrol. The use of such words as " Acbtubg " ,
"Richt ", "Hande H och" put the enemy (if German)
off his guard and give the patrol those few extra seconds
so necessary in an emergency.
Enforced 1'est.-In order that the patrol will be fresh when
it sets out, men will be forced to rest beforehand.

130. The r ou te.- This is normally decided by the officer who
sends out the patrol. Even so, the patrol leader must study it
carefully in order to make the best use of the available cover, and
of the places along the route from which observation can be
obtained. Another route should be used on the way back ; it is
always _possible that the patrol may have been seen and an attempt
made to cut it off on the way home.
No patrol should follow the same route, or exactlv the same
procedure twice ·running. Such action would soon be discovered
by the enemy and would lead to disaster.
131. The approach to the objective
{a) The patrol leader must decide early how he is going to
approach his objective. The golden rule is never to do
what the enemy expects. For this reason it is generally
better to approach the objective from the flank or rear
rather than frontally, and if possible to avoid obvious
places, such as isolated pieces of cover or prominent hills.

of the patrol is t o get information and return with
(b) Thi:. task
If this is to be done without fighti_ng, enemy posts
and atrols must be avoided. Inform.at10": can o!te!1 _be
gain~ more effectively by getting to a suitable. position
and keeping the objective under close observation tha11
by frequent movement.
(c) Unless the objective and the intervening ground can be
during the whole course of the patrol. the advance
be by bounds. As each bound is reachc~. the
patrol leader will select the next bound and the li.ne of
advance to it.
132. Patrols usin~ reconnaissance and observation
methods
(a) These will be as small as possible-probab~y only an officer
or NCO and two men. A complete section may be used,
but if.too many men are employed, the whofe becomes
unwieldy and difficult to control. Such a patrol ~n~v~
slowly across country. along ditches and b~ks until it is
in a position to observe and ftnd out what 1s wanted.
Fonnations.- 1£ the N.C.0. and two me~ are used. the o~ly
(b) formation is single ftle with one man Ill_ front and.rhint
and the N.C.O. in the centre. The leading man WJ wor
by bounds along the route indicated..by the patrol lead~The rear man is the "get away man • watchrng the flan ~
· the rear whose duty it is to get back should the patro
into difficulties. n more men are used ,. the_n t~~
formation should be diamond shaped as shown lil Fig. vu.
This formation uses six men, is compact and handy and
gives all-round protection.
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(c) Withdrawing the patrol.-'rhe withdrawal will be carried out
by bounds. Before making a fresh bound, the patrol
leader wiJl select a suitable fire position in the rear. A
portion of the patr~l will be sent back to it by the most
rapid route while the remainder are prepared to cover
this movement by fire. On reaching the fire position, the
first party wi!L be prepared to cover the withdrawal of
the rest of the patrol. The positions selected as bounds
should give a good field of fire to the front and should,
if possible, have a covered line of withdrawal. As the
patrol approaches its own lines it will be covered by other
troops. The line of withdrawal should be selected so as
not to mask their .tire.
(d) Conduct of such a patrol by night
(i) On very dark nights it will be better not to move
by bounds but at a steady pace, in ahsolute silence.
with frequent short halts to make certain of the
route, to listen for enemy movement. and to ensure
that the patrol is keeping dosed up.
Tbe pa.c:e will be slow in such movement. A
suitable formation is file, with two riflemen and the
patrol leader just far enough ahead to be visible to
the remainder, and one ma.n a short distance in rear.
(ii) Silence is essential.
(iii) rr a surprise collision with the enemy takes place, go
straight in with the bayonet before the enemy has
time to collect his wits.
(iv) The route. The following simple rules are suitable
for patrolling in darkness : {l ) When moving on road!', ketp to the sides
where the ground is softer.
(2) I{eer to low ground as much as possible.
(3) [(eep in shadow.
Patrol leaders must use common sense and
modify their patrol formations to suit the degree ef
darkness.

133. P atrols which are prepared to fight to achieve their
objective.
(a) These patrols must be prepared 1<1 acl offensively. They
will be commanded by an ofticur, will consist of about
20 men. and should be strong e110ugh to deal with enemy
patrols likely to be encountered, to capture prisoners and
to bring back ,vounded.
' '

(b) The task of such a patrol may be a protective one or a
special one. F.xamples of the former type are patrols to
delay the enemy during a withdr~wal, to counter enemy
patrols, to act as covering l?arties in defence, or to protect
troops forming up for a nig_ht attack. ~ampl_es o~ the
latter type are patrols sent out to secure 1dentiftcations,
to harass the enemy, or to cover a demolition party.
(c) These pab·ols will usually operate by n~ght and thei_t si~e
will depend on the nature of the particular operation ill
hand. It will be best to select men from the same
platoon for these patrols.
..
(d) The formation in which the patrol moves~ d~_pen~_on the
nature of the country, but the one s~own m Fig. vw below
is one which can be adopted to su1t almost any form of
operation.
(e) This patrol is divided into three section groups, each consisting of a N.C.O. and four men, and a patrol H.Q. group
of patrol leader and four me~. Each man. must be able to
see the man next to him or ill front of bun.
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(/) The patrol will advance slowly and silently, halting frequently for listening, checking direction, and maintaining
touch. Whenever the patrol halts, each man will
automatically lie down and face outwards, i.e. away trom
the centre of the patrol, so that all-round observation is
maintained throughout.
(g) The control of the patrol should be carried out by signals, e.g.
bird calls. mouth whistles, clicking of fingers. Whispering
should be cut down to an absolute minimum, being onlv
used by the patrol leader himself.
'
(Ii) "Get-away men " should be detailed and should be part of
the patrol H.Q. group, with instructions what they are
to do. _in the event of the patrol meeting unexpected
opposition.
134. Pat rol reports.- At the conclusion of each patrol, the
patrol leader should make out a report of his act ivities, after he
has. had sufficient time to calm down and collect his thoughts ; a
penod of one or two hours -should be sufficient. This is best done
by the use of a specfal ,Pro Jonna for the purpose. The headings of
this J>.ro Jormr: will vary, according to the theatre of war anc1 type
of urut carrymg out the patrol. The following specimen therefore
is only a guide :-

doors, surrounded by wire belts as much as 50 ft..deep. His ~nefields usually consist of anti-tank mine, and anti-personnel mine!!
mixed in the proportion of four to one.
136. Principles
(a ) Strong static defences cao only be successfully tackled by

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

PATROL REPORT
Object of patrol :
Name of p atrol commander :
Stren gth of p a trol :
Route (on the outwar d and inward Journey) :
Enemy m et at :
Casua lties, enem y:
own:
Repor t :
Time :
.......... ............. ....SJgned.

······························

Date: ................. ... ............ .

Patrol Leader.

(f)

mixed groups of sappers or pioneers and infantrymen. If
infantrymen alone are used, they will usu~lly lack the
requisite skill with explosives. Sappers ?r p10neers al~:me
will not have the requisite armament for 10fantry fighting.
lf surprise is possible, the attack should be m_ade silently at
night. Failing surprise, intensive covenng fire. from
all weapons (especially anti-tank weapons) dire~ted
at the loopholes of the pillboxes should h? used. Fixed
lines may be necessary if this fire is to contmue accurately
through smoke and darkness.
Cover by smoke or darkness is essential to success.
The fire on pillboxes must be directed at their loopholes as
these are the most vulnerable points.
A simultaneous attack on several neighbouring mutually
supporting pillboxes will give th.e best chance of success.
Each post will then be pre-occupied with i~ own troub!es
and will fail w give adequate enfilade fire m front of its
neighbours. The enemy has a. system by which, on the
S.O.S. signal being given, anti-tank guns are rushed t_o
cover any breach. If several breaches have been made thIS
plan may go wrong.
A drill, and very careful rehearsals (if possib!P. using a model).
will be necessary.

137. Attack on a stron g point containing a _plllbox .-_t\n
operation of this nature must of necessity be ~ehberate. This
statement implies that time will usually be available for reconnaissance and to train and rehearse the assault teams. The
following can therefore be no more than a guide to the tY?E: of
tactics to be employed. The details will vary with every operation .
138. Organization

SECTION

35.-ATTACKIN G ENEMY PILLBOXES AND
FORTJFICAT I ONS

i3S. General.- Enemy static defences may consist of rows of
pillboxes covered by deep belts of wire, minefields, and anti-tank
ditches. Although. these obstacles look formidable at first sight,
they can be dealt with if careful preparation is made beforehand.
Enemy pillboxes are often of concrete, very strong, with steel

(a) One pillbox, one platoon.
(b) Divide the platoon as follows:-

.
No. I section apd platoon H .Q.- fire section. .
No. 2 section-Bangalore and cut -off section (with
P .1.A.T.).
.
.
No. 3 section-Pillbox clearmg section.
A minimum of four sappe.r s or pioneers should be added to No. 2
section to operate the Bangalore torpedo and pole charges.
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139. Drills.

{See Fig. ix)
(a) The fire section opens heavy fire, the 2-in. mortar putting
down smoke.
(b) No. 2 section with attached pioneers moves forward keeping
to as wide an an~le as possible from the fir,e section
(90 degs. is ideal but this will rarely be possible). The
men with the P.I.A.T. should be sent farther to a flank
and the P.I.A.T. used against the pillbox. The pioneers
carry up the Bangalore sections, place them in position,
throwing smoke grenades to thicken up the smoke, and
withdraw to cover. The pioneer N.C.O. lights the fuse and
withdraws.
(c) On the bursting of the Bangalore, No. 2 Section rushes
through the gap and takes up a position beyond the pillbox,
killing any enemy it may find in trenches around the pillbox.
The pioneers follow, placing their pole charges up against
the loopholes and then join No. 2 Section. Note that in
crossing the wire it is safe to assume that the Bangalore
torpedo will have exploded most mines in the immediate
vicinity and all mines in the actual furrow blown by the
torpedo.
(d) On the bursting of the pole charges, No. 3 section enter the
pillbox and clear it, using grenades.. If the pillbox has a
steel door this can be blown off its hinges by the use of
sticky bombs.
(e) The platoon consolidates and the pioneers wide.n the gap in
the wire and mark it with tapes.

··················•

140. Points to rem.e mber

(a) The Bangalore torpedo will clear a 20-ft. gap in wire and a
narrower path through most minefields.
(b) Pole charges are ineffective against the walls of strong pillboxes. They must be on or near the loopholes so that they
can kill the occupants by blast, and enlarge the loopholes.
\C) No. 74 and 75 grenades are useful !or this work and three
or more tied together make an excellent pole charge.
{NOTE.-Only one should be primed.)
(d) Thin belts of wire can often be dealt with easily without the
use of explosives.
(e) Covering fire with so much smoke about must be very carefully controlled, Renee the necessity for fixed lines.
(/) If flame throwers are used, they should go in immediately
after the explosion of the Bangalore torpedoes.

...•·'
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SECTION

36.-HOUSE CLEARING

141. General.-Fieldcraft does not apply to the open country
alone. It must also be used in villages and towns. Villages and
towns will most probably be by-passed by the leading troops and
wiU later be cleared by troops following up behind and specially
detailed for the purpose. The clearance of buildings may be a costly
undertaking and it will end in disaster unless every man knows
what he is doing and how to do it. A drill is therefore essential.
142. Probable enemy defensive measures
(a) All ma_in streets will probably be barricaded or will have

road blocks, but the barricade or road block, once captured,
may provide cover for the lire section.
(b)

It is- probable that the outer perimeter of the village or parts
of it will be strongly held. It is the task of the covering
groups referred to below to reply instantly to any fire that
may come from houses of this kind, also to watch the roof
tops which are a favourite hiding place for enemy snipers.

(c) It is a common German practice to defend the ground fl_o or
of a house strongly, retreating to the top story once an
entry has been forced. A careful method of approach to the
ground door is therefore essential (see drill below).
(d) Wire netting is often put over windows to deflect grenades.

This should be carefully looked for.
(e) Doors will probably be locked or barricaded.

I{ so, the
door must be knocked down or blown open : otherwise
entry must be made through a window, or by blowing a
hole in a wall.

(/) In a delended room the enemy may erect a corner barricade.
This can easily be improvised with furniture, and it will be
grenade proof. Do not therefore jump to· the conclusion
that because your grenade has burst in a room all the enemy
in that room have been killed. Look out for these barricades and have another grenade ready to throw behind
{hem.
(g) The enemy sites his machine-gun and rifles well back from

windows or holes in walls.
top speed.

Therefore enter the room at

(h) In a defended village only certain selected houses will be
defended. These will be the ones that occupy tactical
positions (e.g., to cover crossroads). But every house

on your line of advance must be searched from attic. to
cellar as you go along. for it is fatal to leav~ a house behind
YO\\ occupied by the enemy. J'n conductmg you~. search,
when dealing with terraced houses look out for m~u~holing," the system by which the enemy makes holes _m
walls from house to house so that he can move d_own a
terrace unhindered. This mouseholing may be m the
cellar or concealed behind cupboards.
(i) It is unlikely that you will encounter booby ~ps ~ a
defended village. Modern booby traps are so mgemous
and can be so cleverly concealed that the enemy would
find them of great hindrance to bis own mt,n. Booby
traps should be looked for in a village which has been
abandoned by the enemy. It is possi~le, however, that
even in a defended village, houses which are not themselves defended may have been booby trapped.

J43. Principles
(a) Buildings will always, if possible, be cleared from the back
gardens and yards, because these J:>rovide the best covered
line of approach. Any enemy driven through the house
out into the main street will thus be caught by the tire

of the fire sections. When approaching the rear of buildings clear all outbuildings, sheds, and cover, before you
get to the main building itself. ·Never leave any uncleared
bui1ding or outbuilding behind you. Make sure that your
rear is clear before you move on.
(b) On entering buildings the ideal is to enter from the top aud
work downwards. If, as generally happens, you have to
enter from the ground door, all efforts should be made to
get to the top floor at once and to ~ear the h?use from
the attic downwards. An enemy driven up high~ an<l
higher i.n a large building may become more offen51ve as
he is driven into a tighter corner and to a better fi~e
position. An enemy driven downwards tow~~ cellars ~s
getting continuously into a wors~ fire position. It 1s
easier to throw a grenade downstairs than to. thTOw upwards and it is very likely that an. enemy driv~n downwards wi'll feel tempted to escape mto th~ roam street.
In a house which is very strongly ~efended 1t _may not be
possible to rush straight to the attic, th~ugh 1t should. be
attempted. If the attempt fails there 1s no alternative
but to work slowly upwards by careful tire and movement.
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144. Section drill for clearing a house
(a) Organization
(i) Cleari?1g group :Section commander.
Bomber.
First entry man.
Second entry man.
Look-out man.
. If the house is_ large, the clearing group may be
mcreased by withdrawing individuals from tbe
covering group, platoon H.Q., or another section.
(ii) C-0vering gro1ip : The Bren group with the remainder of the riflemen
under the section second-in-command.
(b) D1dies of covering ~oup
(i) To cover all possible fire positions whicll command the
approach of the clearing group.
(ii) As far as possible to cover the flank exits, in order to
prevent enemy movement to or from the house.
(iii) To provide smoke and deception as required.
(c) A ction by clearing group
(i) The section C?~ander ·and bomber take up intermediate positions from which to direct and cover
entry men towards the point of entry.
(ii) Entry m~n approach the_ point of entry at best speed

accordmg to cover available. Their means of entry
will depend on the type of defences, and may be
either through a door or window, or other aperture,
or through a hole made by the use of suitable
demolition equipment. At the moment before
entering a room, it may be advisable to search it by
:fire (machine carbines, gr_enade, etc.) and follow up
at top speed before any mmates have had time to
recover.
On gaining an entrance entry men get quickly
away from the point of entry and stand with their
backs to the wall covering the rest of the room and
any doors.
(iii) Section commander and bomber follow up entry men
(as a result of observation or on signal from the
latter).
(iv) All four move out of the room in the order : section
commander, bomber, :first entry man, second entrv
ffiM.

•

(v) The look-out man remains at the entry, watches for

signals, and acts as liaison with. the covering group
and with platoon headquarters. The remainder
aim at getting to
top of the house as quickly
as possible, leaving the second entry man near the
entrance of the room to cover any stairs and
passages. This is the ideal method, but it will not
be possible if the staircase is strongly defended or
heavily obstructed.
(vi) The covering group follow up and if so ordered by
the section commander enter the house as soon as
the entry group have completed their entry. They
will assist the second entry man in covering _points
from which the enemy may approach and, under
the section second-in-command, will be prepared to
help search· the house or to provide fire outside the
house.
(vii) The house is searched downwards from the top, the
first entry man opening the door of each room in
turn, and providing protection against enemy
approach to the landing or head of the stairs. The
section commander enters each room first at speed
and turns quickly with his back to the wall. The
bomber throws grenades as ordered by the section
commander, and generally acts as the section
commander's assistant and escort. If it is not
possible to search the house from the top down.wards, the section will secure the ground floor as a
firm base and will clear upwards floor by floor, using
:fire and movement.
(viii) The section commander shouts or signals that the
house is clear.

the

145. Platoon drill for clearing occupied houses
(a) Plan (see Fig. x ).
No. 1 section gives covering fire.
No. 2 section assaults houses on right.
No. 3 section assaults houses on left.
Platoon headquarters and reserve move forward one or
two houses in rear of one or other leading sections. Part
of platoon headquarters may assist No. 1, section in giving
covering fire.
Streets or back areas A and C are killing grounds and
out of bounds to attackers.
B may be used by attackers for speed of movement
under overhead covering fire.
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146. Gener al n otes

(b) Drill

(a)

SEQUENCE OF ACTION
1 Section

2 Sect.ion

3 Section

Pl. H.Q. and
Reserve

T he above drill is a guide only and may require variati<?n
and elaboration to suit circumstanc~. For example, in
pal'a. 145 (b) (iii) above, the covenng group o~ No.. 2
Section may be ordered to stay outside to cover either its
own clearing group or No. I section on to the next house,
or to fire ou any enemy who may try ~o escape from the
house during the entry of the cleanng group. Such

(i) Siting of initial cover ing firo, and forming up a.ssault Rections.
(ii) Coverfog fin,

Clearing group ssaault& and clears
House 1.

Covering fire.

(iii)

do.

Covering group follow up clca.ring
group M SOOD SS
le.tter have entered
house successfuJIy.

do.

(iv)

do.

Section comma nder
posts section to
ft.re acros·s on to
House I , and sjg.
no.ls to No. 3 Reotic;,n a.s aooo ss this
cove,·ing fire is
posted.

do.

(v)

do.

(vi)

do.

Covering fi.ro.

do.

Covering fire and
general directi<1n
of a.tt.ack.
do.

u
a: <

do.

Cl

I-

do.

do.

tions.

I

I-

<

I-

Clearing group
sssaulto
&.nd
clears House 2.

do.

Cover ing group
follow up cleu ing group ss
soon ss latter
have entered
aucceasfully.

do.

Section oomd.
p_oste section to
f i re a o r ose
House 3, a nd
s ignals to No. 2
aectfon a., soon
as covering tire
is posted .

2 and 3 99ctioru, work altern.a tely as
above until moment when covering
fire from I section is required furthe r
fonvard. 2 a.nd 3 sec tions ca.u either
continue simultaoeo1.U1ly with forward move of I section or cover its
move until l section in position.
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methods will either require decision in the initial orders,
or will be left to the initiative of the covering group
commander.
{b) At stage (viii) the platoon commander may reverse the roles
of l section· and one of the leading sections.
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(d) Signals.-A prearranged signal should be given by the
piatoon commander to indicate that the village .is clear
and that it is safe for his own men to oome out mto the
main street.
(e) Platoon headquaf'tef's should be located in the area of the
fire section, with the task of protecting the rear of the fire
section and providing reinforcements.
(/) The platoon commander should estab~h himself in ~ good
O.P. (as near the fire section as possible) from which he
can read the battle and send reinforcements where they
are most needed. He should co-ordinate t\}e clearing
and not remain pennan.e ntly with one section.

(c) If one of the leading sections is held up, the other section
must continue the forward movement until the objective
is reached.
(d) A platoon reserve, however small, will be useful in order
that t)'le platoon commander can have a force under his
immediate control. It may consist of platoon H.Q.
personnel only or may be supplemented by one or two
men withdrawn from rifle sections.

SECTION

37.-PLATOON CLEARING A VILLAGE

147. General.-Very small hamlets or large farms may be given
to a single platoon to clear, when the drills given below will apply.

148. Drills (see Fig. xi)

(a) Provide an ambush party.-This should consist of either the
platoon serjeant and possibly one or two men, or the
Bren group from the fire section. They should go immediately to th~ rear. ~f the viQage without being seen and
should be 1n position before clearing commences. The
platoon serjeant should be given otders to effect this
before the " 0 "group assembles. Their " killing ground"
must be on the enemy's main line of retreat, well clear of
the village. To trap the enemv like rats in the village
will only make them more determined to fight.
(b) Det~il ~ ft.re_ sectio~.-This section covers the main st;.eet,
~Ith md1V1dual nflemen watching all windows and openmgs. The platoon may have to fight to get the fire sect ion
into position, and clearing must not start until the fire
section is in its correct place. If the main street is curved
or on a slope, the fire section will only be able to cover the
first few houses and they will need to move forward as
soon as these houses have beeen cleared. This movement
can be ~rran?ed by making the clearing sections give a
progressive signal to the fire section as each house is
reported clear, e.g. a handkerchief hung on the end of a
rifle stuck out of a window.
(c) Detail the clearing sections.-These sections are responsible
for clearing the houses on either side of the main street.

."·
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149. The following general points should be noted in connection
with the above "drill : (a) Civilians.-The question of dealing with any civilia_ns who
may be left in the villag_e is a difficult o~e, particularly
if the operations are taking place m a friendly country.
Treatment of these civilians will vary in every theatre
of war and experience will dictate the appropriate procedure for dealing with them.
•
(b) Grenatks.-Altbough all the available grenades must be
given to the clearing groups, men must !30t become too
grenade-minded. If they throw grenades mto every room
they will soon exhaust their supply and ~ill- have none
av3iilable when they, are most lleeded. This 1s a matter
of battle discipline.
(c) Shoot through all doors, ceilings, or wooden walls before
entry, but search carefully as well. Do not assume that
you have killed everyone_ by your fir~. The enemy ~ay
lie down or may stand aga.mst a wall when you are shoo~ng
up through the ceiliD:g.
(Remembe_r the. ~ten machine
carbine will not penetrate a strong thick ceiling.)
(d) If the houses have front gardens, investig!J,.te,.these carefully
from th~'Upper windows before passing on to the n~
house. li these front gardens are very large, ~ec1al
arrangements will have to be made for the fire section to
move up and clear them.
(e) The fire section must keep moving up as and when necessary.
Clearing should not go on unless the main street is covered.
The .fire section should advance by fire and movement
and should detail a clearing group when it is required to
clear a house or front garden which cannot be tack.led ~y
one of the clearing sections. Some houses cannot be
,;
entered except from the main street. Tb~ can best be
cleared by the fire section as it moves forward.
~
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CLEARING A VILLAGE
(Diagrammatic and not to scale)
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(j) Do not forget to clear churches. The enemy is very fond of
making churches into sti:ong points, because they have
good tfuok walls. Look out for an enemy O.P. or for
enemy snipers in the church tower.

No2Sec

'

(g) Smoke from the 2-in. mortar may help you in approaching
some buildings. lt should be used with care, however,
as it may help the enemy to escape. 2-in. mortar H.E.
can be fired direct at short range into any large open
windows.
(h) If a 3-in. mortar detachment is available this can be used

with good effect, because its bombs will burst on the top
stories of houses and its moi:al efie.c t will be great.
(i) The P.I.A.T. 74 and 75 grenades are useful additions to t he
platoon equipment, since they are all capable of penetrating a normal brick wall and produce considerable
blast effect inside a room when _penetrated.

(i) If a platoon comes upon a large farm, it can clear this
either by treating it as a village or by adopting the method
shown in Sec. 38 of clearing enemy out of woods or isolated
cover. It is for the platoon commander t o d ecide which
is the more appropriate method and to make this point
clear in bis orders. JI the farm buildings are grouped
round a central roadway resembling the main street of
a village, then it will be better to use the village fighting
system. If the farm buildings are indivisible then the
farm must be treated as isolated cover.

SECTION

Covering
Group

PISgt

---+---Runner
Bren Group
F ig. xi

38.-CLEARING [SOLATED COVER AND
SMALL WOODS

150. General.-Small bodies of enemy may conceal themselves
in isolated cover, such as woods or farm buildings, during any stage
of the attack or defence, for purposes of ambush and disrupting
communications. Airborne and parachute troops are particularly
likely to use this form of tactics.
Such an enemy will conceal h imself carefully in order to avoid
being discovered. Speed and th01'ottghness are therefore essential
in searching close cover and whe.n found the enemy must be attacked
quickly before he can escape.
In order to illustrate the need for a drill in clearing isolated cover,
a platoon should be ordered to c1ear a i.mall wood using their own
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methods. They will be- certain to miss several of the enemy, who
should show themselves after the platoon has finished.
This drill is no_t applicable to fighting in large woods or jungle,
nor to the clearing of buildings, for which there is a separate

drill.

151. Method of teachini.-After a short lecture on wood
clearing the platoon should be practised in a field, using flags to
represent the comer of a small wood. Instructors will act as enemy.
As soon as the pattern of the drill is learnt, the platoon should
carry out a similar operation in an actual wood in which a few men
acting as enemy are concealed.
Later_, . the pl~toon should carry out the operation using live
ammumtion agamst targets, concealed in the ground, which can
be operated by pulleys.

152. Principles

Tie the
enemy up m a bag so that escape is impossible. Bren
groups are best for this job.
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153. Drills for the p latoon commander
(a) Find the best O.P. and go to it.
off the map.

This can often be selected

(b) From this 0.P. make an appreciation weighing up the above
principles. Ask yourself: "Which way do l want to
beat the wo.o d ? " Consider (i) likely enemy objective,
(ii) shape of the wood, (iii) killing ground, (iv) wind, which
may be important if smoke is to be used.
(c) Place the stops in position, using the three Bren groups. If
there is dead ground and covered exits lead out of the

wood, additional man may be necessary to cover them.
Orders to the Bren groups should be ; " Kill any enemy
who shows himself outside the wood."
(d) Send for the " 0 " group consisting of the platoon serjeant,

three section commanders, and the N.C.O. I.C. mortar.

(a ) Speed.-Circl~ the wood with fire immediately.

(b) Thorou;hness.-'If the wood is very thick, about 5 yds. per
man 1s all _that can be managed. This spacing will compel

you to drive the wood down its length, not its breadth.
If the wood is too wide for the platoon, surround it by
fue and wait for the arrival of a larger force.
(c) Direction.-It is always as well to drive the enemy towards

his likely goal or objective. T ry to work out what he is
doing in the wood and where he wants to go, and try to
drive him in that direction.
(d) Killing ground.-Try to drive the enemy out into a good
killing ~ound--a g?Od clear open space where your
automatic weapons will have an easy task.

(e) Mobile reserve.-A reserve must be kept to deal with enemy
who es~ape from the net. The best position for this
reserve 1s between the wood and the enemy objective.
Of the abov~ ?rinciples, (b), (c), and (d) may easily be
mutually con1hcting. U the wood is a very long one, but
narro'."', and yo_u have few men available, you can only
beat 1t l~ngthwise, ho~e~er undesirable this method may
be. Agam, the good k1Ilmg ground may only exist at one
end of the wood, whilst the known enemy objective may
be at the other. All these factors must be appfeciated
and the best compromise solution selected.

(e) Detail the beaters :-

(i) When clearing a fairly thick piece of cover, a platoon
can usually find aoout ten beaters.
(ii) Give all the Sten machine carbines either to the
beaters or the support groups.
NoTE.- The platoon commander should always
command the beaters personally from the centre
of the line.

(f) Detail the support groups ; (i) Each group should, if possible, be commanded by a
N.C.O.
(ii) Give each group & n umber to· avoid confusion when
they are called for in t he wood.
(g) Detail a mobile reserve and indicate its position:(i) Site it on a road or track if you can.
(ii) Site it between the ene,n.y autl his objective.
(Iii) It is usually best to include t."1e p latoon serjeant and
some riflemen in this group.
(.h) Give a rendezvous for t he whole platoon.
(i) D etail the success signal (e._g., a wnite verey Tight) to be

given by you to indicate t1lat the wood is clear. Once
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the success signal goes up, all men in the wood make for
the R.V., using the best cover available. This pFecaution
is necessary because the possibility of enemy in British
uniforms should not be overlooked.

(vii) Halt at the end of the wood and await the success
signal.
(viii) Try to keep quiet and listen for orders, and remember
that the platoon commander is in the middle of the
line, controlling it.
(ix) Each group of beaters must be under the command of
a N.C.O. or senior soldier.

154. Drills for the platoon
(a) T!ie

stops

(i) The operation cannot start until these are in position.
(ii) You must find a fire position from which you can cover
every inch of the flank detailed to you, particularly
any covered lines of withdrawal from the wood.
(iii) You must get to that position unseen and you must
remain UDSeen.
(iv) You must kill any enemy who comes out of the wood
before the success signal is given.
Once the success signal goes up, cover the move
of the rest of the platoon to the R.V. and follow
them there as soon as they are in position.
(b) The beaters,

(i) Form up in an organized line parallel to the fringe of
the wood which has been selected as the point of
entry, Wait until the stops are in position. Set
sights at 200 yds.
(ii) Enter the wood in an organized line which stretches
from edge to edge.
(iii) Speed through the wood is not important, but a
thorough search of every inch is vital. The pace
through the wood must be that of the slowest man.
Do not hurry. Dodge from tree to tree and from
fire position to fire position.

(iv) Give progressive signals, such as a white handkerchief
on a bayonet exposed at the edge of a wood, to
indicate how far the clearing has reached.
(_v) When any part of the line o~ beaters meets opposition,
all beaters take cover in line and fire in the direction
of the opposition, provided.they know approximately
where the enemy is.
. (vi) All beaters observe to their front and search the
ground in front of them carefully. Do not use
easy routes. Go straight through thickets ; fire
into any likely hiding pi.a ces.

•

(c) The support groups.
(i) Keep close enough to be in contact with the beaters.
(ii) When called for by the beaters, attack through them
and kill the enemy. Try to execute a flanking
movement covered by the fire of beaters. It is the
beater's job to contact the enemy and kill him
by fire.
(iii) Observation. When moving through the wood your
task is to observe the trees above the heads of the
beaters. The enemy is fond of trees as hiding
places.
(iv) Do not pursue enemy who run away : get down and
shoot them.
(v) The words of command are : '' Beaters down • • -given by any member of
the beaters as soon as he is under eifective fire.
"No. 1 support 1,troup forward. · Enemy
there 1 • ordered by nearest section commander
(indicates the p<>&ition of the enemy).
. "Clear "from the commander of the support
group.
'' Clear on the rll,tht 11 and •' Clear on the
left • 1 shouted out by the N.C.Os. on the flanks.
•' Beaters forward ' 1 from the platoon
commander.
(d) The mobile reseroe.
(i) Find a good O.P.

The platoon serjeant should occupy
it and " read the battle" continuously.

(ii) Remainder of the reserve can be close by.

(iii) Kill any enemy who may break out and try to escape.
(e) No one will leave the wood until the success signal has been
put up by the platoon commander.
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155. Waarams.-The following figures illustnate the above
drills:CL EARING SMALL WOODS OR ISOLAT ED COVER
(Diagrammatic only)

CLEARING ISOLATED COVER OR \.VOODS
(Diagrammatic only)
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Beater locates the enemy ; he fires, calls " 2 Sp Gp " and
" beaters down." All beaters take cover and FIRE, if they are
able to locate the approximate direction of the enemy.
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Fig. xii

Beater indicates approximate locatipn of the enemy to the sp gp.
They go in with. the bayonet, ready to 6.ce from the hip. They
either kill the enemy or report the ground clear.

.
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Fig. xv
The .~P- gp. h~. reported clear and got down. Pl. comd. now
orders :B'orwa~d. All now move forward except No. 2 Gp. who
wait until the !me of beaters ha.s passed them.

Fig. xvi
All have resumed original positions an<l the advance js continued.
SE~TION 39.- RIVER CROSSINGS
See also Military Training Pamphlet No. 74 Part Ill (to be ·s d
shortly).
,
l sue

1~. For_ward ~oops will cross the rivers by any means that are
available, including :(a) Exi~ting sources, e.g. tords, locks, intact or partly demolished
bndges, boats, hauling across on ropes, improvized rafts.

(b) Wading or swimming.
(c) Assault boats.
The successful use of the boats wiJJ depend on : (i) Watermanship.
(ii) Speed.
(iii) Surprise.
(iv) Careful preparation.
In mobile warfare, it will be normal to find that most bridges
have been demolished, and every platoon must learn to treat river
crossings as part of their every(lpy business and to use boats with
silence and skill. To reach the necessary standard of training, careful drill is necessary, by which every man may knew e ~ y what
be has to do when he lands, without needing further orders.
157. For the purpose of crossing water obstacles, the 'battalion
will usually be organized as follows : -

{a) Assault companies {normally two), who are ordered to seize
objectives on the far side of the obstacle, and, as a 1irst
task, to eliminate aimed small arms fire on to the crossing
places. They will be responsible for assembling the boats,
carrying them down to the river from the assembling point,
and launching them.
(b) Fire company, whose task is to give intimate tire support to
the assault com-pa.nies. }'hey must be in position before
the boats leave the place where they are assembled. This
company will normally be the next to cross after the
assault companies.
(c) Reserve company, who will be responsible for carrying the
boats from the off-loading point to the assembling point,
and for the provision of ferry men. carrying pai-ties and
other fatigues.
158. Boat order s and drill
(a) Parts of a boat.-Tbe names !Jf these parts of a boat occw
freq1,1ently and should be understood by all.
(i) Bows.- The _pointed end. In boats pointed botb
ends, e.g., Mk. Ill assault boat, the ood pointing
to the objective.
(ii) Stern.-The )>lnnt end or end away from the bow.
(iii) Port side.-The left-band side when looking towards
the bow.
(iv) Star1>oaYd side.- The right-hand side when looking
towards the bow.
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(v) Breast line.-Piece o! rope fastened to the bows by
which the boat ea.a be moored.
(vi) Ferl'y line.-The long length of rope attached to the
bow or stern which can be pulled from the bank to
haul the boat backwards and fonvards over a river,
or a line fixed to anchorages on either barik wh ich
the occupants of a boat can use to pull themselves
across.
(b) St,-oke.-The man from whom the others take their t ime
when rowing or paddling. In a boat that is rowed, the
man nearest the stern on the port side. In paddle boats
the man nearest the bow on port side.
(c) Ferry men.-rt ferry lines are not used each Mk. lU boat
will need a crew of three ferry men, who will be require~
for the Teturn journey. The Mk. II boat requires only
two men.
(d) How to paddle.-On one knee facing the bows.
(e) Orde,-s.-The following orders should be used by all hoat

cemmanders, and the men must know what action to take
on them and why.
1
(i) ' File in ''-party to be ferried across file into the
boat. The boat is held off shore by two ferrymen
to make sure it does not ground-as the men get in.
(ii) "Shove off "-ferrymen push the boat off and
jump in.
(iii) "Trim the boat ''-all numbers adjust their
positions slowly until the boat is floating horizontally.
1
(iv) ' Stand by to give way ' '-rowing or paddling
numbers prepare to row or paddle. In a fast
current, m~n skould stand by to give way before
they shove off and give way immediately the boat
1loats.
(v) "give way all" (or port or starboard)-those
named paddle at an even rate and all in time
together. The time is normally taken from the
front man on the port side.
(vi) "Hold water all " (or port or starboard)-those
named hold their paddles in the water to slow or
turn the boat.
1
(vii) ' Back water all '' (or port or starboard)-those
named paddle in the reverse direction.
(viii) '' Oars all '' (or port or starboard)-those named
complete their stroke and stop paddling.
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(ix) "Bows "-ferrymen :detailed land a.nd held boat

to the shore for off-loading. Remainder prepare
to land as soon as· possible.
(x) 1 ' File out ''--all but the crew leave the boat in turn.
159 Hints to comm.anders
(a) Make up your mi.ad :how·you mean to cross before you give
the order 11 Shove off••. You must know the direction
of the wind and the current, and which is stronger.
(b) If possible tactically, do not paddle against the stream or
wind. Concentrate on getting across. This may well
mean starting up stream of"the point opposite where you
want to land.
(c) If you have to get straight across a swift stream, point
yourself and paddle up. stream of your objective. The
stream will carry you down.
(d) If you do go too far down stre.am, paddle back again~t
the current inshore in the shallows where the current IS
weakest.
(e) Slight turns can be made by one side paddling harder than
the other. The man in the bows has the bigger turn
effect. Turn so that the current helps you as far as
possible.
.
(f) Your steering oar should be used to augment any turn.
(g) Sharper turns can 'be made ~y holdin~ wa!er (sharper still
by backwatering) on one side and paddling normally on
the other.
(h) See before you start carrying to the river, that the emerg;ncy repair patches are in the boat and that your crew
know how to .fix them quickly.
(i) Watch out for the other boat's,

(j) All men must kneel on. one knee in the boat. Do not let
them try te change positions when afloat.
(k) All keep strict silence except the crew commander. Hand
signals may be necessary even for turns on some occasions.
(l) Do not charge the bank hard in a collapsible boat.
(m) Keep cool and do not lose your head. Do not mix port
and starboard.
(n) Make sure that all your men can coil a.n d throw a rope
properly. Always have the coil laid so that it is ready for
immediate use and is out of the way of people's feet.
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160. Handllnai of assault boats
(a) There are two types of assault boat : (i) Th.e Mk. II boa~. which is single-ended, about 12 ft.
long, and car:nes nine men.
(ii) The Mk. Ill boat, which is double-ended, about
17 ft. long and carries about 18 men. It will
eventually replace the Mk. fI boat.
(b) Stores
(i) Each Mk. II boat h~ five paddles, four for paddling
and one for steenng. The mooring line and pin
are attached to the bow.
(ii) Each Mk. Ill boat is provided with : Seven paddles.
One steering oar.
One maul.
Two 5 ft. pickets.
One box emergency repair fittings.
Cordage.

(c) Opening-for a silent crossing boats must be opened out of
earshot of th~ enemy. ~o open either type of boat. six
men are ~e9u1red. The sides are lifted each by two men ;
the remammg two men fix ~e bow and stern pieces, and
finally the struts are placed mt? position and bolted.
(d) CaYrying.-The Mk. II boat should be carried at arms
length or on the shoulder by six men. On the Mk. III
bo3:t, five r~pe handles are provided on each side of the
honzontal nb. The boat can be carried by six men
but if the carry is a long one, ten men would be a bette;
party.
(e) EmbaYkaJion
(i) Mk. II . boat.-:The assault party should enter the
~ t m file m the order. in whicl'i they wish to
~mbark, the _secti~n commander leading and
takmg up a pos1t10n m the bows facing forward.
The fe~n. or crew, will be in the front. All
me':1 _wil~ kneel on one knee after reaching their
position m the boat. Rifles will not be slung. The
last two to embark will push off the boat. Paddling
shou~d be done by the first and third files, and the
steermg paddle should be used by one of the rear
files.
•
It is important to remember that assault boats
draw about 1 ft. 6 ins. when loaded. There must
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therefore be at least that depth df water during
embarkation. With shelving shores, this means that
the boat must be kept out in the deeper water, and
men must walk out to it through the shallows. Men
cannot expect to embark or disembark dryshod.
(ii) Mk. 111 boat.- The drill is similar to that in (i)
above, except that, since it is a larger boat, the
assault party should enter in threes. The paddle
numbers will hand their rifles to the men in the
centre.
(f) C,-oss-ing.-The commander will always be in front of the
boat facing the objective, and indicating to the steersman
by hand signals or other means where he wants to land.
The steersman gives the orders to the paddlemen.
(g) DisembaYkatio>1.- 0n orders from the commander, the
paddlers lay down their paddles and take their rifles. On
arrival at the far bank, two ferrymen hold the boat to
shore, while the assault party disembark. Men must be
taught to disembark by stepping over the gunwale, as
any other method tends to push the boat away from the
bank.
When all have disembarked, the ferrymen paddle the
boat back to the near bank.
161. The success of an assault crossing will depend largely on
whether or not the enemy is surprised. For this reason every
effort will be made to conceal all reconnaissance and preparations,
and complete silence will be observed throughout the operation
itself.
An officer will be detailed to supervise the discipline at each
crossing place and to control the flow of traffic. Officers accompanying assaulting troops and reserves will, on arrival at the crossing
place, get in touch with these officers to help in the organization
of the crossing.
At crossing _places, boats will not be bunched together. The
original spacing must be maintained throughout the operation.
Ferrymen must bring their boats back to the place from which they
started.
162. Improvised river crosslngs.-Infantry will often have to
improvise means of getting themselves, their weapons and ammunition across the obstacle. Some men will be able to swim across
but there will be many who cannot and special methods will have
to be thought out to get the non-swimmecs and weapons across.
In making use of these improvisations it must be remembered
that covering parties still have to be in position, and assaulting
and bJidging parties must be detailed.
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l~'. The following are some suggested methoas·; other methods
!'lquumg more complicated equipment a.nd training are included

ease while three or four rulemen can swim or support
th~selves alongside. Essential equipment should be tied
to the logs.

(a) Double bundl8.-Weapon.s and kit are tied up in pairs, the
men lay their rules clo~ together on one ground sheet
and J?.i le neat.Jy on top their e9uipm~n~•. respirator, a nd all
clothing. The Bren gµn takes J:he,11(~ce of the rifle with
the No. l Bren g_u.n,ner a11a ,the ~o~r with the mortar
man. The second ground sheet
over the top to
form a parcel. The bundle is then laid on two g-as
capes of w.hich the sh'oldders nt· round the ends. The
slee\les are tucked inside and rolled. The tapes of the
capes are usei 't o secure -the bundle, and the cord, being
first_ tied .tp ·the :cape to avoid fearing, can be used for
towing tbl:ough the w,ater.

(e) Gates.-Gates or sections of fenqes waJte gQ9<1 sµpP9rt for
non-perishable stores or tops Jor rafts w'hich have been
made of petrol tins or logs. .
(f) A useful doat for a non-swim.m~ can be mad.e on the same
lines as (a) and (b) above, but using straw or light brushwood in the cape.

m M.T.P. 74, Pa.rt III : -

.

goes

For an ~d ~ of ~en the plan -is the same except
that the third mle lies· beside the other two and the third
ground sheet,·111 wrapped round the other two at right
angle& to them.
There is sufiicient buoyancy in the bundles to si:u>port one
non-swimmer and for a . ~ren gun 1to be fired off them.
The bundles can be·pu.!i!ted across by swimmers.
(b) Single bundle.-This is the same as above except that each
man makes his own bundle with boots at the bottom.

The bundle is constructed in a pear sb:a_P,e and the rifle
which can be left.out, is slung.
'·
'
lf rules are wanted they can be left out of the bundles
altogether an(i if required for immediate use they can be
plac~ on top of the bundles ~<;I kept in pl~ by passing
the slin~ firmly round ,and underneath.

(c) Petrol tnll-aft.-Rafts Boated.on petrol or oil tins are extremely
buoyant. Even if one of the tins is hit by bullets, only
the buoyancy of .that tin is ·affected and the raft will still
float. The tins_ sh~tild, if"possible, be stopped up. It is
suggested that, 1.f these .rafts are used, one for each section
and one.for platoon headquarters will suffice. All weapons
and equ}pment .are puJ o,n ~(l raf.t, the men paqdling and
supporting t;hc:i.nselves round the raft. This method of
crossing is not of muc_h use if it is intended to cross silently,
o_n account of the no,se that the tins make.
(d) Logs.-A raft made out o:f three stout- lol:S" about 4 ft. long,
bound together to form a triangle, gives an excellent
performance: A ~ren gunner in the centre- of the triangle
and supporting his gun on the forward log c.a n fire with

SEcnoN 40.-ACTION AGAINST PARACHUTE TROOPS
164. Attack on parachute troops whilst landJng.-If parachute troops try to land within range of the platoon's wea.po~
they should be shot while still in the air.. As par~hute tr?Ops will_
probably land some distance from their containers w~ch hold
their heavier weapon.s, they must be prevented from reaching these
containers. If this is not possible, the parachute troops $hould make
a good target while grouped round the ·con.tainers gettine out their ·
weapons and this may be the best time to kill them.

165. Deallni with parachute troops wbo. have landed.-The
equipment of parachute troops has been much improved recently.
They can get themselves free, coll~t their arms, ass~b~e, and move
oif, in from 5-10 minutes. TheJ.r morale on landing 1s often low,
but it improves rapidly after landing.
In view of these improvements, it is no longer safe to act on the
assumption that parachute troops will linger near their drop~ing
zone. If-information is received of enemy.parachute troops landing,
the time and area of the landing must be- ascertained, since it would
be no ,gOQd expecting them1 to lie up in the same area as they have
landed. . Tiiey will have moved off in any direction, either to c ~
out tlieir tasR or to lie up and wait for darkness before completing
their work,
166. On receiving informat!on that parachute troops have landed
the platoon commander should be told :(a) Where and when they have landed.

(b) The presumed objective of t'he parachute. troops.

") Where the parachute troops are expected to be at the
moment.
(~, Whether be is to search for · them only, or ~ search and
destroy.
(a) Whether other troops are assisting in this work.
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CHAPTER 5

DEFENCE.
SECTION

41.-THE PLATOON AND SECTION IN THE
DEFENCE

167. General. ~In defence the platoon will normally be responsible for the defence of part of a •company locality. These localities
of defence will be so sited to be able to afford each other mutual
support. They will, if possible, be surrounded by wire and anti-tank
mines, and each will be able to bring down fire in all directions.
Usually they will be sited on reverse slopes. Anti-tank mines will
be so laid that enemy A.F.Vs. are drawn into areas where the defence
~ best deal _with them. Therefore, there will be gaps between
mmefields, designed both for the use of the defending troops, and
also to allow the enemy to advance into places where he will be at a
di.sadvantage.
168. The platoon commander should receive instructions from
his company commander on the following points:(a) The area of the company defended locality.
(b) The part of the locality vital to the defence. This will
probably be a road or road junction, or may be ground
which it is essential to deny to the enemy.
(c) The position of other localities and their fire tasks.
(d) The task of his own platoon, i.6. where defensive fire is
wanted.
(6) The general plan of anti-tank defence, and positions of our
anti-tank guns in the area.
(/) Siting of the company protective wire and anti-tank mines.
(g) The fire tasks of any 3-in. mortars or artillery, so fal' as they
affect his platoon.
(h) The immediate counter-attack role of his platoon.
(i ) The order of priority of work.
(j) The positions of company and battalion H.Q.
(k) Position of covering troops. their time of withdrawal, and
probable routes back through the position.
169. Having been given those orders, the platoon commander
must then decide his most important task. He knows he is responsible for holding his post to the last man and the last round. What
ia the best way of doing it? Here is a suggested procedure : C•) Remember your own local prote-."tion.
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(b) Make a reconnaissance of the area while the platoon runner
goes back to bring th.e platoon up ~o a forward renden:o_us.
If time and circumstances pemut. look at the position
from the enemy's point of view.
(c) Imagine yourself in the position of the enemy about to
attack the post. Where is the most likely line of approach ?
(d) Decide which is the most important part of the post, i.e.
that which is vital to the defence, and think out how you
can best counter-attack it in the event of the enemy
capturing it.
(e) Get down on the ground and look in all directions.
(f) Consider what fire from other posts is coming in front of or
behind your own post.
(g) How much more fire is wanted to fill in any gaps ?
(Ji) Are there any tank-proof areas ?
(i) Bearing in mind that all round defence and co~cealment are
essential, decide on the position of your section posts and
platoon H.Q.
(j) This decided, make a plan of priority of work, based on w~at
the company commandet has already told you, and decide
who is to do which work and in what order, e.g. : First, clearing the field of fire.
Second, concealment and camouflage, digging defence
position.
Third, wiring the platoon area.
(k) Call up your " O" group and give out orders for the
occupation of the position, first making sure that your
local protection is adequate.
(l) Practise any counter-attack role you may have given your
sections.
170. When considering the occupation of defensive positions,
attention must be paid to the following : (a) Concealment from ground observation coupled with a good
field of fire.
(b) Concealment from the air ; and finally
(c) Protection, which can be again subdivided into : (i) Digging the defensive position.
(ii) Wiring the defended locality.
According to the time available for preparations of the defence,
the enemy may attack before (a) or (a) and (b) are completed.
The platoon must be ready to meet an attack at any of these stages.

171. Alternative section and platoon posts must be provided,
both to mislead the enemy regarding the detailed positions of the
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defence and to enable the defences to vary their dispositions when
the direction of the enemy attack is disclosed.
A long field of fu-e is unnecessary. 100 to 150 yds. should suffice
1or both rifles 'alld L.M.Gs.
172. Each section ,commander must know the following : (a) The enemy.-Wb~re he is; when the attack is expected and
from what direction.
(b) Own h!oops.-The neighbouring posts and who occupies
them ; whether any troops are out in front to cover the
occupation of the position ; whether he is responsible for
posting any sentries.
(c) What help is being given by othet arms and by neighbouring
platocns.-In particular the ground which is being covered
by the fire of artillery, or infantry supporting weapons.
(d) The ta;sk of the platcon.-The positions of his own and the
other sections, also the position of platoon headquarters,
and the 2-in. mortar.
(e) The position of his own section.-This is selected by the
pla:toon commander, who usually takes the section commander to the spot, or marks it for him on the ground.
(f) The task of his section.-The section will be given an arc
t9 cover with its :fire, but it may in addition be given a
special fire task ; for instance, to shoot down a particular
~pproach or to fire ~ross th~ front or flank of a neighbourmg platoon. The section-commander will be told whether his
light machine gun is to fire on a fuced line or not. The fire
of the guns that are )aid on fixed lines will normally be
co-ordinated by the company commander, but each
section commander must ensure that the fixed line does
not lie within 5 degs. of our own troops. The platoon
commander should indicate special points from which, as
the attack develops, the enemy ~:y attempt to obtain
observatfon of the position ; these points must be kept
under close observation.
(g) When fire is tc be opened.- Fire will not usually be opened
un~ the enemy is within 100 yds. of the pQst . The sect ion
commander should als·o be told the signal for defensive
fue.
(h ) What digging and wiring is to be done and the time by wliicll
the section is tc be dt1g in and ready for action.-The platoon
commander must lay down what tasks are to be undertaken
first>. As a rule these in.elude :(i) Clearing of the field of fire.
(ii) Digging weapon pits.
Cili) Erecting wire.
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(i) The types of section post that are tc be constructed.-(See
para. 176 of this Section).
(j) PatYols.- When patrols are being sent out in the vicinity,
the routes out and back, and the times of their departure
and return.
(k) Tools.- What t ools have been allotted to the section, where
they can be drawn, and when.

I 73. The section commander's responsibilities
{a) That the section weapons are so placed that they can actually
fire on the ground allotted to them. The platoon commander, in selecting the sectjon position, will have taken
this point into consideration, but the section commander
must select the site for each weapon ; this selection must
be made with the eye close to the ground.
(b) That the section is properly dug in.
(c) That the section is concealed from air and ground view.
(d) That a proper routine is observed when the post is established. Weapon slits may have to be occupied for hours
on end.
(e) That all ranges to likely targets are recorded on a rangecard (see S.A.T., Vol. I , Pamphlet No. 2).
174. Improvement of natural cover.-When making use of
natural cover, prominent landmarks must be avoided. Advantage
should always be taken of natural banks, ditches, and hed&'es,
particularly those which give cover from the front to a- section
with an oblique or enfilade task.
Some of the types of cover that may be available are : {a) Sunken roads and railway cuttings. These may become
shell traps. They can be improved by digging into thebank nearest the enemy to make .fire positions and shelters.
(b) Walls and rocks which are good, but apt to splinter and
usually easy to range on. Banks and walls do not give
prot ection from shells bursting behind them, and many are
not bullet-proof.
(c) Shell holes which form a ready made weapon pit, but when
a section is occupying several shell boles, control by the
section commander becomes difficult, unless they are
connected up.
Overcrowding in one shell hole must be
avoided.
(d) Buildings are sometimes useful, but the roofs may collapse
under shell fire. lf they are to be held for any time,
expert help is necessary to make them proof against heavy
fire.
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175. Concealment.-An outstanding lesson of the present war is
that, if their positions are accurately located, defending troops at
the point of attack will be neutralized by an overwhelming air,
artillery, or mortar bombardment. If, however, their positions
remain undetected, the bombardment will be ineffective provided
that their weapon slits are designed to afford reasonable protection.
A.F.Vs. are equally ineffective against infantry whom they cannot
see.
Concealment must be obtained by the careful siting and design
of individual posts. Defended localities will be chosen primarily
for their facilities for concealment, rather than for their field of fii-e.
Concealment must not be jeopa.Jdized in order to obtain the
" perfect " fire plan. Concealment is required .not only from the
air, but also from th.e ground observer with :field glasses.
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(a) The stan~d :fire trench will be the weapon (as opposed to

{b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

" shelter ") pit, designed normally to hold two or three men
and adapted to suit each particular site. Pits should be
2-ft. wide at the bottom with sides as near vertical as the
soil will allow, i.e. , as narrow as possible. The ideal,
which is dependent on the command necessary to give
adequate field of fire, is that there should be no parapet or
parados, all spoil being removed and hidden, and elbow
rests provided where needed by digging (see Figs. xvii.
xviii, and xix). Silhouetting of the occupants• heads .should
be avoided by siting against a suitable background.
Omission of the pal'.ados makes all-round fire easier.
The pits of an infantry section will be sited close enough to
the section commander for his :fire orders to be understood
during battle. Section posts should be witbin voice control
of the platoon commandei:.
Drainage will be a major difficulty. Hollows must~ avoided
as far as possible. Tllis statement. does not mean that
siting should be on the tops of ridges, which are conspicuous targets. Reverse slopes will be used.
Concealment obtained by siting must not be nulli:fied by
bad track discipline. A track plan must be made before
work on the position starts.
The camouflage of the posts themselves will need even more
maintenance than will the pits. Branches and foliage
must be renewed from time to time.

177. Overhead c over.--Overhead cover will not normally be
provided for, L.M.Gs. or rules, which .must be kept free to' engage
attacking aircraft.
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178. Hasty defences.-When defences have to be dug in a
hurry, concealment will have to be obtained by siting, and not by
·removing or covering the spoil.
The first stage, therefore, will be to dig the smallest hole in the
ground that will give the occupants protection, and from which they
can use their weapons. This should cater for men in the sitting
position.
As circumstances permit, the first stage can be developed by
deepening the hole until the occupants can fire their weapons from
the kneeling position.
.
The final stage will be to make it deep enough for the standing
position.
Keeping the dimensions of the standard weapon slits as the goal
the various stages weuld be as follows (su Fig. xx.)
NoTE.-The length of the slit is 6 ft. 6 ins.
The concealment of sli.ts depends on siting and camoutiage. ln
open flat country, spoil must be removed from the area of the
section post. Thus, the completed slits have no parapet or parades.
In broken country, it may be possible to camouflage the parapets
and parados with turf or foliage so that the slits merge into the
surface of the area in which they are dug.
Where. the nature of the ground is such that siting by merging in
broken country can be obtained, an alternative method of concealmeot is by covering the spoil of the parapet or parades by material
(e.g., turf or peat) similar to the texture of the surrounding country.
This is, however, liable to colour after a few days.
Communication trenches will seldom be developed beyond
the crawl-trench stage, and the length of crawl trench dug will be
kept to a minimum.
Shelters may be added to weapon slits and camouflaged, or constructed separately, according to the tactical situation.
179. P rotective w ire.-Protective, as opposed to tactical wire
must be sited to conform with the existing ground pattern of hedge
and ditch or track and road. Slavish use of the standard pattern
.of fence need not be made when an existing hedge tJr fence can be
made use of and it is only necessary to add a few strands of. wire to
make it into an effective obstacle.
In the early stages of the occupation of a defensive position, it
will not be possible to surround the post with thick belts of protective
wire, because there will not be sufficient wire available. During
this stage, therefore, only the more important areas should be wired
and use should be made of trip wires in other parts of the post.
180. Tactical w ire and mines.-Both tactical wire and mines
are used to shepherd the attack on to the chosen counter-attack
area, which may be well in rear of the outer localities. They are
not the concern of this part of Infantry Training.
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181. Protective mines.-These are used in the same way as
protective wire for the close defence of posts and localities. AU
infantry should be trained in arming, laymg, and lifting mines (sea
M.T.P. 40, Part II). For the platoon commander the sitin~ of these
mines will be laid down by the higher commander.
182. General hints for section commande r s when dig~g in
(a) Each man's equipment and arms should be laid on the righthand side of his task as he faces away from the enemy.
They must be easy to get at, and arranged methodicaJly,
so that each man knows exacUy where his equipment lies.
This point is especially important at night, when equipment
can easily be lost.
(b) If t he section is finding sentries while it is digging in, these
should be relieved after short spells of 30 minutes' duty.
(c) By night if a Verey light or- parachute fta.re _goes up while the
section is digging, everyone must keep still.
(d) Digging will frequently take place _at ~ght. A~though
darJmess screens the work from hostile air reconnaissance,
it makes control of the working parties more difficult.
163. R o utine in tile posltion.-The object of organizing the
routine in a section post is to make certain that : (a) The post is never surprised.
{b) Proper discipline is maintained, 9? that the se<;tion is always
ready for action, can defend its post efficiently, and so
that the position of the post is not given invay to hostile
observers by exposure or by lax track discipline.
(c) The equipment, weapons, and ammunition are in good
condition.
184. Routine by day
(a) When ordered, the section will provide a sentry or sentries
to watch for : (i) Signs of the enemy.
(ii) Enemy aircraft.
(iii ) Gas.
.
.
The section commander musl personally orgamze reliefs
and each sentry must be posted by an N.C.O.
(b) Rifles and light machine guns should be concealed by day,
but should be ready for instant action.
(c) A time must be fixed for the inspection of rifles, light machine
guns. oil bottles, ammunition, anti-gas eq~ipment, e~ergency r-ations, and first field dressings, both m the morning
and evening.
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(d) Careful observation must be maintained to ensure that no

enemy movement, or new work, is unobserved. Everyt1ling
noted must be reported to platoon headquarters.
(e) No man should leave the post without the section commander's permission.
(/) T he weapon slits must be kept clean and tidy.
(g) Proper latrines must be dug and used.
185. Routine by night or in foggy weather
(a) Sentries should be posted in pairs and relieved alternately
so as to ensure continuity of observation.
(b) Men in forwMd companies should sleep fully clothed and
equipped, ready for instant action.
(c) No shining of tor-ches, lighting of matches, or smoking, is
permissible by night.
(d) Rifles should be in position ; bayonets must be fixed. The
light machine g un should be placed on its tripod, if one has
been allotted, for firing on the fixed arc or line.
(e) AU men must be warned that track discipline is equally
important by night.
(/) The sentries must be warned about any patrols that are
going out or returning near the post.
(g) The section must " stand to " an hour before daylight and
before dusk and remain standing to until ordered to stand
down by the platoon commander.

186. Sentries
(a) The security of a post depends on the care ,.-ith which
sentries are posted, and on their alertness and efficiency.
(b) Sentries must be posted so that they can warn the section
silenlly, by day or night ; they must remain in the post
and avoid any unnecessary movement. During darkness,
when double sentries are employed, they should be in
touch with each other and able to communicate without
movement. The position of relie!s should be so arranged
that they can be wakened for their tour of duty without
disturbing the rest of the sectio11.
(c) Sentries must understand the following procedure for dealing
with persons approaching the post:(i) If anyone approaches, the sentry will immediately
warn the ppst.
(ii) If the person or party approaches close to the po.-,t, the
whole section should be ready to fire and the sentry
will caJl out" Halt "just loud enough to be heard. 11
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the order to halt is obeyed, the section commander
will order the person or commander of the party to
advance and give an account of himself ; the remainder of the section meanwhile covering the party
with their weapons. If the order to halt is disobeyed,
lire w.ill be opened without hesitation. There is
always a tendency at night to challenge and shoot
early. Sentries will not " challenge " until they are
certain that those approaching are so cl09e that the
section cannot possibly miss them with fire. . On
very black nights it is usually better to rely on the
bayonet, in which event the sentry will not challenge
until the last possible moment.
(d) All sentries must know : (i) The direction of the enemy ;
(ii) The extent of the ground which they have to watch;
(iii) The position of the section posts on their right and
left;
(iv) The .names of any landmarks on their front ;
(v) The procedure to be foJlowed if they see anyone approaching the post ;
(vi) Particulars of any friendly patrols due to return
through their post ;
(vii) The signal for defensive fire ;
(viii) The password ;
(ix) The direction of the wind.
SECTION

42.-0FFENSIVE ACTION AGAINST TANKS
BY DAY

187. Action of forward infantry aiainst tanks in defence
(a) T_he main task of the forward infantry is to make quite sure
that no enemy infantry following up the tanks are allowed
to exploit any success the tanks may achieve. The tanks
themselves will be dealt with by our own anti-tank weapons
and tanks, which are held in reserve. Infantry must, if
need be, lie concealed in their weapon slits. They must
never allow themselves to be drawn off in pursuit.
(b) As soon as the tanks have passed over, the infantry task
begins. They must bob up instantly and wipe out the
following infantry.
(c) Tanks are likely to avoid the sort of site chosen by the
defence, e.g., woods, hedges, villages, or close country,
and they will then be unable· to do more than by-pass
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the defences. They are often very chary of approaching
close, for fear of ant i-tank grenades, the P.I.A.T ., and other
anti-tank weapons.
(d) Infantry units that are in reserve or that have a mobile role
may be given the task of ambushing small bodies of enemy
tanks by day. Every company should therefore be prepared to carry out such roles.
188. Tank -hunting parties.-All infantry should be trained in
tank hunting. This requires special training and special equipment,
of which there may only be sufficient for one p latoon in the compan}:'.
Men for tank hunt ing parties should be spocially selected and, if
possible: should be in one platoon, in order to ensure that at least
one sub-unit is always ready to deal with tanks.
189. The tank ambush- The place selected for the ambush
must be carefuUy chosen. Do not make the elementary mistake
of always siting a tank trap on an " S '.' bend or in a defile. ,;anks
have learned to avoid these places. Site your trap on an ordinary
stretch of road with a slight curve where thin cover, e.g. houses,
walls, banks, pr a thin line of trees, make exit froro the road for
the tanks difficult but not impossible.
190. The procedure should be as follows:(a) Establish an O.P. The ambush will take some little time
to prepare and after preparation you cannot keep all your
men standing to indefinitely. Allow them to rest near
their positions and arrange for a signal (e.g., whistle_ blasts)
to warn them of the approach of tanks. The crew of the
tanks will not hear.
(b) Select three checking points. A platoon can normally
tackle three tanks. The German tank troops consist of
live tanks. The first three should normally be selected
as the victims. The checking points are the places where
you intend that the tanks shall stop to be destroyed.
They can be worked out as follows : (i} The lint ch.e cking point.-Make necklaces of antitank mines or 75 grenades joined together with
cord or signal cable. Conceal them in holes dug
into the bank at the side of the road. Arrange for
these necklaces to be pulled across the road immediately in front of the leading tank. These
will blow the track off the leading tank and you
have the first checking point.
fii} Centre and third checking points.-These are the
places where tanks N os. 2 and 3 will be in a
temporary state of indecision when they see what
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has happened to tank No. I.

If the tank crews are
well trained this pause will only last for a few seconds
but this will be enough for you. In estimating the
position of checking points 2 and 3, remember the
following points :T ~ticaJ driving.-Tanks moving into danger
areas always arrange for tank No. 2 to cover tank
No. l by fire and tank No. 3 to cover tank No. 2.
With practise this arrangement will give y0u a very
accurate guide where checking points 2 and 8 are
bound to be, e.g. if checking point No. I is sited
50 yd:;. round a bend. tank No. 2 will have to be on
the bend to cover tank No. l. If tank No. 2 has
to halt at the bottom of a slight hill, tank No. 3 will
haYe to be over the crest of the hill to cover tank
No. 2 by fire. If tactical driving is pr-act ised with
carriers, it will be found that skill both in siting the
block and estimating the checking points can be
rapidly acqyired.
Tank drills.-Tanks will get off the road as
quickly as they can, SQ make sure that the checking
points are at places where mevement oif the road
will cause thent some little difficulty. Anti-tank
mines can be used to make this movement more
difficult if they try it.

(c) Select a position for the seal.-This is another series of
necklaces of anti-tank mines to be pulled over behind the
third tank to pr.event its escape and to stop tanks Nos. 4
and 5 if they attempt te interfere.
{d) Allot positions to your garrison and to platoon H.Q. Points

to remember here are :(i) One section-one tanJc. (See suggested arrangement
fo Fig. xxi.)
(ii) Perfect concealment from view and, if time permits,
cover from fire--in weapon slits. Have your men off
the road. Tanks are likely to shoot up ditches and
the edge of the road as soon as they are att acked.
Remember the tank commander is 6 to 8 ft. above
the level of the road-he can see well down. the
verges.
(iii) There will be considerable confusion when the attack
starts, and much smoke. In order to avoid killing
your own men, they should all be located on the
same side of the road ; this arrangement will also
help a quick getaway.

(e) Issue definite orders on your poli~y towards enemy reconnaissance vehicles other than tanks. This will depend
largely on the orders you have received, but, if you have
been sent out to destroy tanks, you must ignore enemy
armoured cars and motor cycles. You must then rely on
concealment if they appear ; let them pass through your
ambush, but site your weapons to deal with them if they
return and try to interfere when the attack is in progress.
(See Fig. xxi.)
(/) Select a R.V. This will usually be the place at which your
transport is waiting. Every man in the platoon must hurry
to i t immediately the attack is over. The R.V. should be
down wind if possible, so that your smoke cloud will cover
you as it drifts away. Do not linger to watch the effects
of your work.
(g) Arrange for an alarm signal, on which every man goes te
the rendezvous at once.
191. Points to note.-Anti-tank necklaces.-ihere should be
1 it. 6 ins. from the centre of one mine to centre of the next mine.
Coil up the mines " birds -nest " fashion in their concealed hole and
anchor the far side securely so that they are not pulled too far

when the operations starts. Hide your cord or cable carefully
in the road so that it does not excite suspicion. No. 75 grenades
will usually be used for this purpose.
192. The attack
(a) This is all a matter of team work, and should take place

under the cover of smoke. Smoke grenades thrown on to
the air inlets of the tanks will blmd the crew, cause them
great discomfort, and may make them sick. As soon as
the smoke has thickened up, the assault parties go in and
place their sticky bombs on to the engine covers of ~e
tanks, if time· permits on the top turret, or on the nm
where turret meets hull, or on the gun mountings. After
penetration of the engine covering with sticky bombs,
you can, by application of fire producing agencies (~uch
as A(W and Molotof bombs) probably set the tank alight.
(b) The man with the P.l.A.T. will probably have time for one
shot only. The remainder of the garrison are sited to deal
with any infantry who may interfere and to cover the tanks
with fire to keep them closed down.
(c) The 2-in. mortar provides smoke on the up wind ·fiank to
help to make the movement of the tanks off the roadside
m.o re difficult.
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(d) This particular operation Can -best be likened to an attack
made by a bomb<;r pilot on a heavily escorted enemy
warship. He darts in, drops his bombs, and is away. He
does not linger to watch the effect of his bombs, or he may
be caught at a disadvantage. The whole action with a
well-trained team should be over in two or three minutes
and the platoon should be well away before the tank crews
have had time to collect their wits.
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43.-DESTRUCTION OF ENEMY TANKS BY
NIGHT OR 1N N IGHT HARBOUR

193. General .-At night, tanks usually go into harbour fo:c
maintenance. Here they are very vulnerable to infantry who have
acquired skill in fieldcraft and night patrolling, and they will suffer
heavily if vigorous action is taken.
Except for small detachments, enemy tanks are usually protected
in harbour by dismounted troops. In such instances, a careful
reconnaissance to locate the exact positions of the tanks and of
t he protecting infantry is necessary before any detailed plan of
attack can be made.
There will often be noise in a tank park at night, and this should
make location of it fairly easy. Tanks usually carry out maintenance
by night, distribute food, petrol and ammunition, issue orders for
t he following day and carry out many other duties which must
entail noise. In closed country the tanks are likely to lie up in
cover sucb as scrub or woods. In open country, however, they form
a "laager." The scene to be expected in a laager is:(a) A square or rectangle of tanks drawn up with the guns
facing outwards.
(b) Some of these tanks, known as " guard tanks," will be
manned by their crews.
(i:) The crews of the remainder of tile tanks will usually be
sleeping outside their tanks under waterproof bivouac
sheets.
(d) There will be a prowler guard making a regular circuit of
the perimeter on foot.
(e) In the middle of the rectangle the echelon " B " vehicles
will he parked, and maint enance wo:rk, distribution of
food, etc., may be in progress.
(f) When an alarm is given all tank crews will run to their
tanks. They will spray the ground all round the tanks
with fire, using tjleir headlights to give illumination and
they will get on tlie move as quickly as they can.
(g) There will always be at least one road leading into and out
of the tank harbour.
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194. Problems feeing the attacking platoon
(a) The prowler guard and any sentries must be avoided or
silently eliminated.
(b) The tanks and their crews must both be destroyed if possible.
'95. Method
(a) The platoon as a whole moving in night patrol formation
should creep as near the tank park as is considered safe.
(b} An "0" group will assemble at a prearranged R.V.
(c) From this R.V. a reconnaissance patrol consisting of two men
expert in fieldcraft should be sent forward to discover a
route into the middle of the park.
(d) Based on the information given by these two men, the platoon
commander makes his plan and gives out his orders. A
final R. V. is essential in case anything goes wrong.
{l) The platoon commander's plan will vary according to circumstances, but, generally speaking, it is best to use the smallest
possible force to filter through the gap discovered. T.h.is
force will go right into the middle of the harbour and will
begin to attack moving outwards. This attack will take
the tanks by surprise and will avoid casualties from their
machine gun fire. Tanks will be afraid to fire into the middle
of the harbour lest they should kill their own men. Any
parts of the patrol left outside tbe park can add to the
confusion by creating a diversion.
(f) If anti-tank mines or No. 75 grenades are available, these
can be placed at suitable points leading to the road where
they will catch the tanks as they move off.
(g) It is important to try to destroy the tanks and not merely
to disable them. Destruction can best be achieved either : (i) by fire, or
.
(H) by putting an anti-tank mine inside the tank, fitted as
follows : remove the fuze from the centre of the
mine and replace it with a circular piece of guncotton into which a detonator, safety fuze, and
igniter have been inserted. The percussion from the
guncotton will set off the mine.
(Ji} Speed is essential. As soon as the operation is over the
platoon should R. V. and move into a concealed position
of observation well away from the area.

CHAPTER 6
SECTION

44.-THE WITHDRAWAL

196. General.-A force retiring coveu itself against enemy pursuit
by a rear guard, whose duty is to allow the main body to withdraw
in safety. A rear guard usually withdraws from one position to
another or through a position held by other troops.
197. Rear guard position.-Rear guard and defensive positions
are very alike, and the i,ection commander will have almost the
same tasks in both.
Th~ main di1ferences are that in a rear guard position depth is
sacrificed and positions are selected so as to obtain the maximum
field of fire from the outset, and a covered line of withdrawal. A
large proportion of light machine guns will therefore be given arcs
of fire straight to the front.
198. Withdrawal from a rear guard position will usuallr be carried
out at night. By day it is a very difficult operation.
Before withdrawal, the platoon commander of a forward platoon
will require to know :(a) The time up to which the forward defended localities are to
be denied to the enemy.
(b) Who is holding any position that may have been organized
in rear, where it is. and what time his section is to pass
through this position.
(c) Route back to company rendezvous.
This route must be chosen so as not to mask the fire of
any troops holding a position in rear.
(d) Who will give the order to begin withdrawal (if he has not
got a watch}.
(e) What covering fire is available.
(f) What spare equipment can be loaded on the company truclu
before the actual hour of leaving the position.
(g) Locations of company headquarters.
On receipt of this information the platoon commander will prepare
his plan for the withdrawal of his platoon. He will reconnoitre his
~ou~e. back and will decide whether " thinning out " will be by
mdiv1duals or whether whole sections can get away together. In
the former method he must s.e lect a platoon rendezvous, in a covered
posi~ion, which becomes the platoon check point. From this point
sections will withdraw to the company rendezvous making full use
of all available cover.
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199. Delaying tactics
The rear guard's chief duty of gaining time by delaying the enemy
can often be assisted by the employment of simple and hastily
constructed dummies. A " minefield " of dust-covered plates, and
a screen of blankets across a road, are obstacles which the enemy
must pause to investigate.
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